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Seventh Judicial District. Court - Fremont County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2009-0000296 Current Judge: Gregory W. Moeller 
Joni Kepler-fleenor, etal. vs. Fremont County 
User 
MACE New Case Filed - Other Claims 
User: HARRIGFELD 
Judge 
Gregory W. Moeller 
MACE Filing: A - Civil Complaint for more than $1,000.00 Gregory W. Moeller 
Paid by: Holden Kidwell Hahn And Crapo Receipt 
number: 0061107 Dated: 6/10/2009 Amount: 
$88.00 (Check) For: Kepler-fleenor, Joni (plaintiff) 
MACE Judge Changed Correction Gregory W. Moeller 
MACE Summons Issued Gregory W. Moeller 
MACE Plaintiff: Kepler-fleenor, Joni Notice Of Gregory W. Moeller 
Appearance Shan B. Perry 
MACE Acknowledgment Of Acceptance Of Gregory W. Moeller 
Service-Blake Hall For Fremont County 
MACE Summons Returned Gregory W. Moeller 
MACE Defendant.Fremont County, Notice Of Gregory W. Moeller 
Appea~nce Blake G. Hall 
MACE Answer To Petition Declatory Judgment Gregory W. Moeller 
MACE Note Of Issue And Request For Trial Gregory W. Moeller 
Setting.-Available Dates Sent By Shan Perry 
MACE Response To Note of Issue and Request For Trial Gregory W. Moeller 
Setting 
MACE Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial 03/25/2010 Gregory W. Moeller 
09:00AM) 
MACE Notice Of Trial Setting and Order Governing Gregory W. Moeller 
Further Proceedings 
MACE Hearing Scheduled (Pre Trial Conference Gregory W. Moeller 
03/10/2010 01:30 PM) 
MACE Notice Of Trial Setting and Order Governing Gregory W. Moeller 
Further Proceedings 
MACE Notice Of Service-Plaintiffs First Set Of lnterog. Gregory W. Moeller 
MACE Hearing Scheduled (Hearing 02/09/2010 04:00 
PM) 30 Minutes-Motion For Summary Judgment 
Gregory W. Moeller 
MACE Affidavit Of Kurt Hibbert Gregory W. Moeller 
MACE Motion For Summary Judgment Gregory W. Moeller 
MACE Notice Of hearing Gregory W. Moeller 
MACE Notice Of Service Gregory W. Moeller 
MACE Hearing Scheduled (Pre Trial Conference 
03/09/2010 01:30 PM) 
Gregory W. Moeller 
MACE Brief In Oppostition To Def Motion For Summary 
Judgment 
Gregory W. Moeller 
MACE Reply Memorandum In Support Of Motion For Gregory W. Moeller 
Summary Judgment 
MACE Reply Memorandum In Support Of Motion To 
Summary Judgment-Blake Hall 
Gregory W. Moeller 
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Seventh Judicial District Court - Fremont County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2009-0000296 Current Judge: Gregory W. Moeller 
Joni Kepler-fleenor, etal. vs. Fremont County 
User 
MACE Hearing result for Hearing held on 02/09/2010 
04:00 PM: Hearing Held 30 Minutes-Motion For 
Summary Judgment 
MACE Minute Entry 
MACE Notice Of Service-Def. First Set Of lnterog. 
MACE Stipulation To Extend Discovery Deadline 
MACE Hearing result for Pre Trial Conference held on 
03/09/2010 01:30 PM: Hearing Vacated 
MACE Order Extending Discovery Deadline 
MACE Judge Is Doing Summary Judgment 
MACE Hearing result for Court Trial held on 03/25/2010 
09:00AM: Hearing Vacated 
User: HARRIGFELD 
Judge 
Gregory W. Moeller 
Gregory W. Moeller 
Gregory W. Moeller 
Gregory W. Moeller 
Gregory W. Moeller 
Gregory W. Moeller 
Gregory W. Moeller 
Gregory W. Moeller 
MACE Memorandum Decision On Defendants Summary Gregory W. Moeller 
Judgment-County's Motion For Summary 
Judgment Is Granted. Plaintiffs Petiton For 
Declatory Judgment Is Dsimissed. Trial Is 
Vacated. 
MACE Hearing Scheduled (Hearing 05/11/201 O 02:00 Gregory W. Moeller 
PM) 30 Minutes For Motion On Attorney Fees 
MACE Motion For Attorney Fees Gregory W. Moeller 
MACE Memorandum In Support Of Motion For Attorney Gregory W. Moeller 
Fees 
MACE Affidavit Of Blake Hall In Support Of Motion For Gregory W. Moeller 
Attorney Fees 
MACE Notice Of Hearing Gregory W. Moeller 
MACE Final Judgement, Order Or Decree Entered Gregory W. Moeller 
MACE Judgment Of Dismissal Gregory W. Moeller 
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Seventh Judicial District Court - Fremont County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2009-0000296 Current Judge: Gregory W. Moeller 
Joni Kepler-fleenor, etal. vs. Fremont County 
User 
MACE Civil Disposition: entered for: Fremont County,, 
Defendant; Augustin, Steve And Laurie, Plaintiff; 
Blue Sky Management, Lie,, Plaintiff; Ekbert, 
Lorraine, Plaintiff; Ekbert, Terry, Plaintiff; Fife, 
Wes, Plaintiff; Fleenor, Kevin, Plaintiff; Fleenor, 
Kistin, Plaintiff; Green, Rick And Kelly, Plaintiff; 
Heming, Art, Plaintiff; Heming, Claire, Plaintiff; 
Kepler-fleenor, Joni, Plaintiff; Killpack, Diane, 
Plaintiff; Killpack, Gary, Plaintiff;. Krumenacker, 
Rick, Plaintiff; Krumenacker, Shauna, Plaintiff; 
Mordaunt, Brian, Plaintiff; Mordaunt, Pam, 
Plaintiff; Murdock, Fritz, Plaintiff; Murdock, Pattie, 
Plaintiff; Nave, Jerry B, Plaintiff; Nave, KeUy, 
Plaintiff; Neibaur, Brad, Plaintiff; Neibaur, David, 
Plaintiff; Neibaur, Diane, Plaintiff; Neibaur, 
Douglas, Plaintiff; Neibaur, Linda, Plaintiff; 
Neibuar, Barbara, Plaintiff; Neibuar, Grant, 
Plaintiff; Steed, Donna, Plaintiff; Steed, Randy, 
Plaintiff; Wageman, Cenia, Plaintiff; Wageman, 
Jerry, Plaintiff; West, Connie, Plaintiff; West, 
Doran, Plaintiff; West, Kerry, Plaintiff; West, Kim, 
Plaintiff. Filing date: 3/29/201 O 
MACE Motion To Reconsider 
MACE Memorandum In Support Of Motion To 
Reconsider 
MACE Affidavit Of Arnold Woolsenhulme 
MACE Objection To Motion For Attorney Fees 
MACE Notice Of Hearing 
MACE Notice Of Hearing 
MACE Response To Motion For Reconsideration And 
Memorandum In Support Of Motion To Strike 
User: HARRIGFELD 
Judge 
Gregory W. Moeller 
Gregory W. Moeller 
Gregory W. Moeller 
Gregory W. Moeller 
Gregory W. Moeller 
Gregory W. Moeller 
Gregory W. Moeller 
Gregory W. Moeller 
MACE Motion To Strike Affd Of Arnold W. Woolstehulme Gregory W. Moeller 
MACE Minute Entry Gregory W. Moeller 
MACE JUDGE MOELLER TOOK CASE BACK TO Gregory W. Moeller 
MADISON CO. FOR DECISION PREPARATION. 
MACE Hearing result for Hearing held on 05/11/2010 Gregory W. Moeller 
02:00 PM: Hearing Held 30 Minutes For Motion 
On Attorney Fees Also Motion To Reconsider 
MACE Memorandum Decision On Plaintiffs Motion For Gregory W. Moeller 
Reconsideration-Motion To Strike Affd Of 
Woolsenhulme-Denied. Motion To Strike Affd Of 
Woolsenhulme Re: Impermissible Parol Evid. 
Granted. Motion For Attorney Fees And 
Costs-Denied-Filed In Chambers 
HARRlGFELD Notice of Appeal Gregory W. Moeller 
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Seventh Judicial District Court - Fremont County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2009-0000296 Current Judge: Gregory W. Moeller 




HARRIGFELD Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Gregory W. Moeller 
Supreme Court Paid by: Charles Homer 
Receipt number: 0069693 Dated: 8/12/201 O 
Amount: $101.00 (Credit card) For: 
Kepler-fleenor, Joni (plaintiff) 
HARRIGFELD Filing: Technology Cost - CC Paid by: Charles Gregory W. Moeller 
Homer Receipt number: 0069693 Dated: 
8/12/2010 Amount: $3.00 (Credit card) For: 
Kepler-fleenor, Joni (plaintiff) 
HARRIGFELD Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 69694 Dated Gregory W. Moeller 
8/12/2010 for 100.00) Estimated Fee for Appeal 
Record 
HARRIGFELD Condition of Bond Payment for Clerk's Record on Gregory W. Moeller 
Appeal - Estimate 
HARRIGFELD Appeal to Supreme Court Gregory W. Moeller 
HARRIGFELD Notice of Appeal Received by Supreme Court and Gregory W. Moeller 
CLERK'S RECORD DUE NOVEMBER 5, 2010 
HARRIGFELD Clerk's Certificate Filed with Supreme Court Gregory W. Moeller 
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Shan B. Perry, Esq. 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
P.O. Box 50130 JUN -9 2000 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Telephone: (208)523-0620 
Facsimile: (208) 523-9518 
State Bar No. 5459 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
By:_ ----------===~-·=~ --
ASSIGNED JUDGE: 
GREGORY W. MOELLER 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FREMONT 
JONI KEPLER-FLEENOR, an individual, 
KISTIN FLEENOR, BLUE SKY 
MANAGEMENT,LLC,GRANT 
NEIBUAR, BARBARA NEIBAUR; ART 
HERNING, CLAIRE HERNING; JERRY 
WAGEMAN, CENIA WAGEMAN, 
DAVID NEIBAUR. DOUGLAS 
NEIBAUR, LINDA NEIBAUR. FRITZ 
MURDOCK, PATTIE MURDOCK, 
DORAN WEST, CONNIE WEST, KIM 
WEST, KERRY WEST, RICK GREEN, 
KELLY GREEN, GARY KILLPACK, 
DIANE KILLPACK, TERRY EKBERT, 
LORRAINE EKBERT, RANDY STEED, 
DONNA STEED, JERRY NA VE, 
KELLY NA VE, BRAD NEIBAUR, 
DIANE NEIBAUR, WES FIFE, KEVIN 
FLEENOR, RICK KRUMENACKER, 
SHAUNA KRUMENACKER, BRIAN 
MORDAUNT, PAM MORDAUNT, 




FREMONT COUNTY, a political 
subdivision of the State of Idaho 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV-09- ~q C, 
PETITION FOR DECLARATORY 
JUDGMENT 
Filing Category: A. 
Filing Fee: $88.00 
ORIGINAL 
6
The above-named Plaintiffs, for cause of action against Fremont County, hereby 
brings this Declaratory Judgment Petition pursuant to Idaho Code § 10-1201 et seq. 
PARTIES AND JURISDICTION 
1. Plaintiffs, Joni Kepler-Fleenor and Kistin Fleenor, own Lot 4 of the Sawtelle 
Mountain Subdivision, Division No. 3, located in Fremont County, Idaho, according to the 
recorded plat. 
2. Plaintiff, Blue Sky Management, LLC, is an Idaho Limited Liability Company 
which owns Lot 3 of the Sawtelle Mountain Subdivision, Division No. 3, located in Fremont 
County, Idaho, according to the recorded plat. 
3. The remainder of the Plaintiffs, are either actual or equitable owners of lots in 
the Sawtelle Subdivisions, located in Fremont County, and are directly impacted by the 
actions of Premont Countyregardingthe easement that Fremont County wrongfully considers 
a county road. 
4. Fremont County is a political subdivision of the State of Idaho. 
5. Jurisdiction is proper within the District Court of Fremont County, as the 
controversy involves real property, and the issue in controversy is greater than $10,000.00. 
Venue is proper within Fremont County, as the disputed property is located within Fremont 
County. 
FACTS 
6. On September 29, 1994, the Fremont County Board of Commissioners 
approved and accepted a Plat for Sawtelle Mountain Subdivision, Division # 3 ("the Plat") 
2 - PETITION FOR DECLARATORY JUDGMENT 
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This Sawtelle subdivision is bordered on the west by Stonegate Subdivision, phase I. 
7. Pursuant to the Plat, a 60 foot "Road & Utility Easement" ("Utility Easement") 
runs through Lots 3 and 4 of the Sawtelle Subdivision. This Utility Easement provides 
utilities between the two subdivisions. 
8. The "Owners Certificate" of the Plat has the following statements: 
That all roads are hereby dedicated to the public with right of 
access being limited by the homeowners association until such 
times as accepted by Fremont County 
That the Developer/homeowners association will maintain all 
roadways until such time as Fremont County accepts said 
maintenance. 
That the dedicated 60 ft. roadway and utility right-of-way will 
allow sewer, water, electrical, telephone and other utilities to be 
installed in the right of way. 
9. The Utility Easement appears different on the plat than of the road on the Plat 
entitled "Huckleberry Loop." Huckleberry Loop does not go through anyone's property, and 
is specifically named as a street. The Utility Easement is not named as a road, and it goes 
through the property of Lots 3 and 4 of the development as an Easement, not a road. The 
Utility Easement has a "hatched" designation on the Plat, while Huckleberry Loop has no 
such designation. 
10. The County has never done any maintenance or upkeep on Huckleberry Loop, 
nor the Utility Easement. 
11. Approximately one half of the Sawtelle Subdivision is located within the City 
oflsland Park. However, Fremont County is the only jurisdiction which approved the Plat. 
3 - PETITION FOR DECLARATORY mDGMENT 
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The City of Island Park did not approve nor accept the Plat. 
12. As the neighboring Stonegate subdivision grew, the residents, contractors, and 
vendors who were working on the homes in the Stonegate subdivision, would use the 
Sawtelle Subdivision, including the Utility Easement, to access Stonegate. This heavy use 
of Sawtelle Subdivision was a concern to Plaintiffs, because of the heavy trucks and abuse 
of the Sawtelle subdivision roads by Stonegate residents. The heavy use caused damage to 
the Sawtelle roads. The heavy flow of traffic, and type of traffic from Stonegate, created a 
dangerous condition which caused life and safety issue with the Plaintiffs. As the County 
does not do maintenance on the roads, the cost of the repairs and maintenance were born by 
the Sawtelle residents and the Plaintiffs herein. 
13. Plaintiffs have always considered the Utility Easement as a private easement 
for the use of utilities, and not a public roadway. Because of the abuse of the Utility 
Easement and Huckleberry Loop, the Plaintiffs who owned Lots 3 and 4 of the plat installed 
a gate and a berm across the Utility Easement, to prevent access, in approximately 2005. 
Plaintiffs opened up the access for three days in 2006, and entered into a recorded agreement, 
in 2006, with the Fremont County Prosecuting Attorney, and the Fremont County Road and 
Bridge Supervisor, that the Utility Easement was not a dedication of the area for use as a 
public right of way. 
14. Fremont County made an incorrect determination that the Utility Easement is 
in fact a dedicated road, accepted by the County. As such, on June 1, 2009, the County tore 
down the gate installed by Plaintiffs, and removed the berm, including at least 15 loads of 
4 - PETITION FOR DECLARATORY JUDGMENT 
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dirt, road fill, and large boulders, from the Plaintiffs' property. 
REQUEST FOR DECLARATORY JUDGMENT 
15. Paragraphs 1 through 14 are hereby incorporated as if set forth in full. 
16. Plaintiffs request this Court to declare the rights, status, and legal relations 
between the parties, with regards to the Utility Easement. In particular, Plaintiffs asks this 
court to declare that the Utility Easement is not a dedicated public road. The facts show that 
there was not an unequivocable dedication of the Utility Easement as a public road. 
17. Plaintiffs also request that this Court hold that Plaintiffs may block access to 
the Utility Easement to the general public, except for those uses allowed in the scope of the 
Utility Easement, for utilities. 
18. In the alternative, Plaintiffs request a declaration that the Plat for Sawtelle 
Mountain Subdivision, Division #3, is void. The County had no authority to approve a Plat 
where approximately one half of the property is located within the City of Island Park. The 
action by the County was void, and an ultra vires act. As such, all roads located within the 
Sawtelle Mountain Subdivision, Division #3, are private roads, not public Roads. 
19. That this court hold that Fremont County is liable for Plaintiffs' attorney fees, 
pursuant to Idaho Code section 12-117. 
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray for relief as follows: 
1. A Declaration that the Utility Easement in Sawtelle Mountain Subdivision, 
Division #3, is a private utility easement, and not a public County road. 
2. An Order allowing Plaintiffs to prevent access to the Utility Easement, except 
5 - PETITION FOR DECLARATORY JUDGMENT 
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for those limited uses anticipated by the Easement. 
3. For an order awarding Plaintiffs their reasonable attorneys fees and costs 
pursuant to Idaho Code § 12-117. 
4. For such other relief as the Court deems just and proper. 
DA TED this ~ay of June, 2009. 
Shan B. Perry 
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C. 
G:\WPDATA\SBPIIJSOO Grant Nei>aur\Petition.Declarato,y Judgment.wpd:sm 
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Shan B. Perry, Esq. 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L. 
P.O. Box 50130 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Telephone: (208)523-0620 
Facsimile: (208) 523-9518 
State Bar No. 5459 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FREMONT 
JONI KEPLER-FLEENOR, an individual, 
KISTIN FLEENOR, BLUE SKY 
MANAGEMENT,LLC,GRANT 
NEIBUAR, BARBARA NEIBAUR; ART 
HERNING, CLAIRE HERNING; JERRY 
WAGEMAN, CENIA WAGEMAN, 
DAVID NEIBAUR. DOUGLAS 
NEIBAUR, LINDA NEIBAUR. FRITZ 
MURDOCK, PATTIE MURDOCK, 
DORAN WEST, CONNIE WEST, KIM 
WEST, KERRY WEST, RICK GREEN, 
KELLY GREEN, GARY KILLPACK, 
DIANE KILLPACK, TERRY EKBERT, 
LORRAINE EKBERT, RANDY STEED, 
DONNA STEED, JERRY NA VE, 
KELLY NA VE, BRAD NEIBAUR, 
DIANE NEIBAUR, WES FIFE, KEVIN 
FLEENOR, RICK KRUMENACKER, 
SHAUNA KRUMENACKER, BRIAN 
MORDAUNT, PAM MORDAUNT, 




FREMONT COUNTY, a political 
subdivision of the State of Idaho 
Defendant. 





YOU HA VE BEEN SUED BY THE ABOVE NAMED PLAINTIFF 
THE COURT MAY ENTER JUDGMENT AGAINST YOU WITHOUT FURTHER 
NOTICE UNLESS YOU RESPOND WITHIN TWENTY (20) DAYS. 
READ THE INFORMATION BELOW. 
TO: FREMONT COUNTY 
You are hereby notified that in order to defend this lawsuit, an appropriate written 
response must be filed with the above designated court within twenty (20) days after service 
of this Summons on you. If you fail to respond, the court may enter judgment against you 
as demanded by Plaintiff in the Complaint. 
A copy of the Complaint is served with this Summons. If you wish to seek the advice 
or representation by an attorney in this matter, you should do so promptly so that your written 
response, if any, may be filed in time and other legal rights protected. 
An appropriate written response requires compliance with Rule lO(a)(l) and other 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and shall also include: 
1. The title and number of this case. 
2. If your response is an Answer to the Complaint, it must contain admissions or 
denials of the separate allegations of the Complaint and other defenses you may claim. 
3. Your signature, mailing address and telephone number, or the signature, 
mailing address and telephone number of your attorney. 
4. Proof of mailing or delivery of a copy of your response to Plaintiffs' attorney, 
as designated above. 
To determine whether you must pay a filing fee with your response, contact the clerk 
of the above named court. 
2 - SUMMONS 
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CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
By: 
G:\WPDATA\SBP\13S00 Grant Neibaur\Summom.lim:11n 
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• • 
Shan B. Perry, Esq. 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
P.O. Box 50130 
DIS rn1CT SEVEN COURT 
County of Fremont State of Idaho 
Filed:;=:.=========--
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Telephone: (208)523-0620 
Facsimile: (208) 523-9518 
State Bar No. 5459 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
AB~MACE, CLERK 
By: ---~'-.+---=o ..... -u--=c,..,..,e-,-rk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FREMONT 
JONI KEPLER-FLEENOR, an individual, 
KISTIN FLEENOR, BLUE SKY 
MANAGEMENT,LLC,GRANT 
NEIBUAR, BARBARA NEIBAUR; ART 
HERNING, CLAIRE HERNING; JERRY 
WAGEMAN, CENIA WAGEMAN, 
DAVID NEIBAUR. DOUGLAS 
NEIBAUR, LINDA NEIBAUR. FRITZ 
MURDOCK, PATTIE MURDOCK, 
DORAN WEST, CONNIE WEST, KIM 
WEST, KERRY WEST, RICK GREEN, 
KELLY GREEN, GARY KILLPACK, 
DIANE KILLPACK, TERRY EKBERT, 
LORRAINE EKBERT, RANDY STEED, 
DONNA STEED, JERRY NA VE, 
KELLY NA VE, BRAD NEIBAUR, -
DIANE NEIBAUR, WES FIFE, KEVIN 
FLEENOR, RICK KRUMENACKER, 
SHAUNA KRUMENACKER, BRIAN 
MORDAUNT, PAM MORDAUNT, 




FREMONT COUNTY, a political 
subdivision of the State of Idaho 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV-09-296 
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF 
ACCEPTANCE OF SERVICE 
ORIGINAL 
15
·- • • 
COMES NOW Blake Hall, Esq., on behalf of Defendant, Fremont County in the 
above entitled proceeding, and hereby acknowledges receipt of service of a copy of the 
Petition for Declaratory Judgment and Summons in the above entitled proceeding pursuant 
to Rule 4(d)(6) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and in lieu of any other service under 
such rules. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
~,... ... ~\.N2_ )ss. 
County of~ - ) 
~ ~~ 
On the ls-day o~009, before me, the undersigned, a notary public in and 
for said State, personally appeared BLAKE HALL, known or identified to me to be the 
person whose name is subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he 
executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal, 
the day and year it,1 this certificate first above written. 
,,,, \\ 1111,, ,,,,,, 
~,,,,, r>iOB81, 1111,,,. 
~ 'i-"··········.1\1~ ~ ,t 0 .. ··· ·· ... ~ 
2' .·/~o:'f A/::/ ,_··.... ~:::: £ -~ r, .-
\ ...... l § 
'§. \. Aoe\..\c, / i 
~ .. ..· 0;:: 
~~·············~# ~,,,. if: Of,~,,,~ 
1111111111m''\'" 
G:\WPDATA\SBP\13500 Grant NeibauM=ptance of Service.ATT.frm:sm 
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·; I' • 
Shan B. Perry, Esq. 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
P.O. Box 50130 
I 000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
.......... --~ ...... ., -··-· ··-. 
: , --· ,- · .. , ,- . ..., ; .. ~;r-~, CO: ;o-r 
I- , n, 
•. U: ·f\Jrr1Ci;i Ei·ate or ,,...,~ho 
! < ',l I(~ 
:···c:.:t=----=::::::::.:..-~ 
/ JUN I O 20fl) 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Telephone: (208)523-0620 
Facsimile: (208) 523-9518 
State Bar No. 5459 
C;: 
l-.~~---J 
ACUJE MACE, CLEnK 
-----f~)c-;: '.--:-,y--:C:::-:--!e_,,..rk 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FREMONT 
JONI KEPLER-FLEENOR, an individual, 
KISTIN FLEENOR, BLUE SKY 
MANAGEMENT, LLC, GRANT 
NEIBUAR, BARBARA NEIBAUR; ART 
HERNING, CLAIRE BERNING; JERRY 
WAGEMAN, CENIA WAGEMAN, 
DA YID NEIBAUR. DOUGLAS 
NEIBAUR, LINDA NEIBAUR. FRITZ 
MURDOCK, PATTIE MURDOCK, 
DORAN WEST, CONNIE WEST, KIM 
WEST, KERRY WEST, RICK GREEN, 
KELLY GREEN, GARY KILLPACK, 
DIANE KILLPACK, TERRY EKBERT, 
LORRAINE EKBERT, RANDY STEED, 
DONNA STEED, JERRY NA VE, 
KELLY NA VE, BRAD NEIBAUR, 
DIANE NEIBAUR, WES FIFE, KEVIN 
FLEENOR, RICK KRUMENACKER, 
SHAUNA KRUMENACKER, BRIAN 
MORDAUNT, PAM MORDAUNT, 




FRE:rvf ONT COUNtY~ a politfoaf 
subdivision of the State of Idaho 
Defendant. 




YOU HA VE BEEN SUED BY THE ABOVE NAMED PLAINTIFF 
THE COURT MAY ENTER JUDGMENT AGAINST YOU WITHOUT FURTHER 
NOTICE UNLESS YOU RESPOND WITHIN TWENTY (20) DAYS. 
READ THE INFORMATION BELOW. 
TO: FREMONT COUNTY 
You are hereby notified that in order to defend this· lawsuit, an appropriate written 
response must be filed with the above designated court within twenty (20) days after service 
of this Summons on you. If you fail to respond, the court may enter judgment against you 
as demanded by Plaintiff in the Complaint. 
A copy of the Complaint is served with this Summons. If you wish to seek the advice 
or representation by an attorney in this matter, you should do so promptly so that your written 
response, if any; may be filed in time and other legal rights protected. 
An appropriate written response requires compliance with Rule lO(a)(l) and other 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and shall also include: 
1. The title and number of this case. 
2. If your response is an Answer to the Complaint, it must contain admissions or 
denials of the separate allegations of the Complaint and other defenses you may claim. 
3. Your signature, mailing address and telephone number, or the signature, 
mailing address and telephone number of your attorney. 
4. Proof of mailing or delivery of a copy of your response to Plaintiffs' attorney, 
as designated above. 
To determine whether you must pay a filing fee with your response, contact the clerk 
of the above named court. 
2 - SUMMONS 
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CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
By: . ~~ 
Deputy 
Dated: _ _.:../,,_-_/;.._O_. _-;.._o_· ...L.9 __ 
G:\WPDATAISBP\13500 Grant Neibaur\Summons.mn:sm 
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BLAKE G. HALL (2434) 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Fremont County 
NELSON HALL PARRY TUCKER, P.A. 
490 Memorial Drive 
P. 0. Box 51630 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-1630 
Telephone (208) 522-3001 
Fax (208) 523-7354 
Attorneys for Defendant Fremont County 
DISTRICT SEVEN COURT 
County of Fremont State of Idaho 
Filed:=======r--
JlJ.. 28 208 
j:~1ACE, CLERK 
By: ~ Deputy Clerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FREMONT 
JONI KEPLER-FLEENOR, an individual, 
KISTIN FLEENOR, BLUE SKY 
MANAGEMENT, LLC, et al., 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
FREMONT COUNTY, a political 
subdivision of the County of Fremont, State 
ofldaho; 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV-09-296 
ANSWER TO PETITION FOR 
DECLARATORY JUDGMENT 
As and for an answer to Plaintiffs' Petition for Declaratory Judgment, Defendant 
pleads and alleges as follows: 
FIRST DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs' Petition, and each and every allegation contained therein, fails to state a 
claim against Defendant upon which relief can be granted. 
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SECOND DEFENSE 
1. Defendant denies each and every allegation contained in Plaintiffs' Petition unless 
expressly and specifically hereinafter admitted. 
2. With regard to paragraphs 1, 2, 4, 6 and 8, Defendant admits the allegations 
contained therein. 
3. With regard to paragraph 5, Defendant admits that this Court has personal 
jurisdiction over the parties and admits that venue would be proper in Fremont County, but 
denies that Plaintiffs have standing to pursue this matter and denies that there is a justiciable 
controversy, and therefore denies the remainder of the paragraph. 
4. With regard to paragraph 7, Defendant admits that there is a "60' Road & Utility 
Easement"shown on the Sawtelle Subdivision Plat betweenthe Sawtelle Subdivision and the 
Stonegate Subdivision, and that a part of the purpose of that "Road and Utility Easement" is 
to provide utilities between the two subdivisions. Defendant denies the allegations in the 
remainder of the paragraph. 
5. With regard to paragraph 9, Defendant admits that the "Road and Utility 
Easement" appears to be drawn differently on the Sawtelle Subdivision Plat than 
"Huckleberry Road," but is without information to sufficient to admit or deny the legal or 
factual consequence of that difference, and therefore denies all allegations in the paragraph. 
6. With regard to paragraph 10, Defendant alleges that it has done upkeep on the 
Road and Utility easement in this matter by removing a berm installed across the road, and 
admits the remainder of the paragraph. 
7. With regard to paragraph 11, Defendant is without information sufficient to admit 
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or deny the allegations regarding whether or not the City oflsland Park approved the 
Sawtelle Subdivision, and therefore denies the same. Defendant admits that a portion of the 
Sawtelle Subdivision is located within the boundaries of the City of Island Park, but denies 
that one-half of the Subdivision is within the City of Island Park. Defendant admits that 
Fremont County approved the Subdivision, but denies the remainder of the paragraph. 
8. With regard to paragraph 12, Defendant is without information sufficient to admit 
or deny the allegations regarding use of the roads in the Sawtelle or Stonegate Subdivisions, 
and therefore denies the same. Defendant admits that it has not done any maintenance on 
the Sawtelle Subdivision roads, but denies the remainder of the paragraph. 
9. With regard to paragraph 13, Defendant admits that someone installed a berm 
across the "Road and Utility Easement" in approximately 2005, but denies the remainder of 
the paragraph. 
10. With regard to paragraph 14, Defendant admits that on or about June 1, 2009, it 
had to clear the "Road and Utility Easement" in this matter, a public right of way, of the 
berm, but denies the remainder of the paragraph. 
11. With regard to paragraphs 3, 15, 16, 17, 18 and 19, Defendant denies the same. 
THIRD DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs' claims are not ripe. 
FOURTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs', or some of them, lack standing. 
FIFTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs' have violated the doctrine of clean hands. 




The foregoing defenses are applicable, where appropriate, to any and all of 
Plaintiffs' claims for relief. In asserting these defenses, Defendant does not admit that it has 
the burden of proving the allegations or denials contained in the defenses, but, to the 
contrary, asserts that by reasons of the denials and/or by reason of relevant statutory and 
judicial authority, the burden of proving the facts relevant to many of the defenses and/or the 
burden of proving the inverse to the allegations contained in many of the defenses is upon 
the Plaintiff. Defendant does not admit, in asserting any defense, any responsibility or 
liability, but, to the contrary, specifically deny any and all allegations of responsibility and 
liability in Plaintiffs' Petition. 
SEVENTH DEFENSE 
Defendant has considered and believes that it may have additional defenses to 
Plaintiffs' Petition, but cannot at this time, consistent with Rule 11 of the Idaho Rules of 
Civil Procedure, state with specificity those defenses. Accordingly, Defendant reserves the 
right to supplement its Answer and add additional defenses as discovery in this case 
progresses. 
WHEREFORE, Defendant prays for judgment as follows: 
1. That Plaintiffs' Petition be dismissed with prejudice, with Plaintiffs taking 
nothing thereunder; 
2. That Defendant be awarded its costs and attorney fees necessarily incurred in 
defending this action; 
3. For such other relief as the Court may deem just and proper. 
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- . 
' Dated this ~day of July, 2009. 
-;/!f. r<N .HALL 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I served a true copy of the foregoing document upon the 
following this _,2f day of July, 2009, by hand delivery, mailing with the necessary postage 
affixed thereto, facsimile, or overnight mail. 
~ Mailing 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Fax 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
Shan B. Perry 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
P.O. Box 50130 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Fax: 523-9518 
L:\BGH\7525.07 Kepler\Answer.wpd 
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Shan B. Perry, Esq. 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
P.O. Box 50130 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Telephone: (208)523-0620 
Facsimile: (208) 523-9518 
State Bar No. 5459 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
__ ..,___.ii._ 
--o-1s=r:-::::R-:-::::IC~T0SC'EiJr,J[*~NICC~Ol.FH 
County of Fremont State of Idaho 
Filed:~:-
\ .U.30 2lnl 
i 
ABBIE MACE, CLERK 
By: -----no~ep:;;juitvty:-CC:iele~rk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTII DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FREMONT 
JONI KEPLER-FLEENOR, et al, Case No. CV-09-296 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
NOTE OF ISSUE AND REQUEST 
FOR TRIAL SETTING 
FREMONT COUNTY, a political 
subdivision of the State of Idaho 
Defendant. 
COMES NOW, Plaintiffs, by and through their attorney of record, Shan B. Perry, 
Esq., and hereby gives notice that the above entitled matter is at issue in that on July 24, 
2009, Defendant filed an Answer to Plaintiffs' Petition for Declaratory Judgment. 
1. Type of action: Declaratory Judgment Action, regarding status of a road. 
2. Court or jury case: Court. 
3. Jury timely demanded according to Rule 3 8(b) I.R.C.P.? Not applicable. 
4. Name and address of opposing counsel: Blake G. Hall, 490 Memorial Drive, 
Idaho Falls, Idaho, 83405-1630. 
5. Would mediation be beneficial to the resolution of this matter? Yes. 
6. Estimated trial time: Two (2) days. 
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7. Trial dates NOT available to counsel requesting setting: August 3rd through 
7th, August 10th through 14th, August 17th, August 20th and 21st, August 24th and 26th, 
August 31st, September 1st, September 8th, September 14th through 18th, September 21st 
through 23rd, October 2nd, October 5th though 7th, October 15th and 16th; October 19th 
through 23rd, October 27th, November 11th through 13th, November 16th, November 25th 
through 27th, December 3rd and 4th, December 8th through 10th, December 18th, December 
23rd through 25th, December 31st, 2009, January 1st, January 29th, March 1st through 5th, 
April 26th, and May 10th, May 24th, June 14th, July 1st and 2nd, August 9th, August 23rd, 
August 30th, and September 13th, 2010. 
8. Name of member of firm or associate who will try case: Shan B. Perry, Esq. 
9. If jury case, have parties agreed on less than 12jurors? Not applicable. 
10. Pretrial requested: Yes. 
11. Status of discovery: It is anticipated that Discovery will be completed before 
the commencement of the trial in this matter. 
12. Comments: None. 
DATED this Ji~y of July, 2009. 
dY?ze 
Shan B. Perry 
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P .L.L.C. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State ofldaho, resident of and 
with my office in Idaho Falls, that I served a true and correct copy of the following described 
pleading or document on the attorney listed below by hand delivering, mailing or by 




Blake Hall, Esq. 
Nelson Hall Parry Tucker, P.A. 
P.O. Box 51630 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1630 
O:\WPDATAISBP\13500 Grant Nei,aur\Note ofluue.flm:sm 
NOTE OF ISSUE AND REQUEST FOR TRIAL 
SETTING 
(~Mail 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) Courthouse Box 
Shan B. Perry 
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P .L.L.C. 
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Seventh Judicial District Court, State of Idaho/ 
In and For the County of Fremont 
151 West 1st North - Room 15 
DiSTRICT SEVEN COURT 
~,y,nty of Fremont State of Idaho 
11:Jd: 
r=======---
J UL 3 0 mt 












Case No: CV-2009-000 
An answer having been filed the parties shall submit available trial dates on or before 
September 30, 2009. 
In your response to this request please indicate the type of trial requested, 
The number of days anticipated and any other requested hearings. 
If any party desires a scheduling conference for the next Law and Motion day which is 
September 22, 2009 please call (208)624-7401 on or before September 15, 2009 to have the 
conference placed on the calendar if desired for that Law and Motion day. 
If no scheduling conference is requested the matter will be set for trial at the convenience 




Clerk of the Court 
BY: /(1a,n_ ~  
---~---MA--r-E-,-D~e-p-ut_y_C_l_er-k 
COPIES SENT U.S. MAIL: 
FILE COPY 
Copy to: Blake G. Hall P.O. Box 51630, Idaho Falls,, ID, 83405 (Defense Attorney); 
Copy to: Shan B. Perry P.O. Box 50130, Idaho Falls, ID, 83405 (Plaintiff Attorney) 
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BLAl<E G. HALL (2434) 
-Q~p,'1,ty. Presecuti~::Att9m~y for· Fremont County 
NELSON,HALL,EAAAYffUCKER, P.A. 
490 M~mo~iai'i>ri~e .·.. .. ·. 
P. 0. Box 51630 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-1630 
Telephone (208) 522-3001 · 
Fax (208) 523-7354 
Attorneys for Defendant Fremont County 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FREMONT 
JONI KEPLER-FLEENOR, an individual, 
KISTIN FLEENOR, BLUE SKY 
MANAGEMENT, LLC, et al., 
Plai,ntiffs, 
v. 
FREMONT COUNTY, a political; 
subdivision of the·:cou~ty 0:f Freiiiont, State 
of Idaho; 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV-09-296 
RESPONSE TO NOTE OF ISSUE 
AND REQUEST FOR TRIAL 
SETTING 
Pursuant to Rule 40(b), Defendant responds to Plaintiff's request for a trial 
setting as follows: 
1. Type of action: Declaratory Judgment Action, regarding status of road. 
2. Court or jury case: Court. 
3. Jury timely demanded according to Rule 38(b), I.R.C.P.: Not applicable. 
4. Name and address of opposing counsel: 
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l " •·· -... 
Shaun B. Perry 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
P. 0. Box 50130 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
5. Estimated trial time: Two (2) days. 
6. Trial dates NOT available to counsel requesting setting: 
September 3, 4, 8, 14, 17 18, 21, and 28; October 1, 2, 13, 21-23; November 2, 
5, 9, 11, 19, 23-27 and 30; December 1-11, 15-18, 21-31, January 6-8, 
February 2-22 through March 2, 2010. 
7. Name of member of firm or associate who will try the case: Blake G. Hall. 
8. If jury case, have parties agreed on less than twelve jurors: Not applicable. 
9. Pre-trial requested: Yes. 
10. Status of discovery: It is anticipated that discovery will be completed before 
the commencement of the trial in this matter. 
11. Comments:None. 
Dated this /3 day of August, 2009. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I served a true copy of the foregoing document upon the 
following this___£?_ day of August, 2009, by hand delivery, mailing with the necessary 
postage affixed thereto, facsimile, or overnight mail. 
~] Mailing 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Fax 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
Shan B. Perry 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
P.O. Box 50130 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
L:\BGH\ 7525.07 Kepler\Resp.Note.Issue. wpd 
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Case No: CV-2009-0000296 
NOTICE OF TRIAL SETTING 
AND ORDER GOVERNING 
FURTHER PROCEEDINGS 
The above-entitled case is hereby set for trial to commence on Thursday, March 25, 2010 at 
09:00 AM through Friday, March 26, 2010. Said trial will be held in the District Court of the 
Seventh Judicial District, Fremont, at the County Courthouse in St. Anthony, Idaho. This is a 
COURT TRIAL.The following pretrial schedule shall govern the proceedings: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT: 
1. NOT LATER THAN 30 DAYS prior to trial, all witnesses and summary of 
testimony shall be disclosed. 
2. NOT LATER THAN 45 days prior to trial, all discovery must be completed and all 
dispositive and substantive motions must be filed. Copies of all motions and 
briefs shall be sent to the court in chambers to the Madision County 
Courthouse, P.O. Box 389, Rexburg, Idaho 83340. 
3. As the trial date comes nearer, should you want a pre-trial conference call and 
set one up with this court. 
II. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED THAT NOT LATER THAN SEVEN DAYS BEFORE 
TRIAL: 
Each attorney shall: 
1. Both plaintiff's and defendant's counsel shall exchange a descriptive list of 
exhibits proposed to be offered into evidence. 
2. Counsel for each party shall pre-file with the Clerk of the Court all exhibits they 
intend to introduce at trial, except those for impeachment. 
Ill. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED THAT: 
1. Prior to the commencement of trial counsel for each party shall stipulate those 
exhibits that my be received in evidence without objection, and the Clerk shall 
mark such exhibits "admitted". 
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2. No exhibits shall be admitted into evidence at trial other than those disclosed, 
listed and filed in accordance with the Order, except when offered for 
impeachment purpose. 
3. This Order shall control the subsequent course of action unless modified for a 
good cause shown to prevent manifest injustice. 
4. The court may impose appropriate sanctions for violation of this order. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That I am a duly certified clerk and that on this, 
Z(p_day of ~. 2009, I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by 
depositing samel"n the United States mail, postage prepaid, or as otherwise 
indicated to: 
Shan B. Perry 
Attorney At Law 
P.O Box 50130 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Ste. 200 
Idaho Falls, Id. 83405 
}_Mailed 
Blake G. Hall 
Attorney At Law 
490 Memorial Drive 
P.O Box 51630 
Idaho Falls, Id. 83405-1630 
_)_Mailed 
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Shan B. Perry, Esq. 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
P.O. Box 50130 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Telephone: (208)523-0620 
Facsimile: (208) 523-9518 
State Bar No. 5459 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
DISTRICT SEVEN COURT 
County of Fremont State of Idaho 
Filed:;==.=====;;--
NOV 24 2009 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FREMONT 





Case No. CV-09-296 
NOTICE OF SERVICE 
V 
I hereby certify that on the '7Jj day of November, 2009, I served a copy of 
Plaintiffs' First Set oflnterrogatories and Request for Production of Documents by mailing, 
postage prepaid Defendant's attorney of record, Blake Hall, Esq., at Nelson Hall Parry 
Tucker, P.A., P.O. Box 51630, Idaho Falls, Idaho, 83405-1630. 
DATED this 2/4~day of November, 2009. 
Shan B. Perry 
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C. 
G:\WPDATAISBP\13500 Grant Neibaur\Notice ofService.wpd:sm 
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Blake G. Hall (ISB #2434) 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Fremont County 
NELSON HALL PARRY TUCKER, P.A. 
490 Memorial Drive 
P. 0. Box 51630 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1630 
Telephone: (208) 522-3001 
Facsimile: (208) 523-7254 
Attorneys for Defendant Fremont County 
o:r Tr-:!(~T ::.:.I ... :~'~-;..,: f:~)· .. 1 t·. r 
County of Frnmont S1at0 ct Idaho 
Filed:;:=======:::::::---
JAN :-8 20IO 
By: ABBIE MACE, Cl.E',K ~ 
_._ _______ L:c~,r~ut·; C!odr __ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FREMONT 







County of Fremont ) 
Case No. CV-09-296 
AFFIDAVIT OF KURT HIBBERT 
KURT HIBBERT, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows: 
1. I am the Planning and Zoning Administrator for Fremont County, I have personal 
knowledge of the following except where otherwise stated, and I am competent to testify. 
2. On September 29, 1994, the Final Plat (the "Final Plat") for the Sawtelle 
Mountain Subdivision, Division III (the "Subdivision") was approved and accepted by the Fremont 
County Board of Commissioners. A true and correct copy of the Final Plat is attached hereto as 
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Exhibit "A". 
3. At the time of its acceptance and approval, the Subdivision was owned by Rex 
Wasden and Afton Wasden. 
4. The Final Plat designates the existence of a "60' Road & Utility Easement" 
located between Lot 3 and Lot 4 of the Subdivision (the "Road and Utility Easement'l The area 
covered by the Road and Utility Easement is clearly marked on the Final Plat, including the use of 
hash markings. 
5. The Final Plat contains an "Owners Certificate" (the "Owner's Certificate") which 
provides, in pertinent part, as follows: 
BE IT KNOWN THAT WE THE UNDERSIGNED OWNERS OF THE 
SUBDMSION OF LAND AS HEREIN PLATTED AND DESCRIBED 
CERTIFY THAT IT IS WITH THE FREE CONSENT AND IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH THE DESIRES OF SAID OWNERS AND 
PROPRIETORS OF SAID· DESCRIBED LANDS: 
THAT THE NAME OF THE SUBDNISION SHALL BE SAWTELLE 
MOUNTAIN SUBDNISION, DNISIONS III, N, AND V: 
THAT THE SUBDIVISION IS SUBJECT TO THE DECLARATION OF 
COVENANTS AND RESTRICTIONS OF RECORD: 
THAT ALL ROADS ARE HEREBY DEDICATED TO THE PUBLIC 
WITH RIGHT OF ACCESS BEING LIMITED BY THE HOMEOWNERS 
ASSOCIATION UNTIL SUCH TIMES AS ACCEPTED BY FREMONT 
COUNTY: 
THAT THE DEVELOPER/HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION WILL 
MAINTAIN ALL ROADWAYS UNTIL SUCH TIME AS FREMONT 
COUNTY ACCEPTS SAID MAINTENANCE: 
THATTHEDEDICATED60FT.ROADWAY ANDUTILITYRIGHT-OF-
WAY WILL ALLOW SEWER, WATER, ELECTRICAL, TELEPHONE 
AND OTHER UTILITIES TO BE INSTALLED IN THE RIGHT OF WAY. 
6. The Owner's Certificate was signed by Rex Wasden and Afton Wasden. 
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7. The Final Plat was recorded as Instrument Number 433171 in the Fremont County 
Recorder's Office on September 29, 1994. 
8. The entire Subdivision is located in Fremont County, Idaho. 
9. No part of the Subdivision is located within the incorporated limits of the City of 
Island Park. A true and correct copy of a map showing the incorporated limits of the City oflsland 
Park and the geographic area covered by the Subdivision is attached hereto as Exhibit "B". 
10. The Fremont County Ordinance in effect at the time the Subdivision was approved 
required that all roads in Fremont County with a slope equivalent to that of the Road and Utility 
Easement be at least 60 feet in width. A true and correct copy of said ordinance is attached hereto 
as Exhibit "C". 
11. The roadway designated on the Final Plat as "Huckleberry Loop" is 60 feet wide. 
12. On October 13, 1994, Rex Wasden and Afton Wasden executed a Warranty Deed 
conveying Lot 1 of the Subdivision to Terry and Loraine Ekberg. This Warranty Deed contained a 
specific reference to the Final Plat. A true and correct copy of this Warranty Deed is attached hereto 
as Exhibit "D". 
13. On October 13, 1994, Rex Wasden and Afton Wasden executed a Warranty Deed 
conveying Lot 6 of the Subdivision to Jerry B. Nave and Kelly J. Nave. This Warranty Deed 
contained a specific reference to the Final Plat. A true and correct copy of this Warranty Deed is 
attached hereto as Exhibit "E''. 
14. On October 13, 1994, Rex Wasden and Afton Wasden executed a Warranty Deed 
conveying Lots 7, 8, 11, and 12 of the Subdivision to Steve VanderVorste and Pat VanderVorste. 
This Warranty Deed contained a specific reference to the Final Plat. A true and correct copy of this 
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Warranty Deed is attached hereto as Exhibit "F". 
15. On October 14, 1994, Rex Wasden and Afton Wasden executed a Warranty Deed 
conveying Lot 5 of the Subdivision to David L. Bigelow and Pennie Bigelow. This Warranty Deed 
contained a specific reference to the Final Plat. A true and correct copy of this Warranty Deed is 
attached hereto as Exhibit "G". 
16. On October 14, 1994, Rex Wasden and Afton Wasden executed a Warranty Deed 
conveying Lots 14 and 23 of the Subdivision to Killpack Trucking, Inc. This Warranty Deed 
contained a specific reference to the Final Plat. A true and correct copy of this Warranty Deed is 
attached hereto as Exhibit "H". 
17. On November 1, 1994, Rex Wasden and Afton Wasden executed a Warranty Deed 
conveying Lots 17, 18, 19, and 20 of the Subdivision to Douglas and Linda Neibaur, David and 
Deborah Neibaur, Jerry and Cenia Wageman, and Grant and Barbara Neibar. This Warranty Deed 
contained a specific reference to the Final Plat. A true and correct copy of this Warranty Deed is 
attached hereto as Exhibit "f'. 
18. On November 4, 1994, Rex Wasden and Afton Wasden executed a Warranty Deed 
conveying Lot 2 of the Subdivision to John H. Pendergraft and Deborah L. Penwell. This Warranty 
Deed contained a specific reference to the Final Plat. A true and correct copy of this Warranty Deed 
is attached hereto as Exhibit "J". 
19. On November 7, 1994, Rex Wasden and Afton Wasden executed a Warranty Deed 
conveying Lot 9 of the Subdivision to Jack and Janet Duncan. This Warranty Deed contained a 
specific reference to the Final Plat. A true and correct copy of this Warranty Deed is attached hereto 
as Exhibit "K". 
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20. On November 7, 1994, Rex Wasden and Afton Wasden executed a Warranty Deed 
conveying Lot 10 of the Subdivision to Paul H. and Kathy F. Duncan. This Warranty Deed 
contained a specific reference to the Final Plat. A true and correct copy of this Warranty Deed is 
attached hereto as Exhibit "L". 
21. On November 14, 1994, Rex Wasden and Afton Wasden executed a Warranty Deed 
conveying Lot 22 of the Subdivision to Rodney and Vilma Williams. This Warranty Deed contained 
a specific reference to the Final Plat. A true and correct copy of this Warranty Deed is attached 
hereto as Exhibit "M". 
22. On December 23, 1994, Rex Wasden and Afton Wasden executed a Warranty 
Deed conveying Lot 13 of the Subdivision to Edward Robert Dewey and Sheri Lynn Dewey. This 
Warranty Deed contained a specific reference to the Final Plat. A true and correct copy of this 
Warranty Deed is attached hereto as Exhibit ''N''. 
23. On January 4, 1995, Rex Wasden and Afton Wasden executed a Warranty Deed 
conveying Lot 3 of the Subdivision to Harry H. Pendergraft and Sharon A. Pendergraft. This 
Warranty Deed contained a specific reference to the Final Plat. A true and correct copy of this 
Warranty Deed is attached hereto as Exhibit "O". 
24. On January 6, 1995, Rex Wasden and Afton Wasden executed a Warranty Deed 
conveying Lots 15 and 16 of the Subdivision to Bill E. Doman and Bonne C. Doman. This Warranty 
Deed contained a specific reference to the Final Plat. A true and correct copy of this Warranty Deed 
is attached hereto as Exhibit "P". 
25. On January 23, 1995, Rex Wasden and Afton Wasden executed a Warranty Deed 
conveying Lot 21 of the Subdivision to Steve and Laurie Wackerli and David and Donna Gietzen. 
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This Warranty Deed contained a specific reference to the Final Plat A true and correct copy of this 
Warranty Deed is attached hereto as Exhibit "Q". 
DATED this .G_ day of January, 2010. 
KURT HIBBE:rtt 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this\..Q day of January, 2010. 
,,,,,1~1111,,,., 
,,,, ~~~\-~.~-to,/".,., 
,::- -··~0T 1 .o··. ~ ..... •• ~ ~ ~~; J,...·. .,,. :::: :" . , \ ~ - . . -- . : -- . -- -.... - . -
-;. (j) ·-._;c.--ua~ \G -··· ~ 
-:-,. l'. ·. ... .. · 0 , ..... ./ "1r.·········· X' ,, 
/111 12 OF \0;,.; ,,,'-
11 t 11111 \ \ \ \ 
Residing At: ~T C.~'"' ~ 
My Commission Expires: 2.c,, '2... 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I served a true copy of the foregoing document upon the following 
this _ day of January, 2010, by hand delivery, mailing with the necessary postage affixed 
thereto, facsimile, or overnight mail. 
Shan B. Perry 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
[ .,I] Mailing 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Fax 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
P.O. Box 50130 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
L:IBGH\7S2U7 Keplcr\MSJ (A!lidavit.Kwt Hlbbort).wpd 
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. . 
EXHIBIT '' A'' 
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Island Park Planning Area 
Subdivisions 191 
Subdivision Lots: 7,066 
Improved Lois 3,468 
49% of the lots have an improvement 
Approximate Acreage: 9.659.42 







· APPENDIX B-DETAILED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS FOR 
THE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ROADS 
1. Purpose. The purpose of this appendix is to provide standards for the conslruction or reconstruction of roads. These standards are for roads in 
low to medium density residential and light commercial areas. A large-scale development study will be required for any development that 
generates sufficient traffic to necessitate addiional construction requirements. 
2. Large-Scale Development. Any requirement of this appendix may be altered as a result of a large-scale 
development study required by this ordinance. 
Division I - Stred Design 
3. Riglat-of:.Way and Surface Width. Road rigk-of-way and surface widths shall be as required by Table B. l. 
TABLE B 1-LOCAL ROAD STANDARDS 
minimum right-of- minimum 
slope units served "''9' width su,face width 
0-8% >16 60 feet 24 feet 
0-8% <16 60 feet 24 feet, 16 fi:et 
Onewav 
8-15% >16 40 feet 20 feet two-way, 
16 feet one way 
8-15% <16 40 feet 16 feet with pull-outs 
Every 400 feet 
Any number, 
> 15% Construction 40 feet 14 feet, with Jllll-outs 








Notes: "Slope" refers to the slope on which the road is proposed. not to the grade of the road itself. Where one-way 
circulation system; are used, the developer shall install "one-way" and "do nd enter" signs in the approJriate locations at all intersections. 
4. Right-of-Way Treatment. The entire required right-<>f-way should not be cleared. Grading should be confined to 
the minimum area necessa-y for construction ofa properly drained road surfa:e. Where a road passes through timber 
or brushy vegetation that creates a wildfire hazard, the entire right-of-way shall be treated as a fuel reduction area 
where trees or brush are thinned to a density where crowns do not overlap or touch and ladder fuels are removed. 
Conslruction slash shall be removed from the right-<>f-way along with other fuels. 
5. Surface Construction. Road surfaces shall be laid over a properly compacted subgrade and consist of: 
a. a subbase of a minimum six indies of coarse aggregate; and 
b. a base of a minimum two inches of crushed coarse aggregate. 
Roads may be paved, but paving is not required by this ordinance. 
6. Drainage. Road surfaces shall be crowned so as to slope away from the centerline at a grade of two percent. 
Shallow, parabolic drainage 111d snow storage areas shall be provided along all roads. These drainal!CWBYS shall be 
reseeded after construction. 
7. Muimum Grade. The maximum grade of any road shall be eight percent, except at intersections. See B.11. 
8. Cols-De-Sac. Culs-de-sac may be used, with the maximum length permitted by Table B-1 and a radius of 60 feet Other dead-end streets 
shall be prohibited, except where temporarily pennitted by a subdivision phasing plan, or to 
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-·, ,;,.,..:,,,.-:.'·,} ... .-
WARRANTY DEED 
ftlit ....,_. Ila I. W.._ _. .\a. N. W.._, ll•sbud and wife 
:~l'f~"-~ .Ill. . C CIIW .. 0....-,...., .-....... .als A ClOIMyl to 
~-~,~~i~%:::__., a. NM wt tcc11y J. """- h..._. _. w11e 
__ ..._ 11: 311211! 1 r •• Aw ldalae ,. ... m 113414· 
.••:Bw 1 C _..,.~a.....-~dacriNl,..._silulledin..,__.County.lddlo.to-wit: 
.'' /; .. 
·=~_;. ,t '-• 2 11 Meattaiill Slll.,bl -. DffWN No. 3, l'rea•t Cna?y, ldahe. as per the recorded 
· .. ..., 
. I 
... . ---.i m II --111. ._ oh11ys, co,-. llllrictioDI, 1111nlliCIIII, IIJPliclble buildina 111d 1011in1 ordimnces 111d use 
,·11fiftf _,,,_, 1I £!di _f~wl~ofacrmincpramt)'W'taxcswlwtsuagreedtobypartiesabove. 
.. , )i;/ '. :m ~~AMI> TO kol..D .. - ..--. with lhcir appurtmances IMllo the said Grantee and to the Grantee's bein 
,,~...-..--- ~ .. 1!'111 ~--INnby CDW11a,.-,: • MCI wkh the llid Grantee, thll the Ormtor is the owner in feo 'tiiJli :4'111i1!2...--; llllt .. ,..._ ae hi ha all mcanbrwcs cxc:qit cumnt years taxes. levies, and messments, and 
t ,-. · !'fl S. ~----. ••idiw. .-a of ncord, ad wts visible upon die premises. and that Orantor will 
. ... ...:: ......... dlia. .......... 
,, ' . =• ~ . OOUk1Y OF...__ - > . • . . .: - -
. - a::J. .:...J --·' .:,., . ..J2::,:_ -- . ~ . ..J]:!J .. . w : ' '. • •• 
OIi 11lia dilJ of. ia 9'c ies , l'cbc ae, a Notary PlabliG in and for said S'*,_ ~ly-~~~~ l, . 
..... ~ Ma N. w..._ ._.. ti illcali&d IO• to be the penon(s) whcxle lllllle(s) isl.l!!'O  to tbcw~:: -,_ · .. ~ad._..,... IO_ .... .,.she/dicy CIICCUlcd thew. __. • . . , l- ,:-. 
. . ' .. .,,,,, .. ' 
ctfM 'ffiµl,i~ ·. .. ·:, -. ~ ... 
\ 
' ~ ,..i ' . , . ~' 
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~ . .., .,: 
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...... ~; • !1 •. - ·, ··,:~ 
.· --- . ;·\ ',, ~·· . ··: ~- ·. 
. 'I"\.:..·, . . 4 .. 
-:~:; ·. 
i 
Notary Public of Idaho . 
Raiding It f/tJt/JP/l ti . . • 
Commision Expinls: lJ t/-/9-9'1 · · 
"'.ic·rofil<!' t;o/ ::- ~3~~;~. ···.:.. / 
___ J__,r-,u"y ___ . '7lJ 
At& !5Q O'rit,,.Ll)..;•,: 
. MICiCic- FUtiKE / 
FREMONT CO. REC:R2,.R · 
Fee$ 4 · C/£l. Deputy 
Recorded At Request of 







For Vahle Ro::eived Ra J. Wudn -d Aftoa N. Wasdea, husband and wife 
Hfl'CialftD- called dac Omitor, lacrcby grants, blrpins, sells & conveys to 
Sten VilllderV•nte aad Pat VaaderVonte, hasbaad aad wife 
wbme ldckas is: P.O. Box 310'41 N~ Brauafeb Teii:as 78131 
Hcreialat.:r called lhe Gnalce, die followillg described premises sitlllled in Fremoet County, Idaho, to-wit: 
Lea 7, I, II, ad 12, Sawtelle M011ataia Subdivision, Division No. 3, Fremont County, Idaho, as per 
die ncenled plat dlereof 
SIJBJECT TO all -ts, right of ways, coVCllllltS, rcstricfons, reservations, applicable building and zoning ordinances and use 
,...._ ad rlllrictioas of record, and payment of ac:cruin1 present year taxes and assessments as agreed to by parties above. 
10 HAVE AND TO HOLD the said premises. with their appurtenances unto the said Grantee and to the Crantee's heirs 
ad ISlipa invcr. And the said Grmtor does hemly covenant to and with the said Grantee. that the Grantor is the owner in fee 
- -iimple Gf Slid pnmiles; tbat said premises are free from all mc:umbrances except current years taxes, levies, 111d assessments, and 
e.=-pl U. S. ,._ ~ions, restrictions, emcrnenlS of record, and easements visible upon the premises, and that Grantor will 
....- ad cWmcl Ille sane from all claims whatsoever. 
OIied: i0-13-q4-
. Rn J. w.;.i. · 
~ :._/u)ur(a-,· 
a N. Wasden 
STATE OF IDAHO 
: ss 
COUN1Y OF Madison ,J'#, st±· ,?lq,/ 
On This day of, in lhc y~fore me, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Rex J. 
Wadea ad Ataa N. Wasden. known or identified to me to be the person(s) whose name(s) is/are subscribed to the within 1aa--. .md adaaawledgcd tc me that he/she!they executed the same. 
- · .... ; 
USA '!DXINAY 
STATE OF l>AHO 
NOTARY-•·· PUBUC 
N~ Public of I~o zr \ 
Res1d1ng at i~,y/1t(J;a I 1'1_ 04 
Commission Expires: 11 //- /'1 1 / 




Fee$3 ~ o-,, 
Recorded At Request of 






Rez Wasden and Afton Wasden, HUSBAND AND WIFF.. 
u.e putor . clo hereby srant. b&rpin, sell anil conve}· unto 
l>a•id L. 8i1elow and Pennie Bigelow, husband and 
wife 
wboae current addreaa ls 
93 North 4000 East, Rigby, Id 83442 
die paatee , the foBowiD• deecribed premises, in ...... - .. -f..~.~!!!?
~.L.County Idaho, to wit: 
Lot S of Sawtelle Mountain Subdivision No. Ill, Premo
nt County, 
Idaho,•• per tik. recorded plat thereof. 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the aid pftmi-, with their appu
rtenances unto the aid Grantee , 
heirs and aui,na forever. And the said Grantor do her
eby ;:ovenant to and 
witll the aid GrAntee , that he the owner in Cee simple 
of said premiles; that th~· are free 
.. .. from all incumbranc:es eicept: Suject ta all ezisti1f patn
t reserrations, ease1mts, rights af 111, F!Otectin 
,· ,:.fflllatr, sailf ttti111cu, 11• applicable ••iliilif cotes, Im aid n91
htioas. 
be will warrant and defend the Mme from all lawful claima what
soever. 
Rex Wasden A/ton Wasden ;: 
1-----------------------------------------~l &TAT& OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF laiisH 
011 w. 1 m c1a, or oet0111 • 1, u. 
..,_ -, a -TJ palolic ill ar.d for nid State, penonallJ .,,_.. 
le1lui• 
lfta •ui• 
II.Sll~Hll ·•111. - . 
bol,jt tot - to 1-~~- ]ienciili.i wtto. name• ~ 
~ to:tM"1riClale,lmir11mnt, and iaekaowledrcd !o 
'.-· ·, '~-~ 






¢...--<'=:!Jar :z7a: ts.ii' 
At (4 ;~~ O'clodc..p-M 
MICKIE FUNKE 
· ., FREMONT CO. RECORDER 
Fee• il- ,~ ~ ~ 
Reaorded At R 









~ .. >:c:-·,.'' ·-:. -~-
WARRANTY DEED 
p., Vllac: Roc:cmd RJ:X I. WASDEN AND AFTON WASDEN, HUSBAND AND WIFE 
Hcniuftcr cal1c4 die Onmtot, llc:rcby gradS, bargains, sells & convq-s to 
Killpack Trucking, Inc • 
wllolcaddraais: 4q<JO West 65 South, Idaho Falls, Idaho, 83402 
flenlilllftcr ...iled 6e Giwe, die foliowing delaibed premises sitlllled in Fremont County, Idaho, to-wit: 
Lots 14 and 23, Sawcelle Mountain Subci.i.vision, Division No. 3, Fremont 
~unty, Idaho, as per the recorded plat thereof. 
MiCf'Ofif,n No, 4;1.;l539 I _ _..~ __ r ..... Dey ~ '~ 
At_. lr,{;-3.3_0•<'1oek..ll...M 
MICKIE FUNKE' r 
FREMONT CO. RECD~ 
Fee• ,;1. ~nuty 
Recorded At Rl!quest ,-.f 
t4* Ahilrk-11 Jiae c...., 
~ CU . SJ, right of ways, am:Dlllts, reslrlciiom, rcscrvations, applicable building and toning otdinanccs uiJ USC 
,..., t. •.-xdw.,, RCllld, .,.,.. or accruini:t:tc6Clll year taxes and usessmenll as apeed to by pari{cs above. 
• TO HAW AND TO HOU> tile llid prembcs, with dtcir appurtenances unto the said Clruteo ud to the Gnmtce's hem 
........ ..__ AIIIII - llid CinmtlJI: does hcR:by COVc:aanl to and with the said Grantee. that the Ckantor is the OWDa' in fee 
lllllpla flll ilid ......-. ._ llid pnmilel are free from all enc:umbraces except c:umnt ycan taxes, levies, and anesemeats, ad 
_.,. U. S. p__. ._...._., rmlricdrm, --.s of record. and easements visible upon the premises, and that Grantor will 
--....... _hlll an dai•wuuocvcr. 
DINII: 
.- .. ,:._ ., 
' 
... 
-~4tJ~ BEXJ. . 




, ... ~_-.,,;. 
j: "2.-'<.-. ... .. i . ....~ srimit . .__ ·, 
COUNTY .a, MADISOlf . 
:JS 
) 
._. -:,. . O.'l'llil l_.4tb dayof October ,inthcycar 1994 ,bdareme,aNotmyPublicln.and 
fr ail Sate. pcDDMIJj~IIJllllllind Rex J. Wasdca ad Afton Wasden, bmm or identified 1D me to be the pcrson(s) whose 
~) ii/an 1111,pgibed io die witbiD lnlbument, and acknowledged to _11111 that he/she/they mrcc:uted tJic-same. 
. I 
LISA SIJDOWAY 
STATE Of ION() 
NOTARY--•-· Pllll.lC 






Rn. J. Wasden and Afton N. Wasden, husband and wife 
H.:Riaafta" called die Grantor. hereby grants., bargains, sells & conveys to 
Dougta1 D. Neiltaar aad Lillda Neibaur, husband and wife, David G. Neibaur and Deborah J. 
Neibaar, busbud ud wife, Jerry Wageman and Cenia N. Wageman, husband and wife, and Grant E. 
Netbaar aad Barlta~ Neibaar, llusband and wife 
noae address is: ~74.Neibaur Road, Amcricaa Falls, ID 83211 
Hcreinlftcr called the Grmtec,, ti'o ~ll?wing described preinises si•ed in Fremont County, Idaho, to-wit: 
., Lob l7; 18, 19 and 28 of SawteDe Mountain Subdivision, Division #3, Fremont County, Idaho, as per 
, . ' •!M rec:onlcd plat tlleROf. 
'· 
sue.mcr·ro all eucmcnts,, right of ways, covenants, restrictions, reservations, applicable building and zoning ordinances and use 
ft11W1bGDS md raari~ of record, and payment of accruing present year taxes and assessments as agreed to by parties_ above • 
• 'TO. HA VJ! AND TO HOLO the said premises, with their appurtenances unto the said Grantee and to the Grantee's heirs 
iiill aaips fcnwr. And .the said Grmtor does hereby covenant to and with the said Grantee, that the Orantcr is the owner in fee 
.,..... of'.uid pnmues;,tbat said premises are free from all encumbrances except cunent years taxc;s, levies, and assessments, and-
:.m:iep U. S. Pata l'Clefflltiops, restrictions, easements ofrecord, and easements visible upon the premises, and that Grantor will 
Z:ft'r* _,,idcnd lhc ane from all claims whatsoever. · · 
. ' ~ . . 
STA'JE OF JDAHO 
: ~s 
COUN1Y OF MAPISON' ) 
' . . , 
' • ':f 
.. :/ 
..... ½ •. 
' . . ' ';.,'· ii .. : On~ 1st_~ ~f},{ovembe:r, in the year 1994, before me, a Notary Public in and fot·~d ~ly 
append Jtc.x J. Wasden 'and Afton N,. Wasden, husband and wife, known or identified to me tci be~ ~(s) whose name(s) 
islae ~'Iii·~ -.,_hhin Instrument. and acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same,· -~ · ~ · · 
' . '· . . . ':ffl(i11Lt~Q_4· 
Notary Public did o-= ~ ~ 
Residing at Rexburg . 






EXHIBIT '' J'' 
60
WARRANTY DEED 
FsVUlll!locemd REX J. WASDEN AND AFTON WASDEN, HUSBAND ANJ> WIFE 
John H. Pendergraft, a single person, and Deborah L. Penwell, a single person 
..._ lddna tr. ~484 :;reenbriar :Blvd, Boulder, CO 80303 
Hu · Cw uW 611 O..ee, dtc follcnliag cbaibed prcmiseuituated ir. Fremont County, Idaho, to-wit: 
Lot 2. Sawtelle Mountain Subdivision, Division No. 3, Fremont County, Idaho, 
•• per the recorded plat thereof. 
43381.6 
Microfilm~- :,>, _-;:r.-/ 
___ 7'-->Day -H,A) 1\:.-Z¥" 
A~/t,.;,/t/ O'cloc~ 
MICK1E FUNKE 
fREMONT CO. REmR 
Feet, -1 • DeputV 
Recorded /ltt Request of 
!:,at A•u«it;-M lllll C111,a11J 
. !'.i'~ TO • IU IR 11111, rigllt of wayl, COVCl&lls, rest,°' ~~ions, rsrvations, applicable building and :zoning onlinancell and 1IIO 
. [;~c · a I I a4 ,.....,... of reaxd, and paymmt of accrumg pracm year taxes and assessments as qreed to by parties above. 
TO HAW AND 10 HOLD Ille aid prcmiaes, wilh t!,cir app.vtenances Wlto the said Grantee and to the Gnntec'1 hem 
, , i:llit ..... fanlra'. Allll die .W Clnmor f.ces llcreby covaunt to and with the said Grantee, that the Gnntor is the owmr in rec 
. ;]. I, J 1 • 11111 ,= abct1; 11111 llid p1emilel 1R fRe from all c: lCUllx-..es except cumnt ycan taxea, Imes, and 9SIICSSIIICldl, and 
;,._. U. I. ,.._ 1.wtadcw, Jellitctkm, e•emt1Uof rea.,.-d,, and cuemcntsviliblc q,on the prcmiscl, md that Onmtar will 
.;:/ ............. -from all~ wllalaocnr. 
Moveabcrr 4, 1994 
WASDEN 
STATB OP, JP:6HO ) 
:• 
· CXJU.N'lY'OFiw>I.SOJ . ) 
OIi 11lil L th day of N;,vember ·, in the year 1994 , before me, a Notary Public in and 
'It for aid sc.e, pcrllllllalJy ai,i,eared Re°{ .r. Wuden and Afton Wasden, known or idmtified to me to be the pcrson(s) whose 
j .-e(.s) W.. lllblc:ribal to die within 12---, ,md l!Cknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same. 
t /', - -
~'', ~L:)ufdj/JIOt;J:-= 
~1'\ '.,.Y. olldlllo {I 
~Jf~f)LJJ !I _l llexburg 
·.··· •. . . . 11-19-99 
USA sr:tXNIAY 
Si~lE Of DNfO 





Far Value Receiwd Rex J. Wudea and Afton N. Wasden, husband and wife 
llcnialAei called the Granlor, hereby grants, bar~ains, sells&. coiweys to 
Jack 1111d Janet Danca•, busbaad aad wife 
w11oae address is: Rt #I Box 293-A, Rupert, ID 83350 
Hemnaftcr called the Onntee, the following described premises situated in Fremont County. Idaho, to-wit: 
Let 9, Sawtelle Mountain Subdivision, Division No. 3, Fremont County, Idaho as per the recorded plat 
dlenof. 
. . ~13381 7 
M•l'roftlmNo. ~ --··-···-···-·v· __ __...7.,,.,oav ,l,,,L..J.t2J.L 1·;_ ~ 
At /"I~ O'ctc .. :~'>I 
MICKIE FUNKE / 
FP._EMONT co_ REJ;,.O~ 
Fee* .3 ~La.Deputy 
Recorded At Request ot 
r:,-~ .41 ieri,··11 Ti.:la Compaay 
SUBJECT TO all elKfflellts, right of ways, covenants, restrictions, reservations, applicable building and zoning ordinances and use 
1q11laliom and RStrictions of record, and payment of accruing present year taxes and assessments as ·agreed to by parties above. 
TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the said premises, with their appurtenances unto the said Grantee and to the Grantee's heirs 
ad mips fORffl'. And the said Orantor does hereby covenant to and with the said Grantee, that the Grantor is the owner in fee 
simple of said premises; that said premises arc free from all encumbrances except current years taxes, levies, and assessments, and 
Cllccpl U. S. Patent reservations. restrictions, easements of record, and easements visible upon the premises, and that Grantor will 
Wln'IDt 111d defend the same from all claims whatsoever. 
Dmd: Noveaber 7, 1994 







. ~ On This 7th day of November, in the year 1994, before me, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally 
applWN 1141' J. Wasden and Afton N. Wasden, husband and wife, known or identified to me to be the person(s) whose name(s} 
ii/are ~ to rhc within Instrument, and acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same. 
; • \ 1 . . ., ." 





No Pubiic of Idaho a 
Residing at Rexburg 






Ra i w-- 111111 Aftoa N. Wudca, lnuband and wife 
g, ~m M t:aled dl,e Orator, hcnby ,nots. blrpim., sells &. conveys to 
,,.•1'.t B. wf Kaffly F. Daaa, llabwl and wife 
/:.._..._is: Rt #1 lln ~ Rapert, ID 83350 
-:'::·>··: 
TO all •• 1 :,, right of ways, coveumts, restrictions, n:sc:rvations, applicable building .md ~ing
 ordauinces and use' · 
-:c 
'•' lilid ~ of record, imd payment of accruing present year taxes 111d assessments • 
agreed to by pll'tiell ibove.. '· 
fu ~ VE AND TO HOLD the l1lid prmmc,, wnb their appurtcnanccs unto the said Gnmtee and to the Grant.ee's lieits 
·. ,...,_ "*--·· ·Add thi aid Grad« doc:a bcrcby covcoam to and with the said Orantee, that the Grantor is the awnet in ·ree · 
:·· _ ofijjid ..-i.s; M llid premua are he from all encumbrances except curmit years taxes, levies, and assc
ssllielltS, and 
"·' · U. S. r.. raemdons, ratric:ticlns, cmcmcuts of record, and ea!elDfflts visible upon the premises, and that Orator will 




Ji'·· _·. · ·'~· 0a lbis ?di day of November, in the ym 1994, before me, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally ·~·.·· ....,_al Ra J. Wadcn md Aftoo N. Wasden, husband and wife, known ar identified to me to be the person(s) whose name(s} 
·\~~~ to 1be 1'i1hili lllStnaall, md acknowledged to me that be/~ cxeaited the same. 
' 
./~_~ddJ-~ USA SC'XN<'l'.f 
-SW£ Of ''.;;;-j() 
ICJlMY-e-:>Jfl.C. 
~ lie of Idaho 
Residing at Rexburg 





1w Vala.....,.. RD J. WASDt:N AND ..uTON WASDEN, HUSBAND AND WIFE 
._ff S. WILLIANS AJID VILMA B. WILLIAMS. HUSBAND AND WIFE 
P.O. Box 2198. Orea, L"T 84059 
•••••• 11111111 .. <Jmi11a, 6e ...... ~,..__--- ill. Fremont Counly. ldabo, to-wit: 
~ 22, Sawtell• 118uatain Subdivision, Division No. 3, Fremont County, Idaho, 
per tile recorded plat thereof • 
.. 
10"11 - dpt ol'WIJS, at I I 11, •~ 1-liiona, appJic:ll,llbaildlllg a aaiDa Oldlmrrcea wl ae 
----9*1 ... ,wf nmd, .. ..,.. af accnirlc pnMlll ym;tua aul HI P'fflll U ..... IQ by patlel lilcwo. 
-,,.. 'IOU. All> TO HOLD ............ wi5III ._ appatawelm!D lllctlld Olwlllllad ID dle Cblrlee'111eils 
· •iii ........... MJ .. lllilla....-._._.,__...., alwilll dtellicl Graue. a.tdll ar..x-latlreonslnfee 
_ :<_..lf,iillll....-.; .__.,...... ... 1nerma III w:11111,r .. uceptcamm:,ean1m11, leviel, wl__.., 111d 
.• .... Q. I. ..... Wt .... 1•k511N, 1 ... ril recall1, ad !Ill mcntr 'rillt)e 1IIPOll 1lle pleDUlel, wl drat CJnmn will 
............ _lna .. c:llrillla ........ . 
a..l: lovnber 14, -1994 
STATE OF JDAHO 
.·.·-~ CJll · lUDIS9N =• ) 
_. 0a 11lil 14 t:h ilq al November • ill Ille year 
·.· ilrlllill&a.,.......,.uy ...,...tR&EJ. W_..a4Aftm Wl9dal, 1mon or 
. :--00 lnlu-1 I I crl>el to die widlira 11A 1, wl aclmawlcdged 1D me 
1994 , be.fan: me, a Notary Public in and 





;,,'NrV-. ....... REX,. W.ASDEN AND AF'l'ON WASDEN, HUSBAND AND WIFE 
idvard lobert Devey and Sheri Lynn Dewey, husband and wife 
534 ••irvay Drive, Pocatello, Idaho 83201 
BlliliillllllP• Cllllll6o Olal..::', 6c faDoowac delCllbed pnaisea lli1lllled in Fre111ont County, Idaho, 10-wlt: 
· .•. Lot 13, S&VC•ll• Mountain Subdivision, Division No. 3, Fremont County,. Idaho, 
. - per the recorded plat thereof. 
:,.--·:·,:'·,-,;'"'' 
• dpt fll wa.,a. QR • "llldc;dca, •wvlliou. applicablcblllldlDI • 11111m1 onlillllal llirl lllD 
fl ..... a1,.,_.t1accrliaapnllllllJtSIIDIIIIII •a~,- llftlCdto b)' partill abafc. 
" <,.-ro 1tC1D ...... ......., willl 111c1r.....--. .. 111e1114c:.m.1111111101IMI arai.•,1111n 
~~: ... 111d 0-, dllll...,. CUYlilllllto 1114 widl the aid Onmleo, that lho OlanlwDI 1bl OWDa" ia fcio. 
•·:1Lt ., .•.• ~-11W,.... _..,._av.all cacwa1Nw:eaexcc:ptc:maa JW11 tm11. lma,, ad u11 ••. mu. "'Ill 
.r"1; ... --... , Ill I, "lll8icdlal. 1•1•mu llf RGJld, ad--11Yiliblc upaD tho,,..., al that Oliidlll"Will 
... ';liticial•·lliillilil6- ail c:Wal---··· 
/·_ 
· .... .. . ': .. . ·~ . -- .. _ 
- •. _ . .-... --
Decfllber 23, 1994 
AFl'Otlf WASDEN 





. 23rd "'1 fl December , la 1lie year 1994 , before me, a Notary N,Uc In and .,_.Ra J. Wadell a Aftoll Waadm, bawn or identified 10 me to bo die penon(s) whoso 





~,;,'bfd'tr.·~. ~ ..... blrpint, ,ells .t. Cllllwyt IO 
r, ... ·. ·. 
"l'if'iii t ......... A.·-·· Ii.aft. ........ d wife 
•·:/.i'c. is: 4111 U..- Nell Rw1., C..._W., Miuoari 65201 
'' caliil • GnMee, die tbllowing clescribed premises situaled in Fremoat County, Idaho, to-wit: 
. ., 
;al Ii -. • of wa,s. m r as, ralrictions, rcservllions, applicable building and J.Oaing ordinances 111d 1111 
· itliliktiaM vf recard, ad ..,- of 1CC111ing present yar taxes and wcsaments as llffi'd to by parties above; 
: ;\.~:.:,.:~- .· .. . . . ' ,.· . 
ft AND ro HOLD die said ....-, with !heir appuncnanc:cs wito the said Grantee aid to the Grant11o'1 ·bein 
. . ' i,; ·Mil fie IJllid ar... does lwnby COVClat to and with the said Grantee, that the Gfantor Is tlle owner ia fee 
--~ .... ,aid pmniscs n hi tum all eac:umbranccs except cumnt yeas 11Xcs, levies, and -ts, and 
' ]Fii)t........, racric:tiom, mes.-s of iecord. and wts visible upon lhe IJl:Clllises, and tbll Gnntor will 
-~. ·&11 Ille iime fiom all claims whaboever. · _ ... 





,, : oa Tllis 4dl dlly of latay, in the yw 1995, beflft me, a Not#y Public in and for said State, personally · 
tiiia!p11111ilil lta: J. W...._ 111d Aftolt N. Wasdm, known ar identified IO me to be the pmon(s) whose nmne{s) is/are subscn'bed to 
wilbill lli1II . ·m1, aacl adtmwledged IO me thal he/sbo'they executed the aame. · 
· .. ..;..··"~,, .• 
.,,',F . J.P.~}# 
R•idina at µ..fdUU/ · 





llcninener c.afled tt.c (~, the fol!,,wiff! described premi= situ:>!cd in Fre,,11.mt Couoty. Idaho, to-\;0it: 
lAa 15 AN 16 el Sawtelle Moaatain SabdiYision, Di\·ision No. 3, Fnmont County, Idaho, as per the 
I «w ded plat tlltteef. 
.,, 
SUBJeCl" ro ~ -, right of ways. co~t~ .. restrictions. rescrvatioos, applicable building and zoning ordinances and use , J I ·- aod rauictic,m of !'IWfd, and JMl)-m<ml cf ~cruing present year taxes and assessments as ~reed to b~, parties above. 
ro HA VE AND TO HOLD the s.ai4 P""!Rises. wi1h their appurtenances untc the said Gr.mtee and to the Grnntce's heirs • miplS forn-er. Alld the saiil Graltor does hem>:,· co,cnant to and with th<: said Grantee. that the Grantor is the ow11er in fee _,. of laid praajses: tt.. said prcs11ixs are free from aH mcumbrances except current years taxes, Ievirs, and \ISscssments, and MCl!pl U. S. ,._ ~ions. rcsttictions. ~tenu of record. and easements ,;isible upon the premise,, and that <:inm(or will - ad dcfmd die - from all claims wllat50CYCr. · · · 
Daled: Jaary6,~ 
~_,f¼V«-Rn 
STA TE OF IDAHO 




_ _._.: ._.,,~.f.._'A . _v..._·,....,,_,---=-__,.../..,,{.,.,~1 .14A,w-:~~---
Afton )-Vasden 
On l)lis 6th day of January. in the }ear l 995, befor..: me, a Notary Public in and for said State, ~~ Rex J. Wasden and Afton Wasden. kno....,11 or identified to me to be the person(s) whose ~? ~i,~ to the within lnstn.1ment, and acknowledged to me that they executed the same. 
NawyPublictlfdaho ·/ ~ 
Residing at Ralu,rg, Idaho 













'"}f' ... ..._ Rn J. W..._ ad Aa. N. W..._, lallSbaad aad wife 
liiiiliiiil• Clllld die 0-, llcnl,y paa, ...... sells ,l COIIVC)'S to 
tne llacbrll aad Laurie Vackerli, husband and wife 
'U Giet&- and DoaDa Gietzen, hu•band and wife ., ...._ii: 
·P-O. Boa:. SOIS7, Idaho Falla, :!:D &3405 
· Alllidllie 0--. die fi>llowillg deK -ilJed p-aaises situllcd in Frcaotat County. Idaho. to-wit: 
'"s-telle llcNDtaiD Subdivision, Di1riaion Ho. 3, Fremont County, Idaho. as per the 
:_;:flat tllereof 
,r 
. ) .. ~ 
ript of ways; COYClllllb, mtrictiOIIS, n:sc:rv•ions, applicable buildlna and mniq on:liuncel illcfuse' 
of i-.1. and paymeat of aa:nain& present ya. taxes and ~ ~-l&l'eed to by parties above. 
~ TO HOLD die aid pnmiles, with their appudCUIICel unto the aid~- and to the Orlntll's bidrs __ . 
, ' AINI die aid en.or dDa badly CO¥-' to and with 1he 111d Grantee, that die Gnntor ia the OWllli''m Iii --
1 ·~:-. -, .. lllid pnailes ae h fnD all .-lnnces exi:ept current yeas taxes. levies, and au11mm11, IDll 
_ _i'IIII ndani, IMiidio,,s, -* of nainf, wl Wis visible upon the premises, and tbat Clnatar will 
,ailiaiiic w fram all claims......_, · , 
' <. 
1995 




fJII 11tia 23rd day of January , in the ys 1995, before me, a Notlly Public in 111d for said State. 
· ..,... Ra J. Wasden 111d AftGa N. WIiden, kaawn or idenlified to me to be the person(s) whose name(s) is,lare 
IO dle·wilui IIIIICl.-i&. aod ~tome tba he/she/they the ane. ' 
Notary Public of I 
RcsiclinJ at St. Anthon 
Commission Expires: 
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Blake G. Hall (ISB #2434) 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Fremont County 
NELSON HALL PARRY TUCKER, P.A. 
490 Memorial Drive 
P. 0. Box 51630 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1630 
Telephone: (208) 522-3001 
Facsimile: (208) 523-7254 
Attorneys for Defendant Fremont County 
• Jl' .. 
JAN ~a 2010 
. (~BIE MAGE, CLERK 
By: -,fll-l'nYh"'""",__ _ =-------
, / Deoutv Clerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FREMONT 






Case No. CV-09-296 
MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Defendant, FREMONT COUNTY, by and through counsel of record, and pursuant to Rule 
56 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, hereby moves the court for summary judgment in this 
matter, and requests-that Plaintiffs' claims against Defendant be dismissed with prejudice. This 
motion is supported by the Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, and the 
Affidavit of Kurt Hibbert submitted concurrently herewith. 
DATED this ft!__ day of January, 2010. 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - I 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I served a true copy of the foregoing document upon the following 
this -1/L day of January, 2010, by hand delivery, mailing with the necessary postage affixed 
thereto, facsimile, or overnight mail. 
Shan B. Perry 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
[ t-1] Mailing 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Fax 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
L:\BGH\7525.07 Kepler\MS1 (Motion).wpd 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT· 2 
P.O. Box 50130 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
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cc.· 
Blake G. Hall (ISB #2434) 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Fremont County 
NELSON HALL PARRY TUCKER, P.A. 
490 Memorial Drive 
P. 0. Box 51630 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1630 
Telephone: (208) 522-3001 
Facsimile: (208) 523-7254 
Attorneys for Defendant Fremont County 
DiSTFi!CT s;::vn,i COURT 
County of Fremont State of Idaho 
Filed:;=======--
JAN -8 20!0 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FREMONT 





Case No. CV-09-296 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
I 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that on the 9th day of February, 2010, at 4:00 p.m. of said day, 
or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard in the above court, before the Honorable Gregory 
W. Moeller, in the District Courtroom, at the Courthouse, in St. Anthony, Fremont County, 
Idaho, Defendant's attorney will call up for hearing Defendant's Motion for Summary 
Judgment. 
DATED this -112__ day of January, 2010. 
Ba~/411 
NOTICE OF HEARING - 1 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I served a true copy of the foregoing document upon the following 
this J..t_ day of January, 2010, by hand delivery, mailing with the necessary postage affixed 
thereto, facsimile, or overnight mail. 
Shan B. Perry 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
P.O. Box 50130 
I 000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
'k/2ailing 
-{"1--"iiand Delivery 
[ ] Fax 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
L:\BGH\7525.07 Keplerlnoh.wpd 
NOTICE OF HEARING - 2 
. BL~ 5-,a;/ 
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Blake G. Hall (ISB #2434) 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Fremont County 
NELSON HALL PARRY TUCKER, P.A. 
490 Memorial Drive 
P. 0. Box 51630 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1630 
Telephone: (208) 522-3001 
Facsimile: (208) 523-7254 
Attorneys for Defendant Fremont County 
Ai361E MACE, CLE.HK 
By:-----,o~·e::-:::,o::7iut~y7:cTe1e:r"i<rk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FREMONT 





Case No. CV-09-296 
MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Defendant, FREMONT COUNTY, by and through counsel of record, respectfully submits 
the following Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment. 
STATEMENT OF MATERIAL FACTS 
1. On September 29, 1994, the Final Plat (the "Final Plat") for the Sawtelle 
Mountain Subdivision, Division III (the "Subdivision") was approved and accepted by the Fremont 
County Board of Commissioners. (Affidavit of Kurt Hibbert at 1 2; Petition for Declaratory 
Judgment at 1 6). 
2. At the time of its acceptance and approval, the Subdivision was owned by Rex 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1 
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Wasden and Afton Wasden. (Affidavit of Kurt Hibbert at ,r 3). 
3. The Final Plat designates the existence of a "60' Road & Utility Easement" 
located between Lot 3 and Lot 4 of the Subdivision (the "Road and Utility Easement"). The area 
covered by the Road and Utility Easement is clearly marked on the Final Plat, including the use of 
hash markings. (Affidavit of Kurt Hibbert at ,r 4). 
4. The Final Plat contains an "Owners Certificate" (the "Owner's Certificate") which 
provides, in pertinent part, as follows: 
BE IT KNOWN THAT WE THE UNDERSIGNED OWNERS OF THE 
SUBDMSION OF LAND AS HEREIN PLATTED AND DESCRIBED 
CERTIFY THAT IT IS WITH THE FREE CONSENT AND IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH THE DESIRES OF SAID OWNERS AND 
PROPRIETORS OF SAID DESCRIBED LANDS: 
THAT THE NAME OF THE SUBDIVISION SHALL BE SAWTELLE 
MOUNTAIN SUBDIVISION, DIVISIONS III, IV, AND V: 
THAT THE SUBDIVISION IS SUBJECT TO THE DECLARATION OF 
COVENANTS AND RESTRICTIONS OF RECORD: 
THAT ALL ROADS ARE HEREBY DEDICATED TO THE PUBLIC 
WITH RIGHT OF ACCESS BEING LIMITED BY THE HOMEOWNERS 
ASSOCIATION UNTIL SUCH TIMES AS ACCEPTED BY FREMONT 
COUNTY: 
THAT THE DEVELOPER/HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION WILL 
MAINTAIN ALL ROADWAYS UNTIL SUCH TIME AS FREMONT 
COUNTY ACCEPTS SAID MAINTENANCE: 
/ 
THATTHEDEDICATED60FT.ROADWAY ANDUTILITYRIGHT-OF-
WAY WILL ALLOW SEWER, WATER, ELECTRICAL, TELEPHONE 
AND OTHER UTILITIES TO BE INSTALLED IN THE RIGHT OF WAY. 
(Affidavit of Kurt Hibbert at ,r 5) (emphasis added). 
5. The Owner's Certificate was signed by Rex Wasden and Afton Wasden. 
(Affidavit of Kurt Hibbert at ,r 6). 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2 
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6. The Final Plat was recorded as Instrument Number 433171 in the Fremont County 
Recorder's Office on September 29, 1994. (Affidavit of Kurt Hibbert at ,r 7). 
7. The entire Subdivision is located in Fremont County, Idaho. (Affidavit of Kurt 
Hibbert at ,r 8; Petition for Declaratory Judgment at ,r 1-2). 
8. No part of the Subdivision is located withi~ the incorporated limits of the City of 
Island Park. (Affidavit of Kurt Hibbert at ,r 9). 
9. The Fremont County Ordinance in effect at the time the Subdivision was approved 
required that all roads in Fremont County with a slope equivalent to that of the Road and Utility 
Easement be at least 60 feet in width. (Affidavit of Kurt Hibbert at ,r 10). 
10. The roadway designated on the Final Plat as "Huckleberry Loop" is 60 feet wide. 
(Affidavit of Kurt Hibbert at ,r 11 ). 
11. On October 13, 1994, Rex Wasden and Afton Wasden executed a Warranty Deed 
conveying Lot 1 of the Subdivision to Terry and Loraine Ekberg. This Warranty Deed contained a 
specific reference to the Final Plat. (Affidavit of Kurt Hibbert at, 12). 
12. On October 13, 1994, Rex Wasden and Afton Wasden executed a Warranty Deed 
conveying Lot 6 of the Subdivision to Jerry B. Nave and Kelly J. Nave. This Warranty Deed 
contained a specific reference to the Final Plat. (Affidavit of Kurt Hibbert at 11\l 13). 
13. On October 13, 1994, Rex Wasden and Afton Wasden executed a Warranty Deed 
conveying Lots 7, 8, 11, and 12 of the Subdivision to Steve VanderVorste and Pat VanderVorste. 
This Warranty Deed contained a specific reference to the Final Plat. (Affidavit of Kurt Hibbert at 
,r 14). 
14. On October 14, 1994, Rex Wasden and Afton Wasden executed a Warranty Deed 
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conveying Lot 5 of the Subdivision to David L. Bigelow and Pennie Bigelow. This Warranty Deed 
contained a specific reference to the Final Plat. (Affidavit of Kurt Hibbert at ,r 15). 
15. On October 14, 1994, Rex Wasden and Afton Wasden executed a Warranty Deed 
conveying Lots 14 and 23 of the Subdivision to Killpack Trucking, Inc. This Warranty Deed 
contained a specific reference to the Final Plat. (Affidavit of Kurt Hibbert at ,r 16). 
16. On November 1, 1994, Rex Wasden and Afton Wasden executed a Warranty Deed 
conveying Lots 17, 18, 19, and 20 of the Subdivision to Douglas and Linda Neibaur, David and 
DeborahNeibaur, Jerry and Cenia Wageman, and Grant and Barbara Neibar. This Warranty Deed 
contained a specific reference to the Final Plat. (Affidavit of Kurt Hibbert at ,r 17). 
17. On November 4, 1994, Rex Wasden and Afton Wasden executed a Warranty Deed 
conveying Lot 2 of the Subdivision to John H. Pendergraft and Deborah L. Penwell. This Warranty 
Deed contained a specific reference to the Final Plat. (Affidavit of Kurt Hibbert at ,r 18). 
18. On November 7, 1994, Rex Wasden and Afton Wasden executed a Warranty Deed 
conveying Lot 9 of the Subdivision to Jack and Janet Duncan. This Warranty Deed contained a 
specific reference to the Final Plat. (Affidavit of Kurt Hibbert at ,r 19). 
19. On November 7, 1994, Rex Wasden and Afton Wasden executed a Warranty Deed 
conveying Lot 10 of the Subdivision to Paul H. and Kathy F. Duncan. This Warranty Deed 
contained a specific reference to the Final Plat. (Affidavit of Kurt Hibbert at ,r 20). 
20. On November 14, 1994, Rex Wasden and Afton Wasden executed a Warranty Deed 
conveying Lot 22 of the Subdivision to Rodney and Vilma Williams. This Warranty Deed contained 
a specific reference to the Final Plat. (Affidavit of Kurt Hibbert at ,r 21 ). 
21. On December 23, 1994, Rex Wasden and Afton Wasden executed a Warranty 
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Deed conveying Lot 13 of the Subdivision to Edward Robert Dewey and Sheri Lynn Dewey. This 
Warranty Deed contained a specific reference to the Final Plat. (Affidavit of Kurt Hibbert at ,r 22). 
22. On January 4, 1995, Rex Wasden and Afton Wasden executed a Warranty Deed 
conveying Lot 3 of the Subdivision to Harry H. Pendergraft and Sharon A. Pendergraft. This 
Warranty Deed contained a specific reference to the Final Plat. (Affidavit of Kurt Hibbert at ,r 23). 
23. On January 6, 1995, Rex Wasden and Afton Wasden executed a Warranty Deed 
conveying Lots 15 and 16 of the Subdivision to Bill E. Doman and Bonne C. Doman. This Warranty 
Deed contained a specific reference to the Final Plat. (Affidavit of Kurt Hibbert at ,r 24). 
24. On January 23, 1995, Rex Wasden and Afton Wasden executed a Warranty Deed 
conveying Lot 21 of the Subdivision to Steve and Laurie Wackerli and David and Donna Gietzen. 
This Warranty Deed contained a specific reference to the Final Plat. (Affidavit of Kurt Hibbert at 
,r 25). 
25. Plaintiffs, or some of them, are the current lawful owners of lots in the Sawtell 
Subdivision. (Petition for Declaratory Judgment at ,r 1-3; Answer to Petition for Declaratory 
Judgment at ,r 2). 
26. On June 10, 2009, Plaintiffs filed a Petition for Declaratory Judgment in this 
matter seeking the following primary relief: (a) that the court declare that the Road and Utility 
Easement is not a dedicated public road, thereby permitting Plaintiffs to block the general 
public's access to the Road and Utility Easement; or (b) that the court declare that the Final Plat 
for the Subdivision is void on the grounds that Defendant had no authority to approve the Final 
Plat where approximately one-half of the Subdivision is allegedly located within the incorporated 
limits of the City oflsland Park. 
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ARGUMENT 
I. SUMMARY JUDGMENT STANDARD. 
In Idaho, summary judgment is appropriate "if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions 
on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact 
and that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw ." IDAHO R. Civ. P. 56( c ); Ruffing 
v. Ada County Paramedics, 188 P.3d 885 (Idaho 2008). As a general rule, the court must construe 
all disputed facts, and draw all reasonable inferences, in favor of the nonmoving party. Ruffing, 188 
P.3d at 887. However, if the nonmoving party fails to make a showing sufficient to establish the 
existence of an element essential to that party's case, then summary judgment should be granted. 
Id. Under the facts of this case, summary judgment should be granted in favor of Defendant. 
II. THE ROAD AND UTILITY EASEMENT IS A DEDICATED PUBLIC ROAD OVER 
WHICH PLAINTIFFS HA VE NO AUTHORITY TO BLOCK PUBLIC ACCESS. 
Under the circumstances of this case, the Road and Utility Easement is a dedicated public 
road to which Plaintiffs cannot block access. Generally speaking, a dedication is essentially the 
setting aside of real property for public use. Ponderosa Home Site Lot Owners v. Garfield Bay 
Resort, Inc., 85 P.3d 675 (Idaho 2004); Harshbarger v. County of Jerome, 693 P.2d 451 (Idaho 
1984). The State ofldaho recognizes the common law dedication ofland for both public and private 
use. Ponderosa, 85 P .3d at 677. The elements for a valid public and private common law dedication 
are the same, and require satisfaction of the following: (a) an offer by the owner clearly and 
unequivocally indicating an intent to dedicate the land; and (b) an acceptance of the offer. 
Ponderosa Home Site Lot Owners v. Garfield Bay Resort, Inc., 146 P.3d 673 (Idaho 2006); Sun 
Valley Land and Minerals, Inc. V. Hawkes, 66 P.3d 798 (Idaho 2003); Farrell v. Board of 
Commissioners of Lemhi County, 64 P.3d 304 (Idaho 2002). 
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With regard to the first element, the offer to dedicate may be made in a number of ways, 
including the act of recording or filing a subdivision plat depicting the specific areas subject to 
dedication, so long as there is a clear and unequivocal indication that the owners intend to dedicate 
the land as depicted. Ponderosa, 146 P.3d at 675; Sun Valley Land, 66 P.3d at 803. When a road 
is clearly marked and labeled on a subdivision plat, a valid offer to dedicate said road to the public 
has been accomplished. Farrell, 64 P .3d at 311. With regard to the second element, acceptance of 
the offer is accomplished when lots are sold or otherwise conveyed with specific reference to the 
applicable subdivision plat. Farrell, 64 P .3d 31 O; Ponderosa, 146 P .3d at 675. The subjective intent 
I 
oflot purchasers whose instruments of title make specific reference to the plat is irrelevant. Farrell, 
64 P.3d at 310. As a whole, ''when an owner ofland plats the land, files the plat for record, and sells 
lots by reference to the recorded plat, a dedication of public areas indicated by the plat is 
accomplished." Farrell, 64 P.3d at 311; Harshbarger, 693 P.2d at 452. This dedication is 
irrevocable except by statutory process. Farrell, 64 P.3d at 311; Harshbarger, 693 P.2d at 452. 
Moreover, when land is dedicated as a street for public use, the adjacent landowner owns to the 
center of the street, and the public acquires an easement to use the street freely and without 
interference by any adjacent landowner. Ponderosa, 146 P.3d at 676. In this case, each of the 
elements necessary to establish a common law dedication have been satisfied with regard to the area 
covered by the Road and Utility Easement. 
As to the first element, the Final Plat for the Subdivision was recorded by Rex Wasden on 
September 29, 1994 as Instrument Number 433171 in the Fremont County Recorder's Office. The 
Final Plat contains an Owner's Certificate which specifically states that "all roads are hereby 
dedicated to the public" and that "the dedicated 60 ft. roadway and utility right-of-way will allow 
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sewer, water, electrical, telephone and other utilities to be installed in the right of way." The 
Owner's Certificate was signed by both Rex and Afton Wasden, the original land owners. If the 
Wasden' s did not intend for the Road & Utility Easement to constitute an actual roadway, then they 
presumably would not have identified that area as being both a ''road" and a "utility easement". For 
Plaintiffs to simply disregard that specific terminology for purposes of bolstering their position in 
these proceedings and unilaterally deeming the area in question to constitute only a utility easement 
is both illogical and unreasonable. This area is clearly designated by the Owner's Certificate as 
being both a roadway as well as a utility easement. 
In addition, the Subdivision diagram depicted on the Final Plat clearly designates the 
existence of a "60' road & utility easement" between Lots 3 and 4. Again, the Wasdens labeled this 
area as both a "road" and a "utility easement". Moreover, the Wasdens' intent that this area serve 
as a public road is further evidenced by the fact that the area in question is 60 feet in width, which 
conforms precisely to the Fremont County ordinance requiring that all public roadways be at least 
60 feet wide if they have the same slope as that of the Road and Utility Easement at issue. If the area 
in question was to serve only as a utility easement as Plaintiffs contend, then there would be no need 
for the specific 60 foot width designation. Interestingly, the roadway identified in the Final Plat as 
"Huckleberry Loop" is also 60 feet wide, which serves as further evidence that the Wasdens intended 
for both areas to constitute public roadways, in addition to the Road and Utility Easement containing 
underground utility lines. 
Plaintiffs make much of the fact that the Road and Utility Easement includes hash markings 
where Huckleberry Loop does not. These markings differentiate the two areas pictorially, but it 
appears that they were included only to show that the Road and Utility Easement area was designed 
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to serve multiple purposes (i.e., a roadway and a utility area), whereas Huckleberry Loop was 
intended to serve only as a roadway with no utility installments. In light of the foregoing, it is clear 
that the W asdens made an unequivocal offer to dedicate the Road and Utility Easement as a public 
road, thus satisfying the first element of a common law dedication. 
As to the second element, when the Final Plat was approved and accepted by Defendant, the 
Wasdens proceeded to sell and convey lots in the Subdivision through Warranty Deeds which 
specifically referenced the Final Plat. In doing so, their offer to dedicate the Road and Utility 
Easement as a public road was lawfully accepted, and the subjective intent of the Plaintiffs (or any 
of their predecessors in interest) becomes irrelevant and ofno consequence to this litigation. 
Under these circumstances, the W asdens have clearly accomplished a common law 
dedication of the Road and Utility Easement as a public roadway. This dedication is now irrevocable 
except by statutory process. As a result, the owners of Lots 3 and 4 in the Subdivision have fee title 
to the center of the Road and Utility Easement area, but the public at large has an easement which 
entitles its members to access and use that area as a roadway. Plaintiffs have no right to interfere or 
otherwise prohibit such use. For these reasons, Plaintiffs' first request fails as a matter oflaw, and 
Defendant is entitled to summary judgment on that issue. 
III. DEFENDANT HAD FULL AUTHORITY TO APPROVE THE FINAL PLAT 
BECAUSE NO PORTION OF THE SUBDIVISION IS LOCATED WITHIN THE 
LIMITS OF THE CITY OF ISLAND PARK. 
As an alternative theory of recovery, Plaintiffs contend that Defendant had no authority to 
accept or approve the Final Plat for the Subdivision because a portion of the Subdivision lies within 
the incorporated limits of the City oflsland Park. Under Idaho law, if a subdivision is not within the 
corporate limits of a city, the plat thereof must be submitted, accepted, and approved by the board 
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ofcommissioners of the county in which the tract is located. I.C. § 50-1308. Put differently, beyond 
the corporate limits of a city, only the county has jurisdiction by statute to accept and approve 
subdivision plats. Blaha· v. Board of Ada County Commissioners, 9 P.3d 1236 (Idaho 
2000)(interpreting J.C. § 50-1308). To allow a city to exercise co-equal jurisdiction with the county 
in areas lying beyond city limits would not only be in conflict with Section 50-1308, but would also 
be inconsistent with constitutional limitations placed on a city's powers. Blaha, 9 P.3d at 1243. 
Article XII, § 2 of the Idaho Constitution provides that an incorporated city or town may make and 
enforce, within its limits, all such localpolice, sanitary, and other regulations as are not in conflict 
with its charter or with the general laws. Id. In interpreting this provision, the Idaho Supreme Court 
has held that the power of cities "only exists within the sovereign boundaries of the cities." Id. 
In this case, the City oflsland Park had no power or authority to approve or accept the Final 
Plat for the Subdivision. This is due to the fact that no portion of the Subdivision lies within the 
incorporated limits of the City of Island Park. Instead, the entire geographic area encompassed by 
the Subdivision lies within Fremont County, beyond the geographic and jurisdictional borders of the 
City of Island Park. As such, the Wasdens (as the original owners and developers of the 
Subdivision) were under no obligation to obtain acceptance or approval from the City oflsland Park 
with regard to the Subdivision's Final Plat. Rather, the right to accept and approve the Final Plat fell 
solely on the Fremont County Board of Commissioners as a result of the statutory authority granted 
to them by I.C. § 50-1308. When the Final Plat was approved by the County Board of 
Commissioners on September 29, 1994, no additional approvals were necessary. For these reasons, 
Plaintiffs' second request is without merit and should be dismissed. 
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CONCLUSION 
In light of the foregoing, Defendant respectfully requests that the court grant Defend
ant's 
Motion for Summary Judgment, and thereby dismiss with prejudice all of Plaintiffs
 claims in this 
matter. 
DATED this JL day of January, 2010. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH DISTRICT OF IBE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FREMONT 
JONI KEPLER-FLEENOR. et al, 
Plaintiffs. 
V. 
FREMONT COUNTY, a political 
subdivision of the Staie of Idaho 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV-09-296 
BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Summary Judgment is not appropriate in this case because there are disputed issues 
of fact regarding the issue of whether the property owner intended a public dedication of the 
property at issue in this case. Viewed in light most favorable to the non-moving party~ here 
Plaintiffs, the facts of this case show that Defendant is not entitled to judgment as a matter 
of law. Therefore, this Court should deny Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment. 
FACTS 
The Plaintiffs stipulate to the Statement of Material Facts in Defendant's 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment with the exception of paragraph 
8. Plaintiffs brought this action to resolve the issue of ownership of a disputed section of 
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propeny located in the Sawtelle Mountain Subdivision. Petition for Declaratory Judgment 
at 5. The property at issue is a 60-foot section ofland straddling the common border oflots 
3 and 4 and designated on the map as "'60' Road & Utility Easement" (referred to herein as 
the "Easement,,). Id. at 3. 
The plat map of Sawtelle Mountain Subdivision, Divisions III, IV & V shows one 60-
foot road leading in and out of the subdivision. Hibbert Aff., Ex. A. 1 The road is identified 
on the plat map by the name of "Huckleberry Loop.•• Id. Huckleberry Loop does not 
encroach on any of the subdivision's platted lots. Id. 
The plat map also shows the 60~foot strip of land that is at issue in this case. The it 
is termed "60' Road & Utility Easement." Id. The Easement is an overlay on lots 3 and 4 
of the subdivision. Id Those lots are adjacent to each other with no space in between them. 
Id. The Easement encroaches into both lot 3 and lot 4 for a distance of 30 feet. Id Unlike 
Huckleberry Loop, the Easement is not given any street name other than "60' Road & Utility 
Easement." Id. The Easement is shown on the plat map as a cross hatched section. Id 
Huckleberry Loop is shown with no cross hatching. Id Other than the Easement, the only 
cross hatched areas on the plat map are two sections labeled '·1 0' Utility Easement" and one 
section labeled .. 20' Sewer Line Easement." Id. 
The ·'Owners Certificate'9 section of the plat map contains the following language; 
"ALl.ROADSAREHEREBYDEDICATEDTOTHEPUBLIC,''and"THEDEDICATED 
60FT. ROADWAY AND UTILITY EASE..\..1ENT RIGHT-OF-WAY WILL ALLOW 
1 Defendant filed the Affidavit of Kurt Hibben in Suppon ofitS Motion for Summary Judgment. 
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SEWER, WATER, ELECT'RICAL) TELEPHONE AND OTHER UTILITIES TO BE 
INSTALLED IN THE RIGHT OF WAY." ld. 
A genuine issue of fact also exists as to whether part of Sawtelle Mountain 
Subdivision, Division 3, is located within the City limits of Island Park. Despite Kurt 
Hibbert's statement in his affidavit, the City ofisland Park does extend into Division lof the 
Sawtelle Mountain Subdivision. The affidavit of Laurie Augustin, former Mayor of Island 
Park~ shows that half of the Sawtelle Mountain Subdivision, division 3, is located within the 
City limits. Augustin Affidavit, ,ii 4-9. 
ARGUMENT 
Summary Judgment for Defendant Is Inappropriate Because the Facts of this Case 
Do Not Show a Clear and Unequivocal Intent to Make a Public Dedication 
A. Defendant's Legal Burden. 
As the pany moving for Summary Judgment, Defendant has the burden of proving the 
absence of any issue of material fact, and that Defendant is entitled to judgment as a matter 
oflaw. Rule 56(c), I.R.C.P. This Court must "constru[e] all facts in the light most favorable 
to the non-moving party." Armandv. Opportunity Management Co., Inc., 141 Idaho 709, 
713, 117 P.3d 123, 127 (2005). 
Defendant has premised their Motion for Summary Judgment on the argument that the 
plat map for the Sawtelle Subdivision contains a public dedication of the Easement. 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment at 9. In order to show a public 
dedication, Defendant must prove the existence of"( l) an offer by the owner clearly and 
unequivocally indicating an intent to dedicate the land and (2) an acceptance of the offer." 
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Ponderosa Home Site Lor Owners v. Garfield Bay Resorc, Inc., 139 Idaho 699, 70 l, 85 P .3d 
675,677 (2004) (emphasis added). "The offer to dedicate may be made in a number of ways~ 
including the act of recording or filing a subdivision plat depicting specific areas subject to 
dedication, so long as there is a clear and unequivocal indication the owner intends to 
dedicate." Id. (emphasis added). "In determining whether the owner intended to offer the 
land for dedication. the Court must examine the plat, as well as the surrounding 
circumstances and conditions of the development and sale oflots." Armand, 141 Idaho at 
714-15, 117 P .3d at 128-29. "The offer for dedication must be clear and unequivocal, 
thereby indicating the owner's intent to dedicate the land. The burden of proof is on the party 
alleging that the land owner,s act or omission manifested an intent to dedicate the land for 
public use. The intent of the owner to dedicate his land to public use must be clearly and 
unequivocally shown and must never be presumed.'' Saddlehorn Ranch Landowner's. Inc. 
v. Dyer, 146 J.daho 747, 752, 203 P.3d 677, 682 (2009) (citations and internal quotation 
marks omitted). 
B. The Differences in the Designation of Huckleberry Loop and the 
:Easement Show That There Was No Clear and Unequivocal Intent to 
Dedicate the Easement to the Public. 
As shown above. Defendant faces a significant legal burden in this case. Not only 
must the Court draw all factual inferences in favor of the Plaintiffs, but Defendant must 
prove the existence of the dedication by clear and unequivocal evidence. Viewed in the light 
most favorable to the Plaintiff, the facts of this case simply do not support the finding that 
the propeny owner intended to dedicate the Easement to the public as a public road. 
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In Ponderosa. the Court held that there was insufficient evidence to support a finding 
that the property in question there had been dedicated to the public. In that case, the question 
was whether a parcel ofland running between platted lots had been dedicated to the public. 
139 Idaho at 700, 85 P .3d at 676. The Supreme Court noted that the plat map at issue in that 
case ( which was actually included as an exhibit to the court's decision) contained roads and 
highways. clearly designated as such, which had been explicitly dedicated to the public. Id. 
at 702, 85 P.3d at 678. In contrast to the roads, the area in question in Ponderosa was 
labeled "lake access." Id. at 700, 85 P.3d at 676. The court found this fact to be ''additional 
evidence of the lack of intent to dedicate to the public.'' Id at 701, 85 P.3d at 677. The court 
found that while the original owners did have a clear intent to dedicate the roads on the plat 
to the public~ there was no clear intent to dedicate the lake access parcel to the public. Also. 
the fact that the .. lake access" parcel 4'perpendicularly intersects the road" rather than being 
an extension of the road, was funher evidence of a lack of intent to dedicate the property. 
Jd. at 7021 85 P.3d at 678. In the end, the courr held that a lack of clear and unequivocal 
intent to dedicate meant that there could be no public dedication and the matter was 
remanded for a determination of ownership. 
In this case. like Ponderosa, there is insufficient evidence upon which this Court 
could find a clear and unequivocal intent on the part of the owner to dedicate the Easement 
to the public as a public road. Like the subdivision plat at issue in Ponderosa, there is clear 
intent to dedicate the road, Huckleberry Loop, to the public. However, just as in Ponderosa, 
the label auached to the Easement suggests a lack of intent to dedicate the land to the public 
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as a public road. The plat map labels the area "60' Road & Utility Easement "2 The use of 
the term "Easement" suggests a lack of intent to create a public road dedication. An 
easement is defined as an .. interest in land owned by another person. consisting in the right 
to use or control the land, or an area above or below it, for a specific limited purpose." 
Blacks Law Dic1ionary 548 (8th ed. 2004) (emphasis added). Also like the disputed parcel 
in Ponderosa I, the Easement in this case is not an extension of Huckleberry Loop, but 
instead intersects the road at a perpendicular angle. Even more than the land in this case, 
here the Easement is not separate and distinct from the platted lots, as is the case with 
Huckleberry Loop; Rather, the Easement overlaps lots 3 and 4 for 30 feet on either side of 
the common border between them.. The fact that the Easement encroaches on two private 
lots is further evidence that the original owner did not intend to make a public dedication of 
that property for a public road. 
In Deffenbaugh v. Washington Water Power Co., the Supreme Court closely examined 
the dedication on a subdivision plat and found that the dedication did not encompass the 
property at issue in that case. 24 Idaho 514, 135 P. 247 (1913). In that case, like this case, 
the defendant argued that an express dedication of roads included a portion of the plat along 
the shores ofLakeCoeurd'Alene labeled "sand beach." Id. at 519, 135 P. at 248. The court 
held that "[t]he dedication did not include the·water front or beach, and the plat does not in 
any way indicate that it is dedicated to the public, or that it was intended as a dedication in 
2 Plaintiffs acknowledge tbal. the E.isemcnt contains the word "Road" and thai the discussion in the "Owners Ccrliiic11tc" 
uses the word "Roadway." However. nowh~ri: is the word ··public" used in association with the: Easement. Th\15, at most the use of 
Lhc word!t "Ro3.d" and "Roadwl.ly" create a question offacl about whether the ow,1er ''clearly and unequivocally" inlendc:d to dedicale 
the Easement to 1he public. Tatting the facts in a light most favorable 1.0 Plainliffs, the use of the word :"road" should mean lhat the 
road is used for purpose.,; ofche utility cascmenl, nor as a ,oadw:il' dedica1.ed lo Lb¢ public in fee s;rnple. 
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the same sense in which the streets, alleys, and avenues are dedicated." Id. Similarly, the 
dedication of the roads within the Sawtelle Mountain Subdivision is separate and distinct 
from the discussion of the Easement. The subdivision plat clearly indicates that the roads are 
dedicated to the public. By contrast, the discussion of the Easement has no mention of the 
public; instead it contains language which Jimits the permissible uses of the Easement. "The 
dedicated 60' roadway and utility easement right-of-way will allow sewer, water, electrical, 
telephone and other utilities to be installed in the right of way." This enumeration of a few 
specific purposes contrasts with the blanket dedication of the roads to public use without 
limitation. Finally, the Easement is designated on the plat map by cross hatching. Other 
easements for utilities and sewer are also designated by cross hatching, but the road, 
Huckleberry Loop. is not. This also indicates an intent on the pan of the owner that the 
Easement be separate and distinct from the road and not be dedicated to the public. Like 
Deffenbaugh, in this case there is a distinction between the road and the Easement; the public 
dedication encompasses the former but nor the latter. 
C. Ao Issue of Fact Does Exist as to Whether a Portion of Division 3 of 
Sawtelle Mountain Subdivision ls Located Within Island Park City 
Limits. 
As set forth in the affidavit of Laurie Augustin, there is a genuine issue of material 
fact as to whether a portion of Division 3 of Sawtelle Mountain Subdivision is within the 
City Limits. Therefore. Defendant's motion for summary judgment on this issue should be 
denied. 
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CONCLUSION 
The facts of this case. viewed in the light most favorable to the Plaintiffs, do not 
support the Defendant's claim that the Easement was dedicated to the public. The extensive 
differences between the Easement and Huckleberry Loop show that while the latter was 
dedicated to the public, the plat map does not contain an "'offer by the owner clearly and 
unequivocally indicating an intent to dedicate the land" to the public. Thus, Defendant is not 
entitled to judgment as a matter of law, and this Court should deny Defendant's motion. 
"''n,~---DATED this _r::1.'--"W..__ day of January, 2010. 
Shan B. Perry 
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo. P .L.L.C. 
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Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1630 
(hwPOAT A\!lBP\I HOO Gt ant Nei&a.r\llril!r In 0p,,...i.lon. lhn.MII 
BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
( /i'~ail 
( · ) Hand Delivery 
(,,/) Facsimile 
( ) Courthouse Box 
ji12 /--
Shan B. Perry =o 
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P .L.L.C. 
9 • BRIEF lN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
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Shan B. Perry. Esq. (I.S.B. No. 5459) 
Daniel C. Dansie, Esq. (L.S.B. No. 7985) 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.LC. 
P.O. Box 50130 
l 000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
Idaho Falls~ ID 83405 
Telephone: (208)523-0620 
Facsimile: (208) 523-9518 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
IN THE D1STR1CT COURT OF THE SEVENTH DISTRlCT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FREMONT 
JONI KEPLER-FLEENOR, et al, 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
FREMONT COUNTY, a political 
subdivision of the State of Idaho 
Defendant. 
STA TE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss. 
County of Fremont ) 
Case No. CV-09-296 
AFFIDAVIT OF LAURIE AUGUSTIN 
IN SUPPORT OF BRIEF IN 
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
LAURIE AUGUSTIN. being first duly sworn, deposes and states as follows: 
1. · I am a resident of Sawtelle Mountain Subdivision No. 2, withing the City of 
Island Park, Fremont County, Idaho. I have personal knowledge to the following matters, 
and I am competent to testify as to these matters. 
2. I have served on the City Council and as Mayor of the City of Island Park. 
3. My residence is 4146 Huckleberry Lane in Sawtelle Mountain Subdivision No. 
2. 
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4. While Mayor of the City of Island Park, I had the opportunity to become 
familiar with the City boundaries. ·The City had Lo verify voting rights and dealt with a 
petition for disincorporation. Also, the City dealt with a law suit from the Henry's Fork 
Foundation, for not having a City Planning and Zoning department. The City also 
implemented the City's fll'St taX levy while I served. Because I was an instrumental person 
in these matters, I had the opportunity to learn and examine the boundaries of the City, as the 
boundaries of the City were important in all these matters. 
5. I also became familiar with the City boundaries in these matters because of 
road maintenance problems with the County. During the relevant time periods, the County 
claimed to not want to "accept" roads because this would mean they would have to perform 
road maintenance. The County would claim that they were not owners of certain "public" 
roads they had not accepted. At one poinr, the CoWlty stopped plowing the "City" portion 
of the main aneries such as Phillips Loop. Sawtelle Peak Road and Yale Kilgore roads until 
an agreement was signed with the City for the maintenance of the Citys portion of roads. 
6. Sawtelle Mountain Subdivision No.'s l and 2 are entirely within the Island Park 
City limits and half of Subdivision No. 3 is also within the City limits oflsland Park. With 
the irregular boundaries of the City, subdivisions and lots have only portions or fractions 
within the City limits and it is common to have property split between City and County. 
7. The City limits run into Sawtelle Mountain Subdivision No. 3 from Sawtelle 
Peak Road up to Lot No. 15, approximately half ofLotNo. 16 and three-quarters (3/4) of the 
Oswald's parcel. Oswald's are cw-rently going through the City Planning and Zoning for a 
2 - AFFIDA vn· OF LAURIE AUGUSTlN IN SUPPORT Of' BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
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. 
division of their parcel into three (3) one acre loLS as a new subdivisioA. Tbe: Oswald's 
property is across HuckJeben-y Loop Road from Lots 15 and 16. There a.re no lo~ numbers 
' : 
listed on their property because it is a parcel. The City boundaries then cross Lots 16, 21 and 
9 of Division 3 of Sawtelle Mountain Subdivision No. 3. 
8. Sawtelle Subdivision No. 3 is split between County and City, See attached 
.Exhibir 11 A II sbowiug "Island Park," meaning lhe City oflsland Park. as tl1c ta"ing ~istrict for 
! 
certain lots in Sawtelle Mountain Subdivisions No.'s 1, 2. 3 and 4. These arc true and con-eel 
copies of listiAgs from MLS listings. 1 can verify their truthfulness and accuracy. All 
handwritten notations on the exhibit are my own, and they explain tbe portion ?f the lots 
wjtbin. the CiLy or Counlf. . 
' 
9. Mr. Hibbert's imuement in his affidavir. paragraph 9s that "No pp.rt of the 
Subdivision is located within the incorporated lilllits oftbe City of .LsllUl.d Park:: i~ not true. 
Likewise, the map provided by Mr. Hibbert is simply inadequate as you cannot ~lenrly see 
where the City boundaries are. 
DA TBD this ';l, l~ day of January~ 2010. 
SUBSCRIBED and swom lD before me this _"""-;)_ __  _..b~ day of January, 2P10. 
i 
D£1ft0RE GRIFFIN 
NOTARY PUBLIC for tho 
Stabt or Montan;a 
Residing a 
WKt YalJownton,, Man11na 
Mr co111111isalon Ess,ll'IIS 
January ZI, 201A 
; 
I , 
Notary Public forldaltc ,. .-...f, 
Residing at: 42wt Yvf I 8.J;, ft.,. 4--
My Commission Expires: ..:r~. ;Ir(: ~Ii{ 
. 
3 • AF'FJDA "rr OF LAUR.JE AUGUSTIN JN SUl'POR.T OF BRIEF IN OPPOSITJON TO DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION FOil SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that 1 am a duly licensed attorney in the State ofidaho, resident of and 
with my office in Idaho Falls, that I served a true and correct copy of the following described 
pleading or document on the attorney listed below by hand delivering, mailing or by 




Blake Hall, Esq. 
Nelson Hall Parry Tucker, P.A. 
P.O.Box51630 
Idaho Falls. ID 8340S-1630 
AFFIDAVIT OF LAURIE AUGUSTIN IN SUPPORT 
OF BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
~Mail 
( ) Hand Delivery 
(v) Facsimile 
( ) Cowthouse Box 
_Shan B. Perry 
Holden., Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P .L.L.C. 
q - AFFIDAVIT OF LAURlE AUGUSTIN IN SUPPORT OF BRIEF lN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S 
MOTlON FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
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Properly Ueta11 J;"l:l.~C l U! J. 
LE§vs~al Addres.,: 4134 HUCtCLEBEAAY LN (zip code 83429) j1Ta11 Code Arelil: 007000 Tale Vear; 2009 
Malllng Addres5: 2009 Tall@s & Certlfted Charges: $ 2i.5B,48 
. WEST FAMILY T~UST Taxing DIStrlCt9 Levy C0ritaet Phone 
M/T WEST, DORAN A COUNTT 0,003560595 624-7332 
28S2 GARDEN AD SLAN AR 0.000148225 558-769? 
0 SCHOOL /:21 0.000000000 62<\-7Sq2 
AMl:FtJCAN FALLS, JD 83211 SD2l5 TORT 0.00003081B 624-7542 
Legill Description: 50215 BOND 1996 0.000508593 62(-7542. 
ISLAND PAf<KSAWTELL MTN DIV #llOT l, BLK lSEC 24 SD21S BONO 200'1 0.000444026 624-7542 
TWP l'I llGE '13 5D215 PLNT FCLT D.000097363 624'·7542 
Deecls S0215 BOND 2008 0.000'128044 624-7S42 
394841 2009/08/03 J P Flllf 0.000159273 558-7401 
427;?81 2009/08/03 NF HOSPITAL 0.000193&50 65.2-7338 
Classe:. fgr Assessment Year 2010 (Last appraised In ;;!009) FREMONT UBRARY 0.000222331 652-7280 
l\esldenttal Lee or Acreage 0.500 $46,500 AMBULANCE DIST 0.000149904 524;•7332 
lmprovem,;,r,ts on LanCJ Category 20 :; 163,69 . 
Total Assessea value: s 210,190 IS Information Is provided i15 a courtesy to our taxpayers. 
Rasldentl11I Im rovement bullt In 199G 
Bedrooms: 2 Bathrooms: 2.00 
Ground Aoor; 1484 sq. ft. Up,:ier Floor: 
Lower floor unf1n1s11ea : 
Lower Floor \Jnflnlsned : 
Basement unfinished : 






If this parcel na5 chilnged caoe areas, or been spilt or 
combined with ilnother parcel, the talt and assessment data 
chown may ncit apply or bl!! current. For mom Information, 
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Property Veta.ii 
208-523-9518 T-075 P.015/026 F-282 
,C"i:IJ:;C:: J. UJ. .;> 
Baek RPI0138005003A Prooertv Detail 
§ivsical Address: •11146 HUCKLEBERRY 1.N (zip code S3433} Urax code Are&: 007000 T~ Year: 2009 
Malltng Address: 2009 iaices ~ Certltled Charges: 
AUGLISTIN STEPHEN H Taxing Dl!:trlc:ts Levy 
MORRlSSEY LAUIUE L COUNTY 0.003S60595 
f> 0 SOX 326 ISi.AND Pi\RK 0.00014B225 
O SCHOOL #215 0.000000000 
ISLAND PARK, ID B3429 S021S TORT - 0.000030818 
Legal OescrlptlDl"I: 50215 BONO 1996 0.000508593 
ISLAND PARICSAWTELL MTN DIV #2LOTS 3-4 BLK SSEC 2'1 S0215 BONO 2004 0,000'1-44026 
TWP 14 RGE 43 S0215 PLNT FCLT 0.000097363 
Deeds 5D21S BOND 2008 0.000428044 
433072 2009/08/03 I P FIRE 0.000159273 
c1asses fDr A5sessmenc Year 2010 (Last appraised in 2009} NF HOSPITAL O.D00193GSO 
Residential Lot or Acreage 1.300 $ 58,11110 FREMONT LIBRARY 0.000222331 
















1mpro11ements r;in 1.and Category 20 $ 190,040 
Tot;,I Assessed Value: $ 265,250 This Information is provided as a courtesy ti:, our taxpayl!!rs. 
~eSIC1ent1al Improvement bullt In 0 
Bedrooms i O Bathrooms : 0.0D 
Gro.,.nd Floor; 0 sq. ft. Upper Floor; 
LOwer Floor Unfinished : Finished : 
Lower Floor unfinished : Flnlshea: 
Basement unflnlshiaCI : Finished: 
Attic Unl'inlshed : Finished: 
Residential Jmprovernenc bullt In 2000 
Bedrooms : 2 sathrooms : 1.00 
Ground Floer : 1470 SQ. ft. Upper Flaor : 
l.Qwer Floor Unfinished : Finished : 
Lower Floor Unfinished : Finished : 
Basement Unflnlshea : 1470 sq. ft. Finished : 
Attic: unfinished : Finished : 
Photos 
H this parcel has chan9tild colie areas, or been 5pllt or 
combined with another parcel, the tax and f551!!Ssment data 
shown may not apply er pe current. For mo.re 1nrormat1cn, 
clease contact the appropriate county office. 
http://www.co.fremont.id.us/mapserver/detail.php?pidn=RPI0l38005003A 1/26/2010 
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Property 1Jeta1l 
208-523-9518 T-075 P.016/026 F-282 
Back RPI0139000021A Pr-opertv D etail 
jPhys1cal Adaress: 4094 HUCKLEBERRY LP (zie code)3429) !!Tax Code Area: 007000 Tax Year; 2009 ~ J 
Malllng Address: 2009 Taxes & Certified Ch;srge:.: •$ lZS.16 
NEl8AlJR GRANT E Taxing Districts Levy '. Contact Pho,1e 
NEIBAUR BARBARA COUNT'I 0.003560595 ;624-7332 
2374 NEIBALIR RD ISLAND PARK 0.000148225 :sse.,ss, 
AMERTCAN FALLS, ID B3211 --!"'' .... #21:i 0.000000000 -624•7S42 
Legal Description: 5D215TORT 0,000030818 :624·7542 
ISLAND PARKSAWTELLE t.1JN DJV tJ.LOT 21 IN TCA 75EC S0215 BOND l!i196 0,000508S93 (624•7542 
23 TWP 14 RGE 43 502.15 BOND 2004 0,000444026 1624-7542 
Deeds 5021S PLNT FCLT 0.000097363 '.62'1-7542 
381654 2009/08/03 S0215 BONO 2008 0.000428044 '624·7542 
434703 2009/08/03 IP FIRE 0,00015~273 '558-7401 
444282 2009/08/03 NF HOSPITAL 0.000193650 ;65::?-733B 
444284 2009/08/03 FRl:MONT UBRARV 0.000222331 i652-728C 
c1as,es ror ASsessmenl Year 2010 (Last ilppralsed In 2009) AMBULANCE DIST 0.000149904 '.62"·7332 
Rest<fentlal L0t or Acreage D.4SO $20,250 : 
Totill Assessed Value; .$ 20,250 This Information Is provided as a courtesy to our tallpayers • 
If this parc:el has: changBd code c1reas, or been split or 
combined wltn another parcel, the tax and pssessment data 
shown mav not apply er be current. For more Information, 
i:,le.i5e contact: the a0or0prlate i;;ountv office. 
: 103 mllllseconds I 
http'.//www .co.fremont.id.us/mapserver/detail. php?picln=RPIO 139000021 A I/26/2010 
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Property Detail 
Back RP00139000021A Prope ty ea, rt D t ·1 
jPhvslcal AdClress: 4094 HUCKLE15ERR.Y LP (zig COCII! 83429) 
Malling Address: 
NelBAUll GRANT E 
NEIBAUR BARBARA 
:?374 NEJBAUR RD 
AMl:RtCAN FALLS, IO 63211 
~gal Desc:r1i:,t1on: 




4 34 703 2009/0B/OJ 
4442B2 2009/08/03 
444 2B4 2009/08/03 
Clas5e5 ror ASsessment Year 2010 (Last appral5ed in 2009} 
Rural Resldentlal SubdlVlslon 0.560 $ 25,20C 
Total A!:sessed Value: $ 25,20C 
2D8-523-9518 T-D75 P D17/D26 F-282 
1-'a.ge l ot 1 
I h"ax Code Area: 03S000 TiiillC Vear: 2009 
2009 Ta,ces & C@rtUled Charges: ,$ lSS.70 
!Taxing Districts Levy : Contact Phone 
COUNTY 0,003560595 '624-7332 
SCl'tOOL #215 0.000000000 :624-7542 
SD21STORT 0.000030818 [624-7542 
lso21s BOND 1996 0.000508593 ;624-7542 
S021S BONO 2004 D.000444026 '62'1-7S42 
SD215 PLNT FCLT 0.000097363 i624·7542 
50215 BONO 200B 0.000428044 :624-7542 
I PFIRE 0.000159273 :SSB-7401 
N FHCSPITAL 0.000193650 ;652-7338 
FREMONT LIBRARY 0,000222331 ;652•7280 
AMBULANCe 01ST 0.000149904 :624-7332 
rl'hls 1nronnat10n Is provided a5 a c;aurtesv tp our taxpayers. 
If this parc:1!1 has changed code areas, or b~ split or 
combined vvith another i:iarcef, the tax and assessment data 
shown may not apply er be curr1tnt. For m(#e Information, 
please contact the appropriate counh' ornce. 
· 105 milffseconds 
http://www.co.fremont.id.us/mapserver/detail.php?pidn=RP0013900002IA 1/26/2010 
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Property Di=tail 
Back RPI0139000016A Prooerl\/ Detail 
jPl'l'/SICal ACldress: 4095 HUCKLE:BERRY l.P (2lp code B:34251) 
Malllng Acldress: 
WllDEll GAR\' J 
WILDER lULIANNE C: 
475 W 3950 N 
OGDEN, Ui 84414 
Legal Description: 
ISLAND PAR.l<SAWTl:U.E ~TN DIV #3LOT 16 IN TCA 7SEC 







c:1asses for Ass@ssmel't Year 2010 (Last appraised 1n 2009) 
Reslt1ent1al Lot or kreage 0.'190 $ 24,9S(l 
lmprovernents on l.ilnCI cacegory 20 $170,810 
Total As!:essed Value: $ J.!JS,760 
Res112entlill Jmpro11ernent Dullt In '2007 
Bedrooms: 3 Bathrooms: l.00 
Ground Floor : 1280 sq. ft. Upper Floor: 
Lower Floor Unfinished : FlnlSllE!d ; 
Lower Floor Unfinished : Finished: 
Basement UnflnlsheCI : F1n1s1,ed: 
Attic Unf\nlsheO : f'lnlsl'led: 
Detached Garage : S76 
Photos 
I}~ Q·½ 
2D8-523-9518 T-075 P.018/026 F-ZBZ 
.C-i:l!,;C l Ul :, 
llrax Code Area: 007000 Tax Year: 2D09 I 
2009 Tiilxes &. Certtfled Charges: if 2062.9'1 
Taxing Districts Levy _!'.:ontact Phone 
COLIIIIT'I 0.003560595 .624-7332 
llc;:1 AIIID PARK 0.000149225 ssa-'7sa1 
5CHOOL#2l5 0.000000000 624-7S'12 
SD21!iTORT 0.000030818 624-7542 
50215 BOND 199a 0.DOOSO&S93 6241-7542 
~D215 BONO 2004 0.000444026 624-7~2 
S0215 PLl'IT FCLT D.DD0097363 624-75412 
lsD21S BOND 2008 0.00042804-1 r,24-7542 
I PARE O.DD0159273 55B•7401 
NF HOSPrTAL 0.000193650 ~2-7339 
FRl:MONT UBRARV 0.000222331 652-7280 
AMBULANCE DIST 0.000149904 624•7332 
mils Information Is pl'Ovlded as a courtei;y ~ our taxpayers. 
If this parcel hH r:hanQl!d code areas, or been split or 
comDlned with another parcel, the tax and i155essment data 
st101111n mav not apply or be curn!!llt', For more Information, 
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1>ropeny lJetail 
[Pnvslcar Address: 4095 HUCKLEBERRY LP (zip code 83429} 
Malting Address: 
WJLDER GARY l 
WILDER JULIANNE C 
475 W 3950 N 
OGOEN, u,- 8441'4 
Legal Description: 
SAWTELLE MTN 01\I #3LOT 16 IN TCA 355EC l3 'rWP 14 
RGE43 
Deeds 
ZOB-523-9518 T-075 P.019/026 F-282 
rage 1 DI J 
HT!x CoCle Area: OJSOOO Tax Year: 200!;) 
2009 Ta~es s. Certified charges; 
axlne Districts Levy 
C:OUN1Y O.003S6OS95 
SCHOOL :t215 0.000000000 
S0215 TORT O.00OO30818 
50215 BONO 1996 0.000508593 
50215 BOND 2004 0.000444026 
50215 Pl.NT FCLT 0.000097363 
50215 BOND 2008 0.000428044 
I P FIR.E 0.000159273 
N F HOSPITAL 0.000193650 
FA.EMONT L.JBRARV 0.000222331 
AMBULANCE 01ST 0.000149904 
!$ 163.42 

















Classes for Assessment Yeo1r 2010 C 1-ast appraised 1n 2009) This lnfcrmatlon is provli:led a:. a courtesv to Dur taxpo1y1m,. 
Rural Res,aentlal Subdivision 0.620 $ 26,510 If this parcel has changed code areas, or been i;pllt or 
Total ASsossecs Value: $ 26,51 combined with another parcel, the tax and iisses5TTlent da~ 
shown may not appfy or be current. For more Information, 
lease contact the appropriate countv orni:e • 
. 1s2 mllllseconos 
hnp://www.co.fi-emontid.us/mapserver/detail.php?pidn=RPOO 139000016A 1/26/2010 
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Property Detail 




4160 f 421 N 
RIGBY, IO 83442 
Legal Description: 







Classes fOr Assessment Year 2010 (l..ast appraised In 2009) 
Re!.ldentral Lot or Acreage 2,270 $35,160 
Total Assessed Vc!IUe: $35,160 
208-523-9518 T-075 P 020/026 F-282 
n1gc: , m ! 
/fax Code Area: 007000 Tax Vear: 2009 I 
2009 T21xes & Certified Charges: ;$ 222.20 
raxln9 Dlscrlcts Levy Contacc Phone 
COUNTY 0.003560595 1624-7332 
l1c;1 ,..,0 PARK o.oco14s:?:?S ; SSB-7587 
SCHOOL #215 0.000000000 '.624·7542 
S021STORT 0.000030818 i624-75.q2 
5D215 60ND 1996 0.000508593 ·624-7542 
5D215 BONO 2004 O.OOO-'M4026 ·624-7542 
S0215 PLNT FCLT 0.OOOO97363 '.62'1-75'12 
S0215 BOND 2008 0.000428044 i624-7542 
IP FIRE' 0.000159273 '. 558-7401 
NF HOSPITAL 0.000193650 '6S2-7!3B 
FREMONT LIB.RARY 0.000222331 :652-7280 
AMBUl..ANCE DIST 0.000149904 '.6l4-7332 
IThis Information Is provided as a courtesy tt:> our taltpayers. 
If this parcel has changed code area&, or ~en :.pllt or 
c:ornblned with ane1ther parcel. the tax and assessment data 
:.hown may not apply or be i;;urrent. For more Information, 
please c:ot1ract the appropriate county office. 
1 105 mllllsec;;cnds 
hnp://www.co.fremont.id.us/mapserver/detail.php?pidn=RPI14N4323765l 1/26/2010 
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Property Detail 1·age , or 1 
Back R.P14N43E237651 ProDertv Detail ' 
Physlcal Address: 4090 HUCKLEBERRY LP (ZID code B3429) fi:,,c Code Area: 035000 Tax Year: 2009 I 
Malling ArJdre5S: 2009 Taxe5 & Certified Charges: i$ 111.50 
OSWA\.D KEVlN h'aJClng Dlstrtci:S Levy : Contact Phone 
OSWALO l'tENAI: COUNTY 0.003560S9S :624•7332 
4160 f 421 Ill SCHOOL #215 0.000000000 :624-7542 
RIGBY, ID BJq11112 SD215TORT 0,00003D81B i624·7S4c 
Legel Oesc:rlptlon: 50215 BOND 1996 0.00050BS93 '.624-7542 
TAX 4336 lN TCA 35SEC 23 TWP 14 RGI: 4 3 S0215 BOND 2004 0.000444026 -624'-?542 
Deeds 502.15 PLNT FCLT 0,000097363 :624-7S42 
390577 2009/08/03 S0215 BOND 200B 0.000428044 ,624-7542 
1124291 2009/08/03 t P FIRE 0.000159273 1558-7401 
43'1556 2009/08/03 N F HOSPITAL · 0.00015136S0 i&S2-7338 
4-44748 2009/08/03 if"Rl:MONT UBMRY 0.000222331 '652-7280 
4'15796 2D09/08/03 AM8ULANCE: DIST 0.00014990-J ·624-733'2 
Clas:u:s for Assessment Year 2010 (Last appnstsad Ir, 2008) 
This Information Is provided as a courtesy tp our taxpayer.;. Rural Resldent1111 Tract 0.7'10 $ 18,SOO 
'Total Assessecl Value: $18,500 If this parcel has changed code areas, er b~en si,llt or 
combined with another parcel, the tax and a55essment data 
shown mav "ot apply or be current. For more Information, 
please contact the appro,:,rtate countv office. 
· 102 mllllsei:nnds 
Imp:/ /www .co.fremont.id. us/rnapserver/detail.php?pidn•RP 14N43E23 765 l 1/26/2010 
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Property Detail 
Z0B-523-9518 T-075 P.022/026 F-282 
.1.page 1 01· 1 
!Ptwsrcal Addre:;s: q097 HUCKLEBERRY LP (z.1e code B3429} lfrax Code A~a: 00?000 Tax Vear: 2009 
Mal!illg Addrei:s: 2009 Taxes & Certified Charges: $ 1;!20.04 
MORDAUNT BR[AN D xlng Dlstrlc.ts Levy Coriract Phone 
MORDAUl'.IT PAMELA C COUNTY 0.00356D595 624•7332 
913 S MELROSE ST !; AND PARK 0.000148225 558-7687 
CASPER, WY 82601 SCHOOL •215 O.DCDOOOODO 624-7542 
Leoal Description: SDZlS TORT 0.000030818 624-7542 
ISLAND PAlilCSAWTl:L-L MTN DIV ULOT lSSEC 2J TWP 14 SD215 BOND 1996 0.00050859:3 624-7542 
RGE 43 SD215 BOND 2004 0.000444026 624,-7542 
Deeds SD21S PL.NT FCLT 0.000097363 624'-7542 
381654 2009/08/03 SD2lS BOND 200B O.000428044 624-7S42 
397157 2009/08/03 IP FIRE 0.D00159273 558-7401 
437n9 2009/08/03 NF HOSPITAL o.000·193650 652•7338 
459097 2009/08/03 FRl:MONT LIBRARY O.D002223Jl 652-7280 
Classes tor Assessment YHr 2010 (Last api,ral$el2 In 2009) AMBULANCE DIST D.000149904 624,-7332 
Residencial Lot or Acre;s9e 1.110 $ 49,720 , 
Improvements on Lanc:J Category 20 $ 2,560 hi5 lnfarn1atlon Is provided as a courtesy to our taxpilyer5. 
Total Assessed Value: ~ 52,280 tr this: parcel has cllanged cotJe areas, or been 5pllt gr 
Resldentlat l,TI rovement built in o 
Bedrooms: D Bathrooms ; 0.00 
Ground Floor : o sq. ft. Upper Floor : 
Lower Floor Unfinished : Finished : 
l.t!wer Floor Unnnlshed : Flntsh@d : 
BB&ement unfinllihed : Finished : 
Attir: Unfh11S llE:CI : Flrtlshed : 
combined wttn another parcel, tile tilx and ..ssl!S,ment data 
shown rnav not apDIV or be current. For more lhformatfon. 
Pleose i;ontact the ap rr>prtate c;ountv arnce. · 
http://www.co.fremoot.id.us/mapserver/detail,php?pidn=RPI013900001SO 1/26/2010 
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JAN-26-10 D3:25PM FROM-HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO 208-523-9518 T-075 P 023/026 
F-282 
Property Detail 
&a(:I< RP00139000009A Propertv Detail 
Ph'/Slcar Addresi;: 408'7 HUCKLEBE;RRY LP (zic code 834291 
!Ta,c Code Area: 035000 Tax Year: 2009 : : ] 
Ma111n51 ACldress: 
Z009 Taxes & certified Charges: $ ;?7(;,0
6 
DUNCAN JACK 
ITaitlng Districts Levy : Con~~t Phone 
oul\lCAN JANl:f 
COUl'llY 0.003560595 :624-7332 
IH # l SOX 2~3-A 
SCHOOL 11'215 0.000000000 :624-7542 
a SD21
STORT O.000O3O818 :624-7542 
llUPERT, 10 83)50 
5021.S BOND 1996 0.00050B593 : 624-7542 
Legal Description; 
$0215 BOND 2004 0.000444026 :621wiS12 
SAWTl;l.LE MTN DlV =3LOT 9 IN TCA 355EC 23 TWP 14 
S0215 PLNT FCL T 0.000097363 ;6241-7542 
RGe -13 
50215 BONO 200B O.O004280.ti-1 '.62-1-75'f2 
Deeds 
IP F!RE 0.000159273 '558·7401 
381654 .Z009/08/03 
NF HOSPITAL 0.000193650 ;652-?338 
397157 2009/0B/03 
FREMONT LIBRARY 0.0002223:31 ,652•7280 
"133Sl7 2009/08/03 
AMBULANCE DIST 0.0001'19904 :624-7332 
Classes ror AS;sessment Year 2010 {Lase appraised In 200§1) tThls lnformat!On IS provided as a courtesy to ou.- taxpayers. Rural ~es1dent1a1 Subdivision 2.390 S 414,620 
Tocel Assessed Value: $44,620
 If this parcel has chan!l'ed code areas, or been split er 
combirn!!d with another parcel, the taic and iitssessmer,t data 
shown may not apply or be ~urrent. for mcire tnlormatlon, 
DleaSe Contact the annroariillte C0Unl'v Office. 




JAN-26-1D D3:25PM FROM-HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO 2D8-523-9518 T-D75 P D24/026 F-282 
l'roperly ueuu1 
Back RPI0139000009A Pronert\f Detail 
Physical Address: 40e7 HUCl<LEBERR.Y L.P (:zip code B3429) Tax Code Area: 007000 Ta,c Vear: 2009 
; 
Malling Addre~s: 2009 n,ces & Certified Charges: :$ 166.62 
m.JNC:/loN JACK Taxln9 DiStl'ICts Lew : contact Phone 
DUNCAN JANET COUNlY 0.003560595 ;624-7332 
425 BASELINE l~I '"''D PARK D.00014822S 1ssB-7687 
fhJPERT, ID B3350 SCHOOi. ;t2l!:1 0.000000000 1624-7542 
Legal oeseription; SD215TORT 0.000030B18 ;624-7542 
ISlANO PARKSAWTl:LLE MTN DJV #3LOT 9 lN iCA 7SEC 23 SD2l5 BOND 1996 O.OOOSOBS93 :624•7S42 
TWP 14 RGI: 43 S0215 BOND 2004 0.000444026 '.624•7542 
Deeds SD215 PLNT FCLT 0.000097363 :624-7542 
3816S4 2009/08/03 S0215 BOND 2008 0.000428044 ;624-754-2 
397157 2009/013/03 1 Pf-IRE 0.0001S9273 : SSB-7401 
433817 2009/08/03 NF HOSPITAL D.O00193650 :652-7338 
Cla$Sl!S for Assessment Year 2010 (Last appr.th,ed i,, 2009) FREMONT LIBRARY 0.000222331 i65:Z•72BO 
Re5identl211 Lot or Acreage 0.680 $ :zs,ogc AMBULANCE PJST D,O00149904 ;62'4•733;? 
,otal Asse&sea Value: $25,090 t 
Thi& Information Is provided as a courtesy t~ our taxpayers. 
Jf tl11S parcel has changed code are~s. or b~en split or 
combi11ed with aoother parcel, the tax and ;issessmenc data 
shown may not ilpply er be current:. For more lnfcrmiltlcn, 
plel!l~e contact the aoora0riate c:cunty offie(. 
' 100 milliseconds 
http://www.co.fremont.id.us/mapserver/detail.php?pidn=RPIO 139000009A 1/26/2010 
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JAN-Z&-10 03:Z&PM FROM-HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO 
Property Detail 
Bacl< RPDO14O0OOOO3A Prooertv Detail 





PO BOX 152 
0 
lSLANO PARK, 10 83429 
Legal Description: 
SAWTELLE MTN OJV #4PART OF LOT 3 IN TC.A JSSEC 23 






Z08-5Z3-9518 T-075 P.OZ5/0Z6 F-ZBZ 
I 
rrax Coae Area: 035000 Tax Year: 2009 
2009 TallteS & certified Charges: 
Taxing Districts Levy 
COUl\llY 0.003560595 
SCHOOL ~2l5 0.000000000 
5D215 TORT 0.000030818 
S021S BOND 1996 O.000508593 
50215 BONO 2004 0,000444026 
15021 ~ PLNT FCL T 0.000097363 
'5D215 BOND 2008 0.000428044 
I P FIRe 0.00D159273 
N F HOSPITAL 0.0001936S0 
FREMONT UBRARY 0.000222331 














4987B0 2009/08/03 ITl'lls Information Is provided as a courtl!.Sy to our taxpayers. 
Classes for Assessment Vt!!Br 2010 {Last apprailied In 2009) lf tl'\ls parcel hH c;hangecJ code areas, or been spnt or 
Rwral Resident1af Subdivision. 2.760 $ 49,720 combined with another parcel, the tilx and assessment data 
rmprovemencs on Land $ s,210 shown may not apply or be current. For more Information, 
Manufactured Housing Declared Real $ 54,6\;10 ,:,lease cont.Jct the appropriate county office. 
Total A:.sessed Value: $109,620 ; 
~esloentlal Improvement b1.1llt in o 
Bedrooms : O SBthrooms : 0.00 
Ground Floor : 0 sq. ft. Uppor Floor : 
Lov.er floor unflnlsheCI : 
Lo.,,er Floor Unfinished : 
Basement Ut1flnlshed : 






http: //www.co.fremont.id. us/mapserver/detail.php?pidn ... RPOO l 40000003 A 1/26/2010 
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JAN-26-10 03:26Pt.t FROM-HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO 
Property Detail 
208-523-9518 T-075 P.026/026 F-282 
Back 3 RPI014000000 A Prooe rt :v Deta ii 
Phvs1ca1 Address; 4087 SAWTl!LLE PEAK R.D (:z.lp cade : 
83429) Te:,e CodE: Area: 007000 Tzi.lC Vear: l009 
l"lalllng Adoress: 2009 Taxes S. Certlfll!d Charges: , $ 93.36 
11llFFMAN ROI:! Taxing Districts Levy , Contact Phone 
HUFFMAN A.ANDI COIJNTY 0.003560595 : 624~7332 
4087 SAWTELLE PEAK RD ,.,,, ANO PAOii 0.000148225 i 5S8-76B7 
. ISLAND PARK, ID 6'.3<129 SCHOOL#215 0.000000000 , 624-7S42 
Legal Description: SD21STORT O.0O003081B '. 624-7542 
ISLAND PARKSAWTl:LLI: MTI\I OlV 1#4PART OF LOT 3 1111 TCA S0215 BONQ 1995 O.D00S0859'.3 i 624-7542 
7SEC 2'.3 TWP 14 RGf 43 5021S 80ND 2004 0.000444026 ; 6'.l4-7S42 
Deeds S021 S Pl.NT FCL T 0.000097363 : 624-7542 
tl2740l 2009/08/03 S0215 BOND 2008 0.000428044 : 62-4-7542 
437149 2009/08/03 IP FIA.E 0.000159273 ; 558-7401 
"198780 2009/08/03 NF HOSPITAL 0,000193650 ' 652-7338 
Cla:.ses for Asse5srnent Year 2010 (Last appraisec.1 In 2009) FRE:MOIIIT UBRAR't' 0.000222331 ; 652-7280 
1tesldent1a1 LDt or Acreage O.JSO $12,760 AMf!ULANCI: 01ST D.000149904 ; 624-7332 
Total Assessea Value: $ l:Z,760 
This Information Is provlditd as a co&Jrtesy ~ our taicpayers. 
Ir tt,ls parcel r,as changed cooe areas, or b!Jen SPIit or 
combined wlcn enother parcel, the tax ilml asses5ment data 
shown ma1 not apply or be current. For more Information, 
please contact the aooropriate countv office. 
· 102 mllllsaconds 
bnp://www.co.fremont,id.us/mapserver/detai1.php?pidn=RPIOI40000003A 1/26/2010 
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Blake G. Hall (ISB #2434) 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Fremont County 
NELSON HALL PARRY TUCKER, P.A. 
490 Memorial Drive 
P. 0. Box 51630 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1630 
Telephone: (208) 522-3001 
Facsimile: (208) 523-7254 
Attorneys for Defendant Fremont County 
c-·,_n, 
> :_-:T ~3c:i'EN COURT 
01 iremont State of Idaho 
' 
I FEB - 3 20IO 
L _____ ~ 
J\u3:c fviACE, CLER 
By: 
------:D::-e-ut--__ C_:le.:_rk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FREMONT 





Case No. CV-09-296 
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Defendant, FREMONT COUNTY, by and through counsel of record, respectfully submits 
the following Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment. 
ARGUMENT 
II. THE ROAD AND UTILITY EASEMENT IS A DEDICATED PUBLIC ROAD. 
As set forth in Defendant's prior memorandum, the elements for a valid public common law 
dedication require (a) an offer by the owner clearly and unequivocally indicting an intent to dedicate 
the land; and (b) an acceptance of the offer. Ponderosa Home Site Owners v. Garfield Bay Resort, 
Inc,, 146 P .3d 673 (Idaho 2006); Sun Valley Land and Minerals, Inc, v. Hawkes, 66 P .3d 798 (Idaho 
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT· 1 
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2003); Farrell v. Board of Commissioners of Lemhi County, 64 P.3d 304 (Idaho 2002). Plaintiffs 
have not disputed the second of those elements, but take issue with Defendant's contention that the 
original subdivision developers in this case clearly intended to dedicate the Road and Utility 
Easement area as a public roadway. With regard to the first element, an offer to dedicate may be 
made in any number of ways, including the act of recording or filing a subdivision plat, provided that 
there is a clear and unequivocal indication that the owners intend to dedicate the land as depicted. 
Ponderosa, 146 P.3d at 675; Sun Valley Land, 66 P.3d at 803. When a road is clearly marked and 
labeled on a subdivision plat, a valid offer to dedicate the road to the public has been accomplished. 
Farrell, 64 P .3d at 311. 
In this case, Plaintiffs contend that the original developers of the Subdivision did not clearly 
and unequivocally intend for the Road and Utility Easement to serve as a public roadway. In support 
of this theory, Plaintiffs refer to the Ponderosa case cited above. However, Plaintiffs' reliance on 
Ponderosa, which is factually dissimilar from the case at hand, is entirely misplaced. The plat at 
issue in Ponderosa showed an area marked simply as "lake access." Ponderosa, 85 P .3d at 676. The 
"lake access" area was a small piece of lakeshore property located between lots 3 and 4 in the 
subdivision at issue. Id. The "lake access" area was L-shaped, with one small portion being 
connected to a public road within the subdivision, and the larger portion serving as a beach on Lake 
Pend Oreille. Id. The "lake access" area was identified on the map without block or lot designation, 
and without mention in the dedication. Id. Moreover, the "lake access" area was not designated as 
a road, and did not have the characteristics of a road. Id. Eventually, a dispute arose between the 
parties as to whether the developers of the subdivision intended for the "lake access" area to serve 
as a public road. For obvious reasons, the Ponderosa case is factually distinct from the instant case. 
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2 
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In Ponderosa, unlike the Road and Utility Easement at issue here, the "lake access" area was not 
designated on the plat as a road, nor did it have the characteristics of a road. Instead, it was clearly 
a public beach area abutting the Lake Pend Oreille, with a small strip of that area attaching to a 
designated public roadway. The Road and Utility Easement at issue in this case bears absolutely no 
resemblance to the area disputed in Ponderosa, and that case is of no benefit to this analysis. 
Plaintiffs also rely on the age-old case of Deffenbaugh v. Washington Water Power Co., 135 
P. 24 7 (Idaho 1913 ). Like Ponderosa, the Deffenbaugh case is factually distinguishable from the 
case at bar. In Deffenbaugh, a dispute arose concerning an area designated on a plat as "beach" and 
"sand beach". Id. at 248. Unlike this case, the "beach" area in Deffenbaugh was not named or 
designated as a street or avenue, and not so designated or dedicated on the map. Id. Nevertheless, 
it was contended by one of the parties that the filing of the plat, together with the dedication annexed 
thereto, amounted to a dedication of the "beach" area to the public, the same as a street or alley. Id. 
In response, the court held that the dedication at issue in Deffenbauch "did not include the water 
front or beach, and the plat does not in any way indicate that it is dedicated to the public, or that it 
was intended as a dedication in the same sense in which streets, alleys, and avenues are dedicated." 
Id. As in Ponderosa, the facts of the Deffenbaugh case are clearly distinct from those currently 
before this court. 
In this case, Plaintiffs claim that it is unclear as to whether the original developers of the 
Subdivision intended for the Road and Utility Easement to serve as a public road, in addition to 
serving as a utility easement. Plaintiffs claim that the developers' use of the term "Easement" 
suggests a lack of intent to create a public road dedication. This contention is erroneous, and it is 
entirely illogical for Plaintiffs to emphasize only the term "Easement" to the exclusion of the 
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 3 
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remaining contents of the Final Plat, all of which clearly suggests that the Road and Utility Easement 
was dedicated to the public as a roadway, among other things. The Final Plat at issue clearly states 
that "all roads are hereby dedicated to the public." It also provides that ''the dedicated 60 ft. roadway 
and utility right-of-way will allow sewer, water, electrical, telephone and other utilities to be installed 
in the right of way." This language suggests that the Road and Utility Easement was intended to 
serve as a roadway, but that certain utility lines would also be allowed or permitted within the 
roadway. If the developers of the Subdivision did not intend for the area to serve as a public road, 
then they would not have labeled it as a road; rather, they simply would have labeled it as an 
easement or utility right-of-way. 
Plaintiffs also make much of the fact that the Road and Utility Easement contains hash 
markings, where Huckleberry loop does not. Obviously, the hash markings were included on the 
Road and Utility Easement to show that the area was to serve as a utility right-of-way, in addition 
to simply serving as a road. The hash markings must be viewed in combination with the fact that 
the area in question was labeled as a road and has the characteristics of a road. For example, the 
Road and Utility Easement is 60 feet wide, which conforms precisely to the Fremont County 
ordinance requiring that all public roadways be at least 60 feet wide if they have the same slope as 
that of the Road and utility Easement at issue. Not surprisingly, Huckleberry Loop is also 60 feet 
in width. Although the hash marking distinguish the Road and Utility Easement from Huckleberry 
Loop, they do not, in and of themselves, show that the area in question was not be dedicated to the 
public. If anything, the hash markings simply show that the Road and Utility Easement was intended 
to serve multiple purposes, whereas Huckleberry Loop was intended to serve only as a public road. 
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Plaintiffs also claim that the Road and Utility Easement's encroachment on two private lots 
is further evidence that the original owner did not intend to make a public dedication of that property. 
This contention is also without merit given the fact that, in Idaho, property owners whose lots lie 
adjacent to a public road are deemed to own to the center of the adjacent roadway, subject to the 
public's right-of-way. Neider v. Shaw, 65 P.3d 525 (Idaho 2003). Based on the layout of the Final 
Plat, the owners of Lots 3 and 4 would clearly own to the center of the Road and Utility Easement, 
subject to the intended public right-of-way. This is consistent with well established Idaho law. 
When the contents of the Final Plat are viewed as a whole, it is clear that the original owners 
of the Subdivision intended for the Road and Utility Easement to serve as both a public roadway, 
as well as a utility right of way. For these reasons, Plaintiffs' claims are without merit and 
Defendant is entitled to judgment as a matter of law on this issue. 
III. THERE IS NOT A "MATERIAL" ISSUE OF FACT REGARDING WHETHER OR 
NOTPHASEIIIOFTHESAWTELLESUBDIVISIONISLOCATEDWITHINTHE 
ISLAND PARK CITY LIMITS. 
In order to survive summary judgment, plaintiffs must demonstrate the existence of a 
"genuine issue of material fact". Plaintiffs claim that because portions of the Sawtelle Subdivision 
lie within the City of Island Park, and because the City did not sign the plat, that the entire 
subdivision approval should be considered void and a legal nullity. Plaintiffs should be estopped 
from making this argument where they relied upon the approval of the subdivision to purchase and 
get a building permit to build on their lots in the first place, and continue to rely on the legal 
existence of the subdivision to define their rights to ownership of property. While it may be true that 
there is a technical issue of fact as to whether portions of the Sawtelle Mountain Subdivision are 
located within the borders of the City oflsland Park and whether the City oflsland Park was required 
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 5 
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• 
to sign the plat, this is not a "material" issue of fact in the context of this case because the underlying 
argument necessarily leads to an illogical conclusion. 
It would be completely untenable for this Court to grant the request of plaintiffs to "void" 
the entire subdivision and consider it a legal nullity. The plaintiffs, developers, Fremont County and 
every other landowner in the Sawtelle Mountain Subdivision have detrimentally relied upon the 
approval of the subdivision for the ability to purchase lots and to get building permits to build on 
their lots. Where would the property owners, developers and Fremont County be left legally if the 
subdivision were deemed void? The fact that the City of Island Park did not sign off on the 
subdivision, if that was required, is a simple procedural defect which could be remedied through a 
simple amendment and review process. The Plaintiffs ultimately are attempting to get the Court to 
find that there is no "public road easement", and restore 60' feet of property to plaintiffs. To void 
the subdivision in order to solve this dispute, would be the functional equivalent ofleveling an entire 
office building to fix a spelling error in the sign above the entrance door. Therefore, this Court 
should find that the omission of the City oflsland Park's stamp of approval on this subdivision plat 
is not a genuine issue of fact on plaintiffs' claims in this matter, and should grant defendant's motion 
for summary judgment. 
CONCLUSION 
In light of the foregoing, Defendant respectfully requests that the court grant Defendant's 
Motion for Summary Judgment, and thereby dismiss with prejudice all of Plaintiff's claims in this 
matter. 
DATED this ~ day of February, 2010. 
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... ' 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I served a true copy of the foregoing document upon the following 
this _J.,_ day of February, 2010, by hand delivery, mailing with the necessary postage affixed 
thereto, facsimile, or overnight mail. 
Shan B. Perry 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
[ ti] Mailing 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Fax 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
L:IBGH\7525.07 Kepler\MSJ (Reply).wpd 
P.O. Box 50130 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
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DISrnlCT s:~\IE;. ' 
County of Fremont Stal~l 0, i .Li.ho 
Filed:;:::::::.===:-:: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAw DIS tR~ OJ9 20!0 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FoR-FREMONr COU~TYLU 
MINUTE ENTRY 
:ABBIE MACE, CLERK 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
Vs. 












GREGORY W. MOELLER 
NOT PRESENT 
FEBRUARY 9, 2010 
DEBORAH MACE 
LAW AND MOTION DAY 
400 KEPLOR-FLEENOR VS FRRX:>~ COUN'J!r 
BLAKE HALL & JOETTE LOOKABAUGH APPEAR FOR FREMONT 
COUNTY. 
SHAN PERRY IS PRESENT FOR PLAINTIFF. 
APPEARS ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - DEFENDANT 
MR.HALL PROCEEDS. 
408 THE COURT ASKS IF THE SUBDIVISON IS WITHIN THE CITY 
LIMITS OF ISLAND PARK. 
412 THE COURT ASKS IF ANALYSIS IS CORRECT WOULD PLAINTIFFS 
BE JUSTIFIED IN SAYING WE'LL DEAL WITH THE CONSEQUENCES 
NOT THE COUNTYS. 
414 THE COURT INSTRUCTS MR. HALL TO MOVE ON TO THE ROAD 
ISSUE. 
417 THE COURT COMMENTS ON LANGUAGE USED BY DRAFTERS ON 
PLAT. 
420 THE COURT ASKS FOR DISTINCTION BETWEEN EASEMENT AND 
RIGHT OF WAY. 
422 MR. HALL CONCLUDES. MR. PERRY IN REBUTTAL. 
429 THE COURT ASKS FOR MR. PERRY ABOUT THE LANGUAGE IN 
OWNERS CERTIFICATE THAT SAYS ALL ROADS ARE DEDICATED 
FOR PUBLIC. 
432 MR. PERRY CONCLUDES. MR. HALL IN REBUTTAL. 
442 COURT WILL TAKE UNDER ADVISEMENT. 
I hereby certify that the above is a true and accurate record of the hearing 
minutes. 
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Blake G. Hall (ISB #2434) 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Fremont County 
NELSON HALL PARRY TUCKER, P.A. 
490 Memorial Drive 
P. 0. Box 51630 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1630 
Telephone: (208) 522-3001 
Facsimile: (208) 523-7254 
Attorneys for Defendant Fremont County 
DiSTRICT SEVEN COURT 
County of Fremont State of Idaho 
Filcd:r========---
By: ;;;c;:,:,:_c,:::cc, Cl.diK~ 
______ __:.1:E,:,,,:~~-.s:~_-rk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FREMONT 





Case No. CV-09-296 
NOTICE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 18th day of February, 2010, I served Defendant's 
First Set of Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents to Plaintiffs by having 
a true and correct copy of the same delivered to: 
Shan B. Perry 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO, P .L.L.C. 
P.O. Box 50130 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
Dated.this 18th day of February, 2010. 
BL 
NOTICE OF SERVICE - 1 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I served a true copy of the foregoing document upon the following 
this 18th day of February, 2010, by hand delivery, mailing with the necessary postage affixed 









NOTICE OF SERVICE - 2 
Shan B. Perry 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
P.O. Box 50130 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
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r . F0•17•10 02:31PM FROM-HOLDEN KIDWELL HA!ft l CRAPO 
Shan B. Perry, Esq. 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
P.O. Box 50130 
1000 Rivcrwalk Drive, Suite 200 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Telephone: (208)523-0620 
Facsimile: (208) S23-9518 
State Bar No. 5459 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
208-523-9518 T-161 P.003/003 F-375 
IN TIIE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVEN'IH DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR TI-IE COUNTY OF FREMONT 





Case No. CV-09-296 
STIPULATION TO EXTEND 
DISCOVERY DEADLINE 
CO:ME NOW Plaintiffs and Defendant, by and through counsel of record. and hereby 
stipulate to extend the discovery deadline until March 19, 2010. The parties agree that any 
new written discovery will need to be sent oi;it no later than F cbruary 19, 2010. 
i . . . . 
10a· · 
Shan B. Perry~~ 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
e . Hall 
,M-t.....,.ey for Defendant · 
Dated: ____ 3_/1i_,_~_IO __ 
Dated: ,Z-/4 -/Q 
CRIGINi"\L. 
;,;·przrtt::_.,,,., .. :.· 
•
='.•'. ------------------------------- 3 "-
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Shan B. Perry, Esq. 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
P.O. Box 50130 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Telephone: (208)523-0620 
Facsimile: (208) 523-9518 
State Bar No. 5459 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
- •.• .. . ·-----~--....... ---·--·----~-- ··~---.,._ .. !t 
DISTRICT SE:VEN COURT 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FREMONT 





Case No. CV-09-296 
ORDER EXTENDING DISCOVERY 
DEADLINE 
The Court having reviewed the Stipulation of the parties, the file herein and good 
cause appearing therefore; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the discovery deadline is extended until March 19, 
2010. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED THAT the parties shall submit any new written 
discovery to the other party no later than February 19, 2010. 
9JA,-- ~~ DATED this-~ day ofF~ry, 2010. 
ORIGINAL 
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
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IN THE DISTRICT COU 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AN 
JONI KEPLER-FLEENOR, an individual; 
KISTIN FLEENOR; BLUE SKY 
MANAGEMENT, LLC; GRANT NEIBUAR, 
BARBARA NEIBUAR; ART HERNING; 
JERRY WAGEMAN; CENIA WAGEMAN; 
DAVID NEIBUAR; DOUGLAS NEIBUAR; 
LINDA NEIBUAR; FRITZ MURDOCK; 
PATTIE MURDOCK; DORAN WEST; 
CONNIE WEST; KIM WEST; KERRY 
WEST; RICK GREEN; KELLY GREEN; 
GARY KILLPACK; DIANE KILLPACK; 
TERRY EKBERT; LORRAINE EKBERT; 
RANDY STEED; DONNA STEED; JERRY 
NA VE; KELLY NA VE; BRAD NEIBAUR; 
DIANE NEIBAUR; WES FIFE; KEVIN 
FLEENOR; RICK KRUMENACKER; 
SHAUNA KRUMENACKER; BRIAN 
MORDAUNT; PAM MORDAUNT; STEVE 
AUGUSTIN; and LAURIE AUGUSTIN; 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
FREMONT COUNTY, a political subdivision 
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. OUNTY 
Case No. CV-09-296 
MEMORANDUM DECISION ON 
DEFENDANT'S SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT MOTION 
Plaintiffs petition the Court for a judicial declaration that a "60' Road & Utility 
Easement" located on the plat for the Sawtelle Mountain Subdivision in Fremont County, 
Idaho, is a utility easement only, not a dedicated public road. The real property at issue is 
a 60-foot strip ofland running through the middle of Lots 3 and 4 of the Sawtelle 
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Subdivision. It connects Huckleberry Loop, a road in the Sawtelle Subdivision, with the 
neighboring Stonegate Subdivision. 
The Court finds that the facts are not in dispute. The parties have stipulated to the 
recitation of the facts as stated in Fremont County's Memorandum in Support of Motion 
for Summary Judgment with one exception, Paragraph 8. 1 Therefore, the Court will 
specifically adopt the uncontested facts within its findings and incorporate them herein. 
In particular, the Court specifically adopts the following findings: 
1. On September 29, 1994, the final plat of the Sawtelle Mountain Subdivision, 
Division III was approved and accepted by the Fremont County Board of County 
Commissioners. 
2. The final plat was recorded as Instrument Number 433171 in the Fremont County 
Recorder's Office on September 29, 1994. 
3. At the time of its acceptance and approval, the Subdivision was owned by Rex 
Wasden and Afton Wasden. 
4. The final plat designates the existence of a "60' Road &Utility Easement" located 
between Lot 3 and Lot 4 of the Subdivision. 
Plaintiffs contest one paragraph from the County's memorandum. That paragraph 
states, "No part of the Subdivision [Sawtelle Subdivision] is located within the 
incorporated limits of the City of Island Park. "2 Plaintiffs filed the Affidavit of Laurie 
Augustin in support of their position that there is an issue of fact as to whether the 
disputed parcel is located within the City or the County. 
This opinion addresses the County's motion for summary judgment. The motion 
has been briefed and the Court heard oral argument in Fremont County on February 9, 
2010. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
The Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure provide that summary judgment should be 
granted at the trial level when "the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, 
1 Brief in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment, p. l (Jan. 26, 2010). 
2 Memorandwn in Support of Motion for Swnmary Judgment, 18 (Jan. 8, 2010). 
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together with the affidavits, if any, show there is no genuine issue of material fact, and 
the moving party is entitled to summary judgment as a matter oflaw." I.R.C.P. 561. This 
burden may be met by establishing the absence of evidence of an element that the 
nonmoving party will be required to prove at trial. Dunnick v. Elder, 126 Idaho 308, 311, 
882 P.2d 475, 478 (Ct.App.1994). Such an absence of evidence may be established either 
by an affirmative showing with the moving party's own evidence or by a review of all the 
nonmoving party's evidence and the contention that such proof of an element is lacking. 
Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 4 77 U.S. 317, 322 (1986). See also Heath v. Honker's Afini-
Mart, Inc., 134 Idaho 711, 712, 8 P.3d 1254, 1255 (Ct.App.2000). 
The standards applicable to summary judgment require the court to liberally 
construe facts in the existing record, and draw all reasonable inferences in favor of the 
party opposing the motion. Ray v. Nampa School Dist. No. 131, 120 Idaho 117, 122, 814 
P.2d 17, 19 (1991). However, the non-moving party "may not merely rest on allegations 
contained in his pleadings, but must come forward and produce evidence by way of 
deposition or affidavit to contradict the assertions of the moving party and establish a 
genuine issue of fact." McCoy v. Lyons, 120 Idaho 765,770,820 P.2d 360,365 (1991). 
See also I.R.C.P. 56(e). 
DISCUSSION 
In order for the County to prevail on its summary judgment motion. the County 
must establish both of the following elements: "(1) an offer by the owner clearly and 
unequivocally indicating an intent to dedicate the land, and (2) an acceptance of the 
offer. "3 Plaintiffs allege there are issues of fact regarding both of these elements. First, 
Plaintiffs contend there is an issue of fact as to whether the owners of Sawtelle 
Subdivision intended a public dedication of the property at issue. 4
 Second, Plaintiffs 
state that there is an issue of fact as to whether part of Sawtelle Mountain Subdivision, 
3 Ponderosa Home Site Owners v. Garfield Bay Resort, inc., 139 Idaho 699, 701, 85 P.3d 675,677 (2004). 
4 Brief in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment, p. l (Jan. 26, 2010). 
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Division 3, is located within the City oflsland Park's city limits.5 The Court will address 
each in turn. 
1. The County has established that the owners of the property in question had a 
clear and unequivocal intent to dedicate the 60-foot parcel at issue. 
At summary judgment, the County has the burden to establish that the Road and 
Easement is a dedicated public road. As stated above, this burden includes establishing 
"an offer by the owner clearly and unequivocally indicating an intent to dedicate the 
land." 
In support if its motion, the County has submitted the Affidavit of Kurt Hibbert, 
the Planning and Zoning Administrator for Fremont County.6 Mr. Hibbert stated that the 
Final Plat for the Sawtelle Mountain Subdivision, Division III was approved and 
accepted by the Fremont County Board of Commissioners on September 29, 1994. The 
subdivision plat is attached to Mr. Hibbert's affidavit as Exhibit A. 
The plat, which was filed in 1994, shows the road in dispute as "60' Road & 
Utility Easement."7 Mr. Hibbert also stated the Final Plat was submitted with an Owner's 
Certificate that provided in part, 
Be it known that we the undersigned owners of the subdivision ofland as 
herein platted and described certify that it is with the free consent and in 
accordance with the desires of said owners and proprietors of said 
described lands: 
That the name of the subdivision shall be Sawtelle Mountain Subdivision, 
Divisions III, IV, and V: 
That the subdivision is subject to the declaration of covenants and 
restrictions of record: 
That all roads are hereby dedicated to the public with right of access being 
limited by the Homeowners Association until such times as accepted by 
Fremont County: 
5 Briefin Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment, p.3 (Jan. 26, 2010). 
6 Aff. of Kurt Hibbert, 1 1 (Jan. 8, 2010). 
7 Id., 12 and Ex. A .. 
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That the Developer/Homeowners Association will maintain all roadways 
until such time as Fremont County accepts said maintenance: 
That the dedicated 60 ft, Roadway and Utility Right-of-way will allow 
sewer, water, electrical, telephone and other utilities to be installed in the 
right ofway.8 
The Fremont County Board of Commissioners approved and accepted the Plat on 
September 29, 1994. It was recorded as Instrument Number 433171 on September 29, 
1994 in the Fremont County Recorder's Office.9 
According to Plaintiffs, "there are disputed issues of fact regarding the issue of 
whether the property owner intended a public dedication of the property at issue in this 
case. "10 Of course it is difficult for any court to divine the "intent" of individuals. The 
matter becomes even more difficult when the actions occurred nearly 16 years ago. 
However, the Court notes that the only "intent" relevant in this case is the "intent" of Rex 
and Afton Wasden. These two individuals that are neither parties to the case, nor have 
they provided any affidavits. 
The Idaho Supreme Court has clarified what constitutes an offer by the owner 
"clearly and unequivocally" indicating an intent to dedicate the land. In the 2002 case of 
Farrell v. Board of Commissioners of Lemhi County, the Supreme Court held, "[t]he act 
of filing and recording a plat or map is sufficient to establish the intent on the part of the 
owner to make a donation to the public."11 In this case, the owners (the Wasdens) made 
such a dedication in September 1994 when they dedicated the parcel as a "60' Road and 
Utility Easement." That a segment of the road includes the words "Utility Easement" 
fails to diminish the fact that it begins with the words "60' Road." 
Even if the plat were the only evidence before the Court-a recorded plat with the 
disputed property identified as "60' Road & Utility Easement"-the Court would find 
8 Id., 1 5 (Emphasis added). 
9 Id., 1 7 (Jan. 8, 2010). 
10 Brief in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment, p.1 (Jan. 26, 2010). 
ll Ferrell v. Board of Commissioners of Lemhi County, 138 Idaho 378, 384, 64 P.3d 304, 310 (2002) (citing 
Worley Highway District v. Yacht Club of Coeur D'Alene, Ltd., 116 Idaho 219, 224, 775 P.2d 111, 116 
(1989)). 
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that the County has met its burden. However, there is further evidence that the Wasdens' 
offer clearly and unequivocally intenqed to dedicate the land in question as a Fremont 
County road. If the property in question were indeed only a utility easement as the 
Plaintiffs contend, it would be the only 60' utility easement in the Sawtelle Subdivision. 
All other utility easements are 10' wide and all sewer easements are 20' wide. In 
contrast, all roads that appear on plat are 60 feet wide. As the County notes in its brief, 
the 60-foot width is consistent with the Fremont County Ordinance in effect at the time 
the Subdivision was approved. That Ordinance required that "all roads in Fremont 
County with a slope equivalent to that of the Road and Utility Easement be at least 60 
feet in width."12 Again, this clearly indicates that by making the "Road & Utility 
Easement" 60 feet wide, Wasdens intended to dedicate it as a public road. 
Plaintiffs cited two other Idaho Supreme Court cases in their brief, the 2004 case 
Ponderosa Home Site Lot Owners v. Garfield Bay Resort, Inc. and the 1903 case 
Deffenbaugh v. Washington Water Power Co.13 In both of these cases the Court found 
insufficient evidence to support a finding that the owner of the property in question had 
intended to dedicate the disputed property for public use. However, both of these cases 
are distinguishable from the facts of this case. In Ponderosa, the Court stated that a 
disputed parcel labeled "lake access" was insufficient to establish the requisite intent to 
dedicate. Similarly, in Deffenbaugh the Court found that "sand beach" was insufficient 
to establish an intent to dedicate. 
Unlike the imprecise terms in Ponderosa and Deffenbaugh ("lake access" and 
''sand beach"), .in this case the owners clearly labeled the disputed parcel "60' Road & 
Utility Easement." Despite Plaintiffs arguments to the contrary, this is a clear label. 
Plaintiffs suggest that the use of an ampersand("&"), rather than the word "and," 
somehow indicates that this was not intended to be a dedicated road. They also point out 
that this is the only road with horizontal markings on the map, which is indicative of an 
easement, not a road. They also note that the road bears no name. 
12 Aff. of Kurt Hibbert,~ 10. 
13 Ponderosa Home Site Owners v. Garfield Bay Resort, Inc., 139 Idaho 699, 701, 85 P.3d 675,677 (2004); 
Deffenbaugh v. Washington Water Power Co., 24 Idaho 514, 135 P. 247 (1913). 
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The Court cannot in good faith interpret such language as referencing anything 
other than both a road and a utility easement. The Owner's Certificate on the plat clearly 
states that it is a "dedicated 60 ft. Roadway and Utility Right-of-way." Perhaps Wasdens 
could have given the road a name as they did Huckleberry Loop, but a formal name is not 
required for a public dedication. What is required is "an offer by the owner clearly and 
unequivocally indicating an intent to dedicate." The County has met this standard. 
Accordingly, the Court finds that the County has proffered sufficient evidence to 
establish that the owners of the Mountain Subdivision, Divisions III, (Rex Wasden and 
Afton Wasden) clearly and unequivocally intended to dedicate the property at issue as 
both a road and an easement. The County has also proffered sufficient evidence to 
establish that they accepted the offer. There is simply no genuine issue of material fact as 
to the intent of the prior owners. 
2. The Court finds that the property at issue is not within the Island Park city 
limits, and the property was accepted by the County. 
To prevail, the County must also establish that it accepted the offer. 14 On 
September 29, 1994 the Fremont County Board of Commissioners recorded the Sawtelle 
Subdivision plat as Instrument Number 433171 in the Fremont County Recorder's 
Office. 15 That is sufficient for an acceptance. 
In their opposition to the County's summary judgment motion, Plaintiffs allege 
that there is a material issue of fact as to the location of the 60-foot parcel; they contend 
that the boundaries of Sawtelle Subdivision No. 3 are unclearly split between the City of 
Island Park and the County. 16 Plaintiffs have submitted the affidavit of Laurie Augustin 
in support of this position. Ms. Augustin served on the Island Park city council and as 
Island Park's mayor. 17 
In Ms. Augustin's affidavit, she states that "[w]ith the irregular boundaries of the 
City, subdivisions and lots have only portions or fractions within the City limits and it is 
14 Ponderosa, 139 Idaho at 701, 85 P.3d at 677. 
15 Aff. of Kurt Hibbert,, 7. 
16 Brief in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment, p.3 (Jan. 26, 2010). 
17 Aff. of Laurie Augustin,, 2 (Jan. 26, 2010). 
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common to have property split between City and CoW1ty."18 She states, "Sawtelle 
Subdivision No. 3 is split between County and City."19 She disputes Mr. Hibbert's 
affidavit submitted by the County. "Mr. Hibbert's statement in his affidavit, paragraph 9, 
that 'No part of the Subdivision is.located within the incorporated limits of the City of 
Island Park' is not true. Likewise, the map provided by Mr. Hibbert is simply inadequate 
as you cannot clearly see where the City boundaries are. "20 Though Wlclear in the 
briefing, it would seem that the Plaintiffs' argument is that the County's acceptance of 
the plat was insufficient because the City of Island Park did not sign the plat. They claim 
that if the 60-foot parcel is not within the CoW1ty's jurisdiction, it cannot be the County's 
road. 
This issue was resolved at the summary judgment hearing. During oral argument, 
the County submitted an official satellite image from the County records of the area in 
question. The image indicates the "60' Road & Utility Easement" is clearly outside the 
city limits. Plaintiffs made no objections to the Court's consideration of the aerial map, 
which the Court hereby incorporates into the record by affixing it to this order as Exhibit 
"A."21 
The Court also notes that Ms. Augustin is not a licensed surveyor and submitted 
no maps or other evidence of the physical location of the road. Her lay testimony, 
although informed by experience, lacks sufficient foundation to establish the official 
boW1dary. When considering Ms. Augustin's statement in contrast with the satellite 
image, the Court finds there is no genuine issue of material fact as to the location of the 
road or the County's acceptance. The road is outside oflsland Park city limits and within 
the CoW1ty. Therefore, the Court concludes as a matter of law that the County legally 
accepted the road when it accepted the Final Plat on September 29, 1994. 
18 Id. at 16 .. 
19 Id. at 18. 
20 Id. at19. 
21 Defendant's Hearing Exhibit "A." 
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CONCLUSION 
For the reasons stated above the Court finds and concludes, after looking at the 
evidence in a light most favorable to Plaintiffs, that there are no genuine issues of 
material fact and Fremont County is entitled to summary judgment as a matter of law. 
Therefore, the County's Motion for Summary Judgment is hereby GRANTED and 
Plaintiffs Petition for Declaratory Judgment is DISMISSED. The trial scheduled to 
commence in this matter on March 25, 2010, is hereby VACATED. 
So ordered. 
Dated this /S day of March, 2010. 
Gregory 
District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Memorandum 
Decision was this l J day of March, 2010, served upon the following individuals via 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid, unless otherwise indicated: 
Shan B. Perry 
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
P.O. Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
Blake G. Hall 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Fremont County 
NELSON, HALL, PARRY, TUCKER, P.A. 
P.O. Box 51630 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1630 
Attorney for Defendant 
By: £~~ 
Deputy Clerk l 
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BLAKE G. HALL (2434) 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Fremont County 
NELSON HALL PARRY TUCKER, P.A. 
490 Memorial Drive 
P. 0. Box 51630 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-1630 
Telephone (208) 522-3001 
Fax (208) 523-7354 
Attorneys for Defendant Fremont County 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FREMONT 
JONI KEPLER-FLEENOR, an individual, 
KISTIN FLEENOR, BLUE SKY 
MANAGEMENT, LLC, et al., 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
FREMONT COUNTY, a political subdivision 
of the County of Fremont, State of Idaho; 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV-09-296 
MOTION FOR ATTORNEY'S 
FEES 
COMES NOW, the Defendant, Fremont County, and pursuant to Rule 54 of the 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and Idaho Code§§ 12-121 and 12-117 requests that the 
Court award its attorney fees and costs incurred in the defense of this matter. This motion is 
supported by the Court's Memorandum Decision granting summary judgment in favor of 
Fremont County dated March 15, 2010, and the memorandum and affidavits in support filed 
contemporaneously herewith. 
Oral argument is hereby requested. 
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DATED this~ofMarch, 2010. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I served a true copy of the foregoing document upon the 
following this ~ day of March, 2010, by hand delivery, mailing with the necessary 
postage affixed thereto, facsimile, or overnight mail. 
Shan B. Perry 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
P.O. Box 50130 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
[ JC] Mailing 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Fax 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
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Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Fremont County 
NELSON HALL PARRY TUCKER, P.A. 
490 Memorial Drive 
P. 0. Box 51630 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-1630 
Telephone (208) 522-3001 
Fax (208) 523-7354 
Attorneys for Defendant Fremont County 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FREMONT 
JONI KEPLER-FLEENOR, an individual, 
KISTIN FLEENOR, BLUE SKY 
MANAGEMENT, LLC, et al., 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
FREMONT COUNTY, a political subdivision 
of the County of Fremont, State ofldaho; 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV-09-296 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR ATTORNEY'S 
FEES 
COMES NOW, the Defendant, Fremont County, by and through counsel of record, and 
hereby submits its Memorandum in Support of Attorney's Fees and Costs. 




Legal research; review CCRs; county 
ordinances, etc. 





11/27/2009 Work on motion for summary judgment; 
prepare answers to plaintiffs discovery 
requests $210.00 
11/28/2009 Legal research; research county property records; 
work on motion for summary judgment $230.00 
11/30/2009 Update discovery requests; draft email to 
Kurt Hibbert re: same $ 20.00 
12/10/2009 Review subdivision deed language from deeds 
pulled by client $ 50.00 
12/14/2009 Legal research; work on motion for 
summary judgment $400.00 
12/15/2009 Work on motion for summary judgment; 
review county ordinances $330.00 
12/21/2009 Work on motion for summary judgment; 
work on affidavit of Kurt Hibbert $270.00 
12/23/2009 Compile summary judgment exhibits; 
work on discovery responses; draft letter 
to Shan Perry $190.00 
1/6/2010 Revise and finalize affidavit of Kurt Hibbert; 
finalize motion for summary judgment 
and written discovery responses; compile 
documents for discovery response $ 80.00 
1/7/2010 Compile documents for discovery responses $ 30.00 
1/27/2010 Review plaintiffs brief and affidavit in 
opposing to motion for summary judgment; 
confer with Sam L. Angell regarding same $ 70.00 
1/28/2010 Research issues regarding location of subdivision 
and city boundaries; legal research; work on 
reply memorandum in support of motion 
summary judgment $410.00 
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Analyze petition for declaratory relief; 
email Hibbert with copy of petition and 
arrange meeting; research defenses; 
memorandum to file 
Travel to Fremont County; meeting with 
Hibbert re: facts and work on answer to 
Complaint 
Research defenses and draft answer 
Analyze note of issue and request trial 
setting and draft note of issue by 
Fremont County 
Office conference with Jon Palmer re: 
case history and defenses 
Letter to plaintiffs counsel re: extension 
of disclosure of expert deadline 
Work on reply brief; email to Kurt 
Hibbert re: Laurie Augustin affidavit 
Work on reply brief and research 50-1308 
and LP city limits 
Research on statute of limitations for 














Revise and file answer to declaratory 
judgment action 
Revise and finalize motion for summary 
judgment with supporting memorandum 
Work on response to discovery and motion 
for summary judgment 








Revise and finalize reply memorandum 
on motion for summary judgment 
Prepare for oral argument; travel to 
Fremont County; meet with Planning 
and Zoning and prosecutors office; 
participate in oral argument; return to 
Idaho Falls 
DATED this ~:l. day of March, 2010. 




I hereby certify that I served a true copy of the foregoing document upon the following this 
_.tM. day of March, 2010, by hand delivery, mailing with the necessary postage affixed thereto, 
facsimile, or overnight mail. 
~ Mailing 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Fax 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
Shan B. Perry 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
P.O. Box 50130 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
BL 
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BLAKE G. HALL (2434) 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Fremont County 
NELSON HALL PARRY TUCKER, P.A. 
490 Memorial Drive 
P. 0. Box 51630 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-1630 
Telephone (208) 522-3001 
Fax (208) 523-7354 
Attorneys for Defendant Fremont County 
" , , ,01' Frernrn~t--State of Idaho 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FREMONT 
JONI KEPLER-FLEENOR, an individual, 
KISTIN FLEENOR, BLUE SKY 
MANAGEMENT, LLC, et al., 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
FREMONT COUNTY, a political 
subdivision of the County of Fremont, State 
of Idaho; 
Defendant. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
:ss 
County of Bonneville ) 
Case No. CV-09-296 
AFFIDAVIT OF BLAKE G. HALL 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
ATTORNEY'S FEES 
BLAKE G. HALL, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states: 
1. I am a deputy prosecuting attorney for Fremont County and have served as 
counsel for Fremont County in the above-captioned litigation. 
2. I have personal knowledge of the facts contained in this affidavit. 
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3. I have reviewed the billable hour records maintained in the above matter and 
represent that the following attorney fees were incurred defending Fremont County against 




Blake G. Hall - 10.50 hours @$150/hour 
Sam L. Angell- 13.80 hours @$140/hour 
Jon R. Palmer - 28.10 hours @ $ 100/hour 





4. The hours spent and work performed by the attorneys identified in paragraph 3 
were reasonable and necessary to properly defend Fremont County against the Complaint 
filed by Plaintiffs in the above-captioned litigation. 
5. The hourly rate for the work performed by the attorneys identified in 
paragraph 3 is reasonable for the type of work performed and is commensurate with their 
respective legal experience and fees charged by other attorneys with similar experience in 
this area of the State. 
Dated this _dr2_ day of March, 2010. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this t,Z,. day of March, 2010. 
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Notary Public for State of Idaho 
Residing at: )2,~~t,, //) . 
My Commission Expires: /I/ Z-I /is-
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I served a true copy of the foregoing document upon the 
following this~ day of March, 2010, by hand delivery, mailing with the necessary 
postage affixed thereto, facsimile, or overnight mail. 
J:.t1I Mailing 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Fax 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
Shan B. Perry 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
P.O. Box 50130 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
.HALL 
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Blake G. Hall (ISB #2434) 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Fremont County 
NELSON HALL PARRY TUCK.ER, P.A. 
490 Memorial Drive 
P. 0. Box 51630 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1630 
Telephone: (208) 522-3001 
Facsimile: (208) 523-7254 
Attorneys for Defendant Fremont County 
l .... t,....'T'"'-',.., .. r -:~ • .. n~,, ·'.::', 0L:VF.r~ COURT 
Cr.,unty of 1-remont State of ldah 
F1lod: O 
MAR 2 4 20!0 
ABBIE MACE, C~K 
By: ------
--------.1D:::,put Clerk 
. -·-··------ •.. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FREMONT 







Case No. CV-09-296 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that on the 11 th day of May, 2010, at 2:00 p.m. of said day, or 
as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard in the above court, before the Honorable Gregory W. 
Moeller, in the District Courtroom, at the Courthouse, in St. Anthony, Fremont County, 
Idaho, Defendant's attorney will call up for hearing Defendant's Motion for Attorney Fees. 
DATED this ;2) day of March, 2010. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I served a true copy of the foregoing document upon the following 
this~ day of March, 2010, by hand delivery, mailing with the necessary postage affixed 
thereto, facsimile, or overnight mail. 
[X] Mailing 
Shan B. Perry 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
P.O. Box 50130 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Fax 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
L:IBGH\7525.7 Keplerlnoh2.wpd 
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\. 
BLAKE G. HALL (2434) 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Fremont County 
NELSON HALL PARRY TUCKER, P.A. 
490 Memorial Drive 
P. 0. Box 51630 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-1630 
Telephone (208) 522-3001 
Fax (208) 523-7354 
Attorneys for Defendant Fremont County 
c t:1 ui Fre.-1-r1ont Sl..,..La oi· ic:! 3ho 
F,,ud:;:--_ :::_-:::_:::-:_ ==-==-=--=----=---::-:. -=-------
MAR 2 9 2010 
A~--__ - MACE, CLERK 
By: . 
~ Deput Clerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FREMONT 
JONI KEPLER-FLEENOR, an individual, 
KISTIN FLEENOR, BLUE SKY 
MANAGEMENT, LLC, et al., 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
FREMONT COUNTY, a political 
subdivision of the County of Fremont, State 
of Idaho; 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV-09-296 
JUDGMENT OF DISMISSAL 
This matter having come before the Court upon Defendant's, Motion for Summary 
Judgment and Plaintiffs, Petition for Declaratory Judgment, and the Court having entered 
it's Memorandum Decision denying Plaintiffs' Petitioner for Declaratory Judgment and 
granting Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment on March 15, 2010, and good cause 
appearing therefor; 
IT IS HEREBY ADJUDGED AND DECREED that Plaintiffs' Complaint is· 
JUDGMENT OF DISMISSAL - 1 
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dismissed with prejudice with Plaintiffs taking nothing thereunder. 
Dated this ;,...,q day of March, 2010. 
/', 
I 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that,I ~eJV~d a true copy of the foregoing document upon the 
following this~ day of~2010, by hand delivery, courthouse mail box, mailing 
with the necessary postage affixed thereto, facsimile, or overnight mail. 
Blake G. Hall 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Fremont County 
Nelson Hall Parry Tucker, P.A. 
490 Memorial Dr. 
P.O. Box 51630 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1630 
Shan B. Perry 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
P.O. Box 50130 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
'llib /Y1£4...--: 
Deputy Clerk ' 
L:\BGH\7525.7 Kepler\Order & Judgment.wpd 
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Shan B. Peny, Esq. (I.S.B. No. 5459) 
Daniel C. Dansie, Esq. (I.S.B. No. 7985) 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
P.O. Box S0130 
1000 Riveiwalk Drive, Suite 200 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Telephone: (208)523-0620 
Facsimile: (208) 523-9518 
Attomey for Plaintiffs 
· ,·;:l!'.-~T SEVEN COURT 
:n::y of Fremont State of Idaho 
;-·-;icd:. ,.'.:'.::. ============--l MAA 3 I 2010 
Ac.e--:,•-rs.. ~n /\CE, CLERK 
By: __ &:>,,,&./'. Ti...:" /"J-7"--=---"="'""...,.. 
Deputy Clerk 
IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE SEVENTH DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR TIIB COUNTY OF FREMONT 
JONI KEPLER-FLEENOR, et al, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
FREMONT COUNTY, apolitical 
subdivision of the State of Idaho 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV-09-296 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
Come now the Plaintiffs in this matter, and hereby move this Court to Reconsider its 
Memorandum Decision on Defendant's Summary Judgment Motion, entered March 17, 
2010. This Motion to Reconsider is made pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 
l l(a)(2)(B). 
The purpose of this Motion is to ask the Court to reconsider its ruling that the 
Defendant, Fremont County, was able to prove by clear and unequivocal evidence, that the 
"60 foot road and utility easement" at issue in this matter is a dedicated public road. 
This Motion to Reconsider is supported by a Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs' 
Motion to Reconsider, and the affidavit of Arnold Woolstenhume, filed herewith. 
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Oral Argument is requested. 
DATED this 3,--- day of March, 2010. 
Shan B. Perry 
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C. 
2 - MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State ofldaho, resident of and 
with my office in Idaho Falls, that I served a true and correct copy of the following described 
pleading or document on the attorney listed below by hand deliverin& mailing or by 




Blake Hall, Esq. 
Nelson Hall Parry Tucker, P.A. 
P.O. Box 51630 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1630 
3 - MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
(/)Mail 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) Courthouse Box 
Shan B. Perry 
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P .L.L.C. 
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Shan B. Perry, Esq. (I.S.B. No. 5459) 
Daniel C. Dansie, Esq. (I.S.B. No. 7985) 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
P.O. Box 50130 
DISTRICT SEVEN COURT 
County of Fremont State of Idaho 
1000 Riveiwalk Drive, Suite 200 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Telephone: (208)523-0620 
Facsimile: (208) 523-9518 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
Filed:;:::=.=====:---
MAR 3 I 2910 
ABBIE MACE, CLER 
By:------=---"="'""_,.. 
Deputy Clerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SBVENTII DISTRICT OF THE STA TE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FREMONT 
JONI KEPLER-FLEENO~ et al, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
FREMONT COUNTY, a political 
subdivision of the State of Idaho 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV-09-296 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
This Memorandum is filed in support of Plaintiffs' Motion to Reconsider, filed 
herewith. Plaintiffs respectfully request that this Court reconsider its decision granting 
summary judgment for the Defendant. Fremont CoW1ty has not been able to establish by 
clear and unequivocal evidence that the 60 foot road and utility easement is a dedicated 
public road. 
Plaintiffs are asking this Court to address new evidence discovered after the summary 
judgment motion. This Court's granting of Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment is 
an order which is subject to I.R.C.P. ll(a)(2)(B), and if timely filed, a Motion for 
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Reconsideration can consider new evidence. PHH Mortgage Services Corp v. Perreira, I 46 
Idaho 631t 63S, 200 P.3d 1180, 1184 (S.Ct. 2009). 
ARGUMENT 
I. The "Clear and Unequivocal'' Standard. 
The Idaho Supreme Court has held that "[t]he offer for dedication must be clear and 
unequivocal, thereby indicating the owner's intent to dedicate the land." Saddlehorn Ranch 
Landowner's, Inc., v. Dyer, 146Idaho 747,752,203 P.3d677, 682 (S.Ct. 2009). In this case, 
the burden to prove an intent to dedicate a road to the public lies with Fremont County. "The 
burden of proof is on the party alleging that the land owner's act or omissions manifested an 
intent to dedicate the land for public use.'' Id The intent of the owner to dedicate land to 
thepublic"mustneverbepresumed." StateExRel. Hamanv. Fox, lOOidaho 140,147,594 
P.2d 1093, 1100 (S.Ct. 1979). 
The Idaho Supreme Court has also held that: 
It is no trivial thing to take another's land without compensation, 
and for this reason the courts will not lightly declare a 
dedication to public use. It is elementary law that an intention 
to dedicate upon the part of the owner must be plainly manifest. 
Simmons v. Perkins. 63 Idaho 136, 143, 118 P.2d 740, 744 (S.Ct. 1941}. Therefore, based 
on this standard, it is the Plaintiffs' position that Fremont County, for purposes of swrunary 
judgment, has failed to meet their burden of showing an intent to dedicate the 60 foot road 
and utility easement for public use. 
2 - MEMORANl>UM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
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II. Public v. Private Road. 
Plaintiffs are not disputing that according to the plain language of the plat, the 60 foot 
road and utility easement has the word "road" in its title. The question that is disputed, is 
whether the road is meant to be a private, or public road. 
There is no dispute that a plat may contain both public and private roads. ''Idaho 
recognizes common law dedications of land for private use." Ponderosa Homesite Lot 
Owners v. Garfield Bay. 143 Idaho 407,409, 146 P.3d 673,675 (S.Ct. 2006); see also Sun 
Valley Land & Minerals, Inc. v Hawkes, 138 Idaho 543, 66 P.3d 798 {S.Ct. 2003) (holding 
that dedications of land can be "both for public, as well as for private use"). Idaho Code 
section 50-1309 acknowledges that both public roads, and private roads, need to be set forth 
in the plat. Armandv. Opportunity Management Co. Inc., 141 Idaho 709, 117 P.3d 123 
(S.Ct. 2005), sets forth the requirements in a Plat to have a private road dedicated for a 
limited use. Id. 141 Idaho at 128, 117 P.3d at 128. Plaintiffs assert that there is a question 
of fact as to whether the 60 foot road and utility easement is a public road, or private road 
with a limited use. Even though the 60 foot road and utility easement is called a "road", it 
is Plaintiffs• position that it is a private road, used for a limited purpose. 
To determine whether the dedication in this case was for a private road, or public 
road, "the court must examine the plat, as well as 'the surrowiding circumstances and 
conditions of the development and sale of lots. 0 ' Sun Valley Land & Minerals, Inc. v. 
Hawkes, 138 Idaho 543, 548, 66 P.3d 798, 803 (S. Ct. 2003); see also West Wood 
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Investments. Inc. v Acord, 141 Idaho 7 5, 87, 106P3d 401,413 (S.Ct. 200S) (holding that the 
court must examine the plat, as well as the "surrounding circumstances''). 
Ill. Easement. 
One factor, which tends to show that the 60 foot road and utility easement is a private 
road, is the fact that the developer called it an "easement." Even though the word "road" is 
in the title, the main emphasis of the title of this strip ofland is ~'road and utility easement. " 
The term ''road" in the title is more of a descriptive term, or adjective. The subject of the 
description, or noun, is the word "easement.,, In reviewing this issue in the light most 
favorable to the non.moving party, a reasonable inference can be made that the intent of the 
developer was that this 60 foot road and utility easement was an easement, that could be used 
as a private road and for utilities. So, although the ''Owner1s Certificate" states "that all 
roads are hereby dedicated to the public", it could be reasonably inferred, based on all the 
available evidence. that the developer intended the 60 foot road and utility easement to be 
an easement, and not one of the roads considered in the phrase "all roads." 
This reasonable inference is also supported by Idaho law, which states that ''the legal 
effect of illustrating a private road on a filed plat and 'dedicating' it is the creation of an 
easement in favor oflot purchasers." Monaco v. Bennion, 99 Idaho 529, 533, 585 P.2d 608, 
612 (S.Ct. 1978) (emphasis added). Thus, under Idaho law, a dedication of a private road 
"creates an easement." Ponderosa, 143Idahoat410, 146P.3dat676. Bycallingthe60foot 
road and utility easement an easement, shows that the developers intended that this is a 
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private road. Again, this is one more issue of fact, which needs to be construed in a light 
most favorable to the Plaintiffs at this summary judgment level. 
In addition, in the "Legend" portion of the Plat, a hatched designation is defined as 
"EASEMENT AS DESCRIBED.,, Therefore, abundant evidence exists which shows this 
is an easement, not a public road. Arnold Woolstenhume points out that the reason why he 
gave the 60 foot road and utility easement a hatched designation, is because that would show 
that it was for a private road and easement. (Woolstenhume Aff.t 1 S(d)). 
IV. The Acreage Table. 
One key piece of evidence, that was in front of both parties and the judge at the time 
of the hearing, but was not addressed by either party or this Court in the decision, was the 
"Acreage Table"' that is listed on the plat. Under the Acreage Table, for Division III, it lists 
the ~'Total Road Acreage" as "3.53 AC." 
So, if the developer intended the 60 foot road and utility easement to be included as 
a public road, then it seems logical that the total acreage of both the Huckleberry Loop road, 
and the 60 foot road and utility easement, would be 3.53 acres. However, the engineer who 
prepared the plat, Arnold Woolstenhurne, has reviewed this plat recently, and determined that 
pursuant to the plat, if you calculate the total acreage of both Huckleberry Loop and the 60 
foot road and utility easement, the total acreage is 3.74 acres. (See Affidavit of A. 
Woolstenhume, para. 5(a)). Therefore, based on these calculations, it appears that the 60 foot 
road and utility easement was not included in the total road acreage. This is one more factor 
S - MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
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which shows that there is not clear and unequivocal evidence that the 60 foot road and utility 
easement was to be a public road. 
V. Names of Streets Required by County Ordinance. 
This Court held that ''the 60-foot width is consistent with the Fremont County 
Ordinance in effect at the time the Subdivision was approved." (Memo. Dec., p. 3). This 
may be true,. but there is another requirement located in the Fremont County Ordinance at the 
time the Subdivision was approved, which is relevant to this case. Pursuant to Appendix L, 
Section 6(m) of the Zoning ordinance, a plat must contain the "names of all streets and 
widths and bowidaries of all street rights-of-way and utility easements ..... 
In this case, the 60 foot road and utility easement is not named, in violation of the 
Zoning Ordinance. The fact that the 60 foot road and utility easement is not named, is one 
more factor which shows that there is not clear and wiequivocal evidence that the 60 foot 
road and utility easement was a dedicated public road. 
In addition, Mr. Woolstenhume, the drafter of this Plat, has a long standing practice 
of never giving a name to a private road and/or easement when preparing a plat. Based on 
this, Mr. Woolstenhume can affirmatively state that the purpose of this 60 foot road and 
utility easement was for a private road and utility easement, not a public road. (See Affidavit 
of A. Woolstenhume, 41 S(b)). 
VI. The 60 Foot Road and Utility Easement Was for a Private Road to Access Forest 
Service Lands. 
One key fact that was not discussed by either party in the briefing, or at oral argument, 
is whether it was anticipated at the time the Plat was filed whether there would ever be any 
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development of the property directly to the west of the subdivision. In other words, was this 
60 foot road and utility easement placed there to connect to a future subdivision, or some 
other use? This court mentions that this road "connects Huckleberry Loop, a road in the 
Sawtelle Subdivision, with the neighboring Stonegate Subdivision." 
According to the affidavit of Arnold Woolstenhume, the land directly to the west of 
Division III, which the 60 foot road and utility easement was connected to, was owned by the 
United States Forest Service at the time the Plat was created. Mr. Woolstenhume, who 
drafted the Plat, knew that this subdivision was bordered by Forest Service lands, and that 
future development to the west of the subdivision was not anticipated. It wasn't until several 
years later, that a land swap occurred between private property owners and the Forest 
Service. This land swap made the land to the west of Division III private land, susceptible 
to development. Because of this, Mr. Woolstenhume purposely drafted the 60 foot road and 
utility easement as a private road for the use of the Sawtelle Subdivision residents to access 
the forest service lands for recreation purposes, i.e., horseback riding, hiking, ATV riding, 
and snowmobiling. Mr. W oolstenhwne never anticipated this road as a public road, but 
rather, as a private road for recreational purposes. (See Affidavit of A. Woolstenhume, ,r 
S(c)). Thus, the fact that the 60 foot road and utility easement connects to the Stonegate 
Subdivisions was never intended to be connected to a future subdivision. 
VIL 60 Foot Width 
This Court found a contributing factor to granting the summary judgment was that the 
60 foot road and utility easement was the same width as Huckleberry Loop, which is 
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obviously a dedicated public road. However, Mr. Woolstenhume has stated in his affidavit 
that the purpose of the 60 foot designated was for convenience, and he did want to convey 
that it could be used as a private road to access the forest service land. Although he 
envisioned the road as an actual IO foot wide jeep trail for use of recreational vehicles or 
horses across the land, he wanted to make sure by giving at 60 foot easement, and calling it 
a "road0 , that it could be used for those purposes. (See Affidavit of A. Woolstenhume, 1 
S(c)). 
VIII. This Court Didn't Address the Fact That the 60 Foot Road and Utility Easement 
Encroaches on the Property of Lots 3 and 4. 
One key piece of evidence that this Court failed to address, is the fact that 60 foot road 
and utility easement encroaches on lots 3 and 4. This Court held that the 60 foot road and 
utility easement is "located between Lot 3 and Lot 4 of the Subdivision." Actually, this road 
and utility easement encroaches 30 feet onto both of the lots. The main reason this is 
important, is that this is another distinguishing factor between this 60 foot road and utility 
easement, and Huckleberry Loop. Hu(?kleberry Loop does not encroach on any lots. It is 
clear that Huckleberry Loop is a road, is named, and doesn't encroach on anyone's lots. The 
60 foot road and Utility Easement is not named as a road, and encroaches on Lots 3 and 4. 
Mr. Woolstenhume, in his affidavit, addresses this issue, and state's that the fact that 
the 60 foot road and utility easement is located on--not in-between--Lots 3 and 4, was done 
on purpose. His long-standing practice is to designate private roads and easements as 
encroaching on a lot. His long standing practice is to designate public roads as not 
encroaching on a lot. Therefore, Mr. Woolstenhume can affirmatively state that his intention 
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was to make this 60 foot road and utility easement a private road and easement. 
(Woolstenhume Aff.,, 5(e)). 
X. Evidence of Contrary Intents. 
On the face of the plat, it is clear that there appears to be contrary intentions. This 
Court has pointed out that the "all roads" are dedicated to public use. Yet, there is numerous 
evidence which suggests that the 60 foot road and utility easement was meant to be a private 
easement, as set forth above. The Idaho Supreme Court has held that when there appears to 
be contrary intents, then there is no clear and unequivocal intent. ''The plat establishes 
contrary intents, not clear and unequivocal intent to make an offer of dedication." West 
Wood Investments. Inc. v. Acord, 141 Idaho 75, 87, 106 P3d 401,413 (S.Ct. 2005). 
A review of the contrary intents are as follows. 
A. Evidence in Favor of a Public Road Dedication 
1. The Owner's Certificate states that "all roads" are dedicated for 
use by the public. 
2. The name of the easement is "60' ROAD & UTILITY 
EASEMENT", and since it has the word "road" in its title, it 
could be one of the "roads" considered in the Owner's 
Certificate. 
3. The width of the road is 60 feet wide, which is consistent with 
Huckleberry Loop, in the subdivision. 
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B. Evidence in Favor of a Private Road Dedication 
1. The 60 foot road and utility easement is not named, as required 
by Fremont Cotmty Ordinance. 
2. The 60 foot road and utility easement encroaches on Lots 3 and 
4 of the Plat. 
3. Hucklebeny Loop does not encroach on any Lots in the plat. 
4. The drafter of the plat does not have a practice of placing public 
roads on someone's lot. The drafter only puts easements and 
private roads over a Lot. 
S. The ''hatched" designation in the "Legend'' of the plat means 
"easement as described." This corresponds with Arnold 
Woolstenhume's statement in his affidavit that the purpose of 
this easement was for a private easement and road, not a public 
dedication. 
6. The total road acreage, combining Huckleberry Loop with the 
60 foot road and utility easement, is 3.74 acres. However, the 
"total road acreage" listed on the Plat, is only 3.53 acres. This 
inconsistency is in favor of the 60 foot road and utility easement 
being a private road, not a public road. 
7. When this plat was developed, the property to the west was 
undevelopable Forest Service Lands. The purpose of the 60 foot 
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road and utility easement was for private recreational access to 
those Forest Service lands. 
8. Mr. Woolstenhume's testimony is that his intent of drafting the 
60 foot road and utility easement the way he did, was as a 
private road and easement, for access to the Forest Service 
Lands. 
Therefore, it is clear that there are "contrary intents" when reviewing this plat, and the 
surrounding circumstances. Obviously, there are ambiguities in this Plat. And, if any 
ambiguities exist, then the issue becomes a question of fact, and should be heard by a full 
trial in this matter, and not ruled upon by summary judgment. City of Chubbuck v. City of 
Pocatello, 127 Idaho 198,201,899 P.2d 411,414 (1995). In construing all of these facts in 
the light most favorable to Plaintiffs, the Plaintiffs respectfully request that this Court 
reconsider its summary judgment decision, and deny Defendanfs Motion for Summary 
Judgment. All of these issues of fact must be heard in full by this Court, at a trial on this 
matter. 
DATED this 3D'>day of March, 2010. 
Shan B. Perry 
Holden, Kidwell, Bahri & Crapo, P .L.L.C. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State ofldaho, resident of and 
with my office in Idaho Falls, that I served a true and correct copy of the following desctibed 
pleading or document on the attorney listed below by hand delivering, mailing or by 




Blake Hall, Esq. 
Nelson Hall Parry Tucker, P.A. 
P.O. Box 51630 
Idaho Falls. ID 83405-1630 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER 
( !/)Mail 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) Courthouse Box 
Shan B. Perry 
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C. 
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Shan B. Perry, Esq. (I.S.B. No. 5459) 
Daniel C. Dansie, Esq. (I.S.B. No. 7985) 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
P.O. Box 50130 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
Idaho Fallst ID 83405 
Telephone: (208)523-0620 
Facsimile: (208) 523-9518 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
T-116 P0017/0021 F-113 
DISTRICT SEVEN COURT 
County of Fremont State of Idaho 
Filed:;:=.=====--
MAR 3 I 20IO 
ABrnE MACE, CLERK 
8v: 
... _____ ....... ·-·· ___ DJPl!!Y Clerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH DISTRICT OF 1lIB STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FREMONT 
JONI KEPLER-FLEENOR, et al, 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
FREMONT COUNTY, a political 
subdivision of the State of Idaho 
Defendant. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss. 
County of Teton ) 
Case No, CV-09-296 
AFFIDAVIT OF ARNOLD W. 
WOOLSTENHUME 
ARNOLD W. WOOLSTENHUME, being first duly sworn, deposes and states as 
follows: 
1. I am over the age of 18, and I have personal knowledge as to the following 
matters, and I am competent to testify to the following matters. 
2. I am a licensed land suiveyor and engineer. I have been an engineer since 
1972. 
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3. I drafted the Plat known as Sawtelle Mountain Subdivision, Division III. I 
worked with the developers, Rex and Afton Wasden, in preparing this Plat. 
4. I have prepared over one hundred subdivision plats in my almost 40 years of 
engineering experience. In addition, I have prepared over l 000 plats that were not residential 
in nature. I have certain practices and methods I use when I prepare a subdivision Plat. 
5. It is common for me to put both public dedicated roads on plats, as well as 
roads dedicated for private use. I have reviewed the Sawtelle Mountain Subdivision, 
Division Ill Plat, and I can affinn that the "60' ROAD & UTILITY EASEMENT'' was 
intended to be a private easement and road, not a road dedicated for public use, for the 
reasons set forth below: 
A. I included in the Division III plat an Acreage Table, which lists the 
''Total Road Acreage" for Division III as 3.53 Acres. However, I 
calculated the total acreage of Huckleberry Loop and the 60 foot road 
and utility easement together, and the total is 3.74 acres. 
B. It is my long-standing practice that I do not give names to private 
easements. The fact that I did not give a street name to the 60 foot road 
and utility easement shows my intention of making this a private 
easement and private road, not a public road. 
C. At the time I prepared this Plat~ I had personal knowledge that the 
property directly to the west of Division III was owned by the United 
States Forest Service. Because of that, when I drafted the Plat for 
2 - AFFIDAVIT OF ARNOLD W. WOOLSTENHUME 
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Division III, I did not envision that the land to the west of the 
subdivision would ever be developed, and require connectivity. I 
remember placing the 60 foot road and utility easement for the dual 
purpose of having an easement for utilities, and also providing the 
subdivision residents of Sawtelle with a private road for access to the 
Forest Service Lands for recreational purposes. For convenience 
purposes, I made the easement 60 feet wide, although I envisioned that 
all that would be needed was approximately a l 0 foot jeep path for the 
residents to access the Forest Service lands by hilting, horseback, ATV, 
or snow machines. It was not until several years after I prepared the 
Plat, that a land swap occurred between the Forest Service, and private 
owners, and the property to the west of Division III could be developed. 
D. For the plats I prepare, I give all private easements a "hatched,, 
designation. In my "Legend,, on the plat, it shows that the "hatched" 
designation is for the "EASEMENT AS DESCRIBED.n Because this 
was clearly designated as an easement, I do not consider the 60 foot 
road and utility easement to he included in the Owner's Certificate, 
which I prepared, that states ''that all roads are hereby dedicated to the 
public." Rather, it was my clear intention, by giving a "hatchedn 
designation, that this was a private easement. I understand there is 
confusion because I also used the term "road" when describing the 
3 - AFFIDAVIT OF AR.NOLD W. WOOLSTBNHUMB 
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(seal) 
4 • 
casement. HoWGVer,mY intention was lhatlhiswas to be a private road 
when I drafted 1he plat, not a publi~ one. 
E. When I prepare a Plat, l alays make sure the roads dedi~d for 
public use do not oncroadt onto aayone's lot. For private easements or 
roads. I draft theease111.entto encroach on the lot In reviewlngtho plat 
for Division. Ill, il is dear that I iatclldcd to mako 1his a private 
easemenl and road, because I placed the easement on Lots 3 and 4. 
This was the most c,onvenientandlogiml plamtD put the private road 
and casement to ac=ss the Forest Scmcc Lands, bc:Gause there was 
already a cleared, nmuw jeep trail through lbatportioa ofDivision tn. 
DA'l'BD this _sQ day of March, 2010. 
SUBSCRIBED and swom to before me this 3)~ 
AP:PIDAVlT OP ARNOLD W. WOOLS11iNIIUMB 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State ofldaho, resident of and 
with my office in Idaho Falls. that I served a true and correct copy of the following described 
pleading or document on the attorney listed below by hand delivering, mailing or by 
. ~r 




Blake Hall, Esq. 
Nelson Hall Parry Tucker, P.A. 
P.O. Box 51630 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1630 
AFFIDAVIT OF ARNOLD W. WOOLSTENHUME 
( \/)Mail 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) Courthouse Box 
Shan B. Perry 
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C. 
S - AFFIDAVIT OF ARNOLD W. WOOLSTENHUME 
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D!STR;CT Sc·:. : · 
County of Frernont Stu,·c, c, , 
Shan B. Perry, Esq. (1.S.B. No. 5459) 
Filed: ______ ,_ ..... : .. :::·_., ........ 
Daniel C. Dansie, Esq. (1.S.B. No. 7985) 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
P.O. Box 50130 
~·20~ \ 
By: ffiAcE, c:o:y Clc,k 1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Telephone: (208)523-0620 
Facsimile: (208) 523-9518 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FREMONT 
JONI KEPLER-FLEENOR, et al, 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
FREMONT COUNTY, a political 
subdivision of the State of Idaho 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV-09-296 
OBJECTION TO MOTION FOR 
ATTORNEYS FEES 
COMES NOW Plaintiffs and hereby objects to Defendant's Motion for Attorneys Fees 
with the accompanying Memorandum of Costs and Fees and Affidavit in Support of Motion 
for Costs and Fees. 
The main reason why Defendant is not entitled to fees at this time, is that Plaintiffs' 
claims in this action were not frivolous, lacking in foundation, or unreasonable. Therefore, 
attorney fees are not warranted under Idaho Code §§ 12-121 or 12-117. Therefore, the 
Motion for Attorneys Fees should be denied. 
ORIGINAL 
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This objection will be supplemented within fourteen ( 14) days with a Memorandum. 
DATED this ~ay of March, 2010. 
Shan B. Perry . 
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C. 
2 - OBJECTION TO MOTION FOR COSTS AND FEES 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State ofldaho, resident of and 
with my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that l served a copy of the following described pleading 
or document on the attorneys and/or individuals listed below by hand delivery, by mailing 
with the correct postage thereon, or by facsimile a true and correct copy thereof on this 3 r 
day of March, 2010. 
Document Served: OBJECTION TO MOTION FOR COSTS AND FEES 
Attorneys and/or Individuals Served: 
Blake Hall, Esq. 
Nelson Hall Parry Tucker, P.A. 
P.O. Box 51630 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1630 
G:\WPDATA\SBP\13500 Grant Neibam\Attomeya F-.Objeclion.flm:sm 
(v;-Mail 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) Courthouse Box 
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C. 
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Shan B. Perry, Esq. (I.S.B. No. 5459) 
Daniel C. Dansie, Esq. (I.S.B. No. 7985) 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
P.O. Box 50130 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Telephone: (208)523-0620 
Facsimile: (208) 523-9518 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
r-.;~Tr.~t,"\T (~('.)t 1\'lT 
Cou~ty ~i'r:~ernont State of Idaho 
Filed: .. ·-------E 2QIO 
ABBIE MACE, CLERK 
B~-----ro~e~u~C~le~rk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FREMONT 
JONI KEPLER-FLEENOR, et al, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
FREMONT COUNTY, a political 
subdivision of the State of Idaho 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV-09-296 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
TO: FREMONT COUNTY, DEFENDANT IN THE ABOVE ENTITLED MATTER, 
AND BLAKE HALL, ESQ., THEIR ATTORNEY OF RECORD. 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that on the l lthdayofMay, 2010, at2:00 p.m., or as soon 
thereafter as counsel can be heard, in the Fremont County Courthouse at St. Anthony, Idaho, 
before the Honorable Gregory Moeller, Plaintiffs in the above entitled action will call up for 
hearing their Motion for Reconsideration. 
~ 
DATED this 31 day of March, 2010. 
Shan B. Perry 





CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State ofldaho, resident of and 
with my office in Idaho Falls, that I served a true and correct copy of the following described 
pleading or document on the attorney listed below by hand delivering, mailing or by 




Blake Hall, Esq. 
Nelson Hall Parry Tucker, P.A. 
P.O. Box 51630 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1630 
o,\WPDATA\SBP\13,oo Grant Neibaur\Notice ofHearing,lhn:sm 
2 - NOTICE OF HEARING 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
Shan B. Perry 
(v;-Mail 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) Courthouse Box 
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C. 
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Blake G. Hall (ISB #2434) 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Fremont County 
NELSON HALL PARRY TUCKER, P.A. 
490 Memorial Drive 
P. 0. Box 51630 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1630 
Telephone: (208) 522-3001 
Facsimile: (208) 523-7254 
Attorneys for Defendant Fremont County 
. ····-· - ·-·-------.... -~>.::n 
:. 0 ;:i1.e of Idaho 
. -·:===:::::;--
APR 2 7 2010 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FREMONT 





Case No. CV-09-296 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that on the 11 th day of May, 2010, at 2:00 p.m. of said day, or 
as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard in the above court, before the Honorable Gregory W. 
Moeller, in the District Courtroom, at the Courthouse, in St. Anthony, Fremont County, 
Idaho, Defendant's attorney will call up for hearing Defendant's Motion to Strike. 
DATED this db day of April, 2010. 
NOTICE OF HEARING - 1 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I served a true copy of the foregoing document upon the 
following this __.Jiz_ day of April 2010, by hand delivery, mailing with the necessary postage 
affixed thereto, facsimile, or overnight mail. 
Shan B. Perry 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
P.O. Box 50130 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
L:IBGH\7525. 7 Keplerlnoh3. wpd 
NOTICE OF HEARING - 2 
Ld Mailing 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Fax 
[ ] E-Mail 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Courthouse Box 
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BLAKE G. HALL (2434) 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Fremont County 
NELSON HALL PARRY TUCKER, P.A. 
490 Memorial Drive 
P. 0. Box 51630 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-1630 
Telephone (208) 522-3001 
Fax (208) 523-7354 
Attorneys for Defendant Fremont County 
t)ts--; Fr;·~ .. r ~2 · v:-~ -c:( I~~-··. 
County of Fremont Seate of it;n.:10 
Filed:.:::========-=-=-.:::::._:-:-: ...::::;_--
APR 3 0 ',.i 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FREMONT 
JONI KEPLER-FLEENOR, an individual, 
KISTIN FLEENOR, BLUE SKY 
MANAGEMENT, LLC, et al., 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
FREMONT COUNTY, a political subdivision 
of the County of Fremont, State ofldaho; 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV-09-296 
RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION AND 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVIT 
OFARNOLDW. 
WOOLSTENHUME 
COMES NOW, Defendant, Fremont County, by and through counsel ofrecord, Nelson 
Hall Parry Tucker, P.A., and Responds to Plaintiff's Motion to Reconsider and further offers the 
memorandum in support of Defendant's Motion to Strike. 
RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVIT OF ARNOLD W. WOOLSTENHUME - 1 
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I. RECONSIDERATION SHOULD BE DENIED BECAUSE THE PLAT 
CONTRACT IS CLEAR AND UNAMBIGUOUS AND BECAUSE THE 
AFFIDAVIT OF ARNOLD WOOLSTENHUME SHOULD BE STRICKEN. 
Plaintiff offers ten (10) arguments in support of its motion for reconsideration-eight (8) 
of which (ill - X) are dependent on the Affidavit of Mr. Woolstenhume submitted after the Court 
had already ruled on Defendant's motion for summary judgment and entered final judgment. 
Because Mr. Woolstenhume's affidavit should be stricken (for the reasons discussed below), 
there are really only two issues before this court on reconsideration: (1) whether the road was 
sufficiently designated as a private road for limited use, and (2) whether the word "road" meant 
"road". 
With regard to both issues, the language on the plat is clear that the sixty (60) foot strip 
ofland in question was referred to as a roadway. Further, the language in the Certificate of 
Ownership is clear that "all roads are dedicated to the public" upon county approval of the plat, 
which was obtained within a period often (10) days of the Wasden's signatures on the plat. 
There is no specific language on the plat that says that the "DEDICATED 60 FT. ROADWAY" 
was to be specifically excluded from "all roads" or that it was a private road or intended to 
remain private even after county approval of the plat. Without these express caveats in the plat, 
the subdividers could expect nothing less than for this roadway to be dedicated to public use 
consistent with the plain language of the plat. 
Even if there were an ambiguity in the plat, which Defendants contend there is not, any 
ambiguity must be construed in favor of the non-drafting party. Haener v, Ada County Highway 
District, 108 Idaho 170, 174, 697, P.2d 1184, 1188 (1985). Therefore, the Court's holding was 
further appropriate in light of the foregoing evidence. 
RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND MEMORANDUM IN 
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The plain language in the plat evidences that the roadway in question was dedicated to 
the public upon the county's acceptance of the same and any evidence to the contrary in Mr. 
Woolstenhume's affidavit is extrinsic evidence that should be excluded for the reasons stated 
below. As such, this Court should deny Plaintiffs Motion to Reconsider. 
II. ARNOLD WOOLSTENHUME'S AFFIDAVIT SHOULD BE STRICKEN. 
1. The Affidavit of Mr. Woolstenhume Is Barred by the Parol Evidence Rule. 
In this case, Rex and Afton Wasden prepared a plat for the county approval of the 
Sawtelle Mountain Subdivision, Division III (the "Subdivision"). Affidavit of Kurt Hibbert 
(dated January 6, 2010). In exchange for development rights, this plat offered to dedicate 
several roads to the county. Id. at Exhibit "A". A written contract for the dedication of land was 
therefore formed when the County accepted this offer by signing and approving the plat. See 
Ponderosa Home Site Lot Owners v. Garfield Bay Resort, Inc., 146 P.3d 673 (Idaho 2006); Sun 
Valley Land and Minerals, Inc. V. Hawkes, 66 P.3d 798 (Idaho 2003); Farrell v. Board of 
Commissioners of Lemhi County, 64 P.3d 304 (Idaho 2002). This written contract (plat) 
expressly states in the Owners Certificate: 
BE IT KNOWN THAT WE THE UNDERSIGNED OWNERS OF THE 
SUBDIVISION OF LAND AS HEREIN PLATTED AND DESCRIBED CERTIFY 
THAT IT IS WITH THE FREE CONSENT AND IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE 
DESIRES OF SAID OWNERS AND PROPRIETORS OF SAID DESCRIBED 
LANDS: 
THAT THE NAME OF THE SUBDIVISION SHALL BE SAWTELLE 
MOUNTAIN SUBDIVISION, DIVISIONS III, IV, AND V: 
THAT THE SUBDIVISION IS SUBJECT TO THE DECLARATION OF 
COVENANTS AND RESTRICTIONS OF RECORD: 
THAT ALL ROADS ARE HEREBY DEDICATED TO THE PUBLIC WITH 
RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND MEMORANDUM IN 
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RIGHT OF ACCESS BEING LIMITED BY THE HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION 
UNTIL SUCH TIMES AS ACCEPTED BY FREMONT COUNTY: 
THAT THE DEVELOPER/HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION WILL MAINTAIN 
ALL ROADWAYS UNTIL SUCH TIME AS FREMONT COUNTY ACCEPTS 
SAID MAINTENANCE: 
THAT THE DEDICATED 60 FT. ROADWAY AND UTILITY RIGHT-OF-WAY 
WILL ALLOW SEWER, WATER, ELECTRICAL, TELEPHONE AND OTHER 
UTILITIES TO BE INSTALLED IN THE RIGHT OF WAY. 
Id. ( emphasis added). 
Therefore, upon receiving approval from the county (which was subsequently obtained 
and appears on the face of the plat), all roads were dedicated to the county. Id. The plat itself 
makes specific reference to the 60 foot roadway as being a roadway and that the county has the 
right to maintain it. Id. It also meets the county right of way surface width for a subdivision road 
along with all of the other roads in the subdivision. Id. If the 60 foot roadway were not intended 
as a road or if it were intended to remain private, the plat would have been worded differently. 
The assertion that a roadway is not a road misplaced and relies on evidence outside the four 
comers of the agreement. 
A written contract generally cannot be modified by extrinsic evidence not found in the 
contract itself: 
It is the general rule that when a contract has been reduced to writing, which the 
parties intend to be a complete statement of their agreement, any other written or oral 
agreements or understandings (referred to in many cases as extrinsic evidence) made 
prior to or contemporaneously with the written 'contract' and which relate to the 
same subject matter are not admissible to vary, contradict or enlarge the terms of the 
written contract. 
Tusche Enterprises v. Coffin, 113 Idaho 37, 44, 740 P.2d 1022, 1029 (1987) citing Chapman v. 
Haney Seed Co., Inc., 102 Idaho 26,624 P.2d 408 (1921) (emphasis added). In that case, the 
RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND MEMORANDUM IN 
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Court refused to consider one party's attempts to introduce representations about the quality of 
construction because such representations were not contained in the contract. Id. The parol 
evidence rule barred such evidence. Id. 
"[T]he parol evidence rule is a doctrine of contract law. It forbids the consideration of 
extrinsic evidence to contradict the terms of a written, integrated contract that the parties intend 
to be a final statement of their agreement." McKoon v. Hathaway, 146 Idaho 106, 111, 190 P.3d 
925, 930 (Ct. App 2008). 
Therefore, where a writing exists reflecting the conveyance of land, Plaintiffs cannot 
introduce parol evidence to expand or change the meaning of the document itself. Mr. 
Woolstenhume's affidavit specifically attempts to interpret the plat which states that all roads 
will be dedicated to the public upon county approval. This 60 foot roadway in dispute is clearly 
designated as a road. Argument and evidence contrary to the plain language of the plat is 
therefore barred by the parol evidence rule. As such, Mr. Woolstenhume's affidavit must be 
stricken. 
2. The Affidavit of Mr. Woolstenhume is Untimely. 
I.R.C.P. l l(a)(2)(b) allows a motion to reconsider based upon two scenarios: (1) 
reconsideration of an interlocutory order and (2) reconsideration of a final order. Plaintiffs cite 
PHH Mortgage Services Corp v. Perriera, 146 Idaho 631 (2009) as authority that a motion for 
reconsideration may contain new evidence for a court's consideration. That assertion is true, 
provided that the new evidence is proffered for the consideration of an interlocutory order, not a 
final one. Id. at 635. Even the appellants in that case recognized they were precluded from 
entering new evidence once final judgment was entered. Id. at 636. 
RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND MEMORANDUM IN 
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In this case, the conclusion to the memorandum clearly states: "Therefore, the County's 
Motion for Summary Judgment is hereby GRANTED and Plaintiff's Petition for Declaratory 
Judgment is DISMISSED." (Italics added). The Court also vacated the trial schedule in the same 
order. The Court did not request of the Defendants to prepare any additional documents to affirm 
its holding. All matters were resolved through this order. 
Further, on March 29, 2010, two days before Plaintiffs filed their motion for 
reconsideration, this Court entered a Judgment of Dismissal, which constituted a final judgment. 
Once final judgment has been entered, no new evidence may be presented on a motion for 
reconsideration. Id. Appropriately, then, the Affidavit of Arnold Woolstenhume should be 
stricken. 
Further, Plaintiffs do not offer any argument that the information contained in the 
Affidavit of Arnold Woolstenhume was not obtainable prior to the hearing on summary 
judgment, nor did Plaintiffs request an extension for filing an affidavit on summary judgment 
pursuant to I.R.C.P. 56(f). 
Because a final judgment was entered, the Affidavit of Arnold Woolstenhume is 
untimely and the motion to reconsider should not be considered to the extent it is supported by 
his affidavit (namely counts III - X). 
3. The Affidavit of Mr. Woolstenhume Lacks Foundation and Contains 
Statement of Speculation. 
Only in the event this Court believes there is still sufficient basis to consider new 
evidence on Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration, which Defendant asserts there is not, does 
the county move to further strike the Affidavit of Arnold Woolstenhume. 
RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND MEMORANDUM IN 
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Mr. Woolstenhume appears to testify in subsection 5 of his affidavit from his common 
practices rather than his independent memory of the preparation of the plat. Therefore, he 
presumes that his actions in the drafting of this plat are in conformity with his common business 
practices. Notably, Mr. Woolstenhume does not state in his affidavit that he always follows the 
same procedure in every case but that he commonly does. Testimony regarding the actions in this 
case should be made from his independent memory of the preparation of this plat, not simply a 
presumption about what he may have done based on common business practices. 
Further, this plat was prepared in 1994 (16 years ago) and Mr. Woolstenhume does not 
offer a foundation for when he developed his common practices that he references in his 
affidavit. Therefore, it is speculative to assert that he took certain action in this case without 
proper foundation as to when he formed his common practices and what he specifically 
remembers about this particular plat. 
In subsection 5(C) of the Affidavit of Mr. Woolstenhume, he mentions at the time he 
developed the plat he "envisioned" a need for really only ten feet of land but gave a sixty foot 
easement. This type of land designation is not made by a surveyor but instead is made by the 
land owners. Therefore, Mr. Woolstenhume's affidavit is speculative regarding the need of the 
60 foot width and his affidavit should further be stricken. 
4. The Affidavit of Mr. Woolstenhume Is Hearsay. 
Finally, Mr. Woolstenhume offers testimony in his affidavit regarding what he believes 
the plat speaks to. However, such attempts would be hearsay to the extent he tries to characterize 
the intent of the parties through the words of the plat. The best evidence of the parties' intent is 
contained in the written plat and the plat speaks for itself. 
RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND MEMORANDUM IN 
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CONCLUSION 
The Affidavit of Arnold Woolstenhume should be stricken because (1) the evidence 
contained therein is barred by the parol evidence rule, (2) the affidavit is untimely and seeks to 
enter new evidence after final judgment, (3) the affidavit lacks foundation and is speculative, and 
(4) the affidavit contains statements of hearsay. Further, this Court should not rely on any 
arguments presented on the Motion to Reconsider that in any way rely on or are supported by his 
affidavit. 
Based upon the evidence that is properly before the Court, the property in question was 
indicated in the plain language of the plat as a roadway and the plat further contained language 
without reservation that "all roads" were to be dedicated to the county upon county approval. 
Because county approval was duly obtained, the road in question was dedicated as a county road 
and summary judgment on behalf of Fremont County was appropriate. Plaintiffs Motion for 
Reconsideration should therefore be dismissed. 
Dated this~ day of April, 2010. 
RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND MEMORANDUM IN 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I served a true copy of the foregoing document upon the following 
this ~t, day of April 2010, by hand delivery, mailing with the necessary postage affixed thereto, 
facsimile, or overnight mail. 
Shan B. Perry 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
P.O. Box 50130 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
L:\BGH\7525.7 Kepler\Motion to Strike (Memo).wpd 
[>(.] Mailing 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Fax 
[ ] E-Mail 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Courthouse Box 
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.. - ~ . . 
Blake G. Hall (ISB #2434) 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Fremont County 
NELSON HALL PARRY TUCKER, P.A. 
490 Memorial Drive 
P. 0. Box 51630 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1630 
Telephone: (208) 522-3001 
Facsimile: (208) 523-7254 
Attorneys/or Defendant Fremont Coun(y 
' 
T<.1 : ~ ~1~1I3 or lc!aho 
! ' i _~ 3~;0!0 -1 
By: A1iuAGi::, CLEHK 
Depct Clerk 
IN THE DlSTRlCT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FREMONT 





Case No. CV-09-296 
MOTION TO STRIKE 
AFFIDAVIT OF ARNOLD W. 
WOOLSTENHUME 
Defendant, FREMONT COUNTY, by and through counsel of record, moves to strike the 
Affidavit of Arnold W. Woolstenhume. This motion is supported by the Memorandum In Support 
of Motion to Strike Affidavit of Arnold W. Woolstenhume submitted concurrently herewith. 
Defendant gives notice of its intent to present oral argument on this motion. 
DATED this ,.Uday of April, 2010. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I served a true copy of the foregoing document upon the 
following this _.E)k._ day of April 2010, by hand delivery, mailing with the necessary postage 
affixed thereto, facsimile, or overnight mail. 
Shan B. Perry 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
P.O. Box 50130 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
L:\BGH\7525.7 Kepler\Motion to Strike (Motion).wpd 
[µ:] Mailing 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Fax 
[ ] E-Mail 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Courthouse Box 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR FREMONT COUNTY 
MINUTE ENTRY 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
Plaintiff,) District Seven Court 
Vs. ) County of Fremont 
. .. . State o{Jdah/o O 







___________ ) . ~bbieMa~. Jerk ~pqtyCle,rk: .... £ZEl.~. ::.---
JUDGE: GREGORY W. MOELLER 
REPORTER: NOT PRESENT 
DATE: MAY 11, 2010 
CASE: 
CLERK: DEBORAH MACE 
HEARING: LAW AND MOTION DAY 
ATTORNEY: 
DISK 14 
259 KEPLER-FLEENOR VS FREMON'l' COUN'l'Y 
BLAKE HALL IS PRESENT FOR FREMONT COUNTY 
SHAN PERRY IS PRESENT FOR PLAINTIFF. 
APPEARS ON MOTION FOR RECONSIDER-PLAINTIFF 
AND MOTION TO STRIKE AND MOTION FOR ATTORNEY FEES. 
259 THE COURT WOULD LIKE ARGUMENT ON MOTION TO STRIKE 
FIRST. 
MR HALL PROCEEDS, ASKS FOR MR PERRY TO GO FIRST. 
MR PERRY WILL PROCEED ON MOTION TO STRIKE 
THE COURT COMMENTS ON ROAD EASEMENT. 
310 THE COURT ASKS MR PERRY TO DEFINE DICTA 
THE COURT ASKS WHY EVIDENCE WAS NOT SUBMITTED TIMLEY. 
311 THE COURT ASKS MR PERRY AS TO RULE lA, WHAT IS TO BE 
DONE WITH FREMONT COUNTYS EXPENSE. 
337 MR PERRY IN REBUTTAL. 
340 MR HALL GIVES ARGUMENT IN LIGHT OF ATTORNEY FEES. 
MR PERRY IN ARGUMENT AS TO ATTORNEY FEES. 
341 MR PERRY COMMENTS ON AGREEMENT OF PRIOR PROS. LEWIES. 
MR HALL HAS NOT BEEN PRESENTED WITH ANY DOCUMENTS FOR 
THIS ARGUMENT FOR THIS HEARING. 
THE COURT WILL TAKE BOTH ISSUES INTO ADVISEMENT. 




FILED IN CHAMBERS AT REXBURG, 
MADISON COUNTY, IDAHO. 
Date: T~ [ , :l.J:;;/0 
Time:~ 5 f• ~, · 
By; G~W. DB RITJUGE 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL
 DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR FREMONT COUNTY 
JONI KEPLER-FLEENOR, an individual; 
KISTIN FLEENOR; BLUE SKY 
MANAGEMENT, LLC; GRANT NEIBUAR, 
BARBARA NEIBUAR; ART HERNING; 
JERRY WAGEMAN; CENIA WAGEMAN; 
DAVID NEIBUAR; DOUGLAS NEIBUAR; 
LINDA NEIBUAR; FRITZ MURDOCK; 
PATTIE MURDOCK; DORAN WEST; 
CONNIE WEST; KIM WEST; KERRY 
WEST; RICK GREEN; KELLY GREEN; 
GARY KILLPACK; DIANE KILLPACK; 
TERRY EKBERT; LORRAINE EKBERT; 
RANDY STEED; DONNA STEED; JERRY 
NA VE; KELLY NA VE; BRAD NEIBAUR; 
DIANE NEIBAUR; WES FIFE; KEVIN 
FLEENOR; RICK KRUMENACKER; 
SHAUNA KRUMENACKER; BRIAN 
MORDAUNT; PAM MORDAUNT; STEVE 
AUGUSTIN; and LAURIE AUGUSTIN; 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
FREMONT COUNTY, a political subdivision 
of the State of Idaho, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV-09-296 
MEMORANDUM DECISION ON 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION 
This matter comes before the Court on Plaintiffs Motion for R
econsideration, 
dated March 31, 2010. Plaintiffs ask the Court to reconsider its
 earlier Memorandum 
Decision on Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment, dated
 March 15, 2010. 
Defendant ("Fremont County") has filed a motion to strike the 
Affidavit of Arnold W. 
Woolstenhulme, which was filed in support of Plaintiffs' motio
n. 
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I. FACTS 
The facts of this case, which remain largely undisputed, are set forth in the 
Court's earlier Memorandum. Decision on Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment, 
dated March 15, 2010. Plaintiffs have attempted to supplement the record by filing the 
Affidavit of Arnold W. Woolstenhulme. These alleged "new" facts, and the bearing they 
might have on the Court's earlier decision, will be discussed further below. 
II. STANDARD OF REVIEW 
A. Motion for Reconsideration 
Plaintiffs seek reconsideration pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 
1 l(a)(2)(B), which provides: 
A motion for reconsideration of any interlocutory orders of the trial court 
may be made at any time before the entry of final judgment but not later 
than fourteen (14) days after the entry of the final judgment. A motion for 
reconsideration of any order of the trial court made after entry of final 
judgment may be filed within fourteen (14) days from the entry of such 
order; provided, there shall be no motion for reconsideration of an order of 
the trial court entered on any motion filed under Rules 50(a), 52(b), 55(c), 
59(a), 59(e), 59.1, 60(a), or 60(b). 
A court has substantial discretion in reviewing its own orders, provided the motion to 
reconsider complies with the applicable rules. 
B. Attorney Fees and Costs. 
The awarding of attorney fees is typically a discretionary function of the Court. 
All discretionary decisions require the Court to (1) rightly perceive the issue as one of 
discretion, (2) act within the outer boundaries of the discretion allotted, and (3) reach the 
decision through the exercise of reason. Associates Northwest, Inc. v. Beets, 112 ldaho 
603, 605, 733 P.2d 824, 826 (Ct. App. 1987). 
Courts may award attorney fees when authorized by statute or contract. Heller v. 
Cenarrusa, 106 Idaho 571,578,682 P.2d 524,531 (1984). In this case, Idaho Code§§ 
12-117 and 12-121, as well as Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54, are controlling. These 
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provisions require the Court to determine that there is a civil action, a prevailing party, 
and that the fees requested are reasonable. 
The standard for awarding attorney fees in an action involving government 
agencies, including counties, is set forth in LC. § 12-117, which provides: 
If the prevailing party is awarded a partial judgment and the court finds 
the party against whom partial judgment is rendered acted without a 
reasonable basis in/act or law, the court shall allow the prevailing party's 
attorney's fees, witness fees and expenses in an amount which reflects the 
person's partial recovery. 
(Emphasis added). The use of the word "shall" indicates that awarding fees to the 
prevailing party is nondiscretionary, if there is a finding the action was pursued 
unreasonably. Ralph Naylor Farms, LLC v. Latah County, 144 Idaho 806, 172 
P .3d 1081 (2007). 
The standard set forth by I.C. §12-121 (as explained in Rule 54(e)(l)) is 
similar, but somewhat more nuanced. The Idaho Supreme Court has consistently 
held that "Idaho Code§ 12-121 permits an award of attorney fees in a civil action 
to the prevailing party if the court determines the case was brought, pursued or 
defendedfrivolously, unreasonably or without foundation." Goodman v. 
Lothrop, 143 Idaho 622,628, 151 P.3d 818,824 (2007) (Emphasis added). 
III. DISCUSSION 
A. Fremont County's Motion to Strike the Affidavit of Arnold W. 
Woolstenhulme on the Grounds that it Seeks to Introduce New 
Evidence is Denied. 
Summary judgment decisions may be reconsidered pursuant to Rule l l(a)(2)(B). 
The Court.issued its summary judgment ruling on March 15, 2010 and Plaintiffs filed 
their motion for reconsideration on March 31, 2010. 1 The Court earlier signed a 
Judgment of Dismissal on March 29, 2010. Inasmuch as Plaintiffs' motion for 
1 The Court's Memorandum Decision on Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment was first entered in 
chambers in Madison County on March 15, 2010. When it was filed in Fremont County it was stamped 
again as filed on March 17, 2010. 
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reconsideration was filed within fourteen days of the Court's "final judgment," it is 
clearly timely. 
However, Plaintiff has also filed a supporting affidavit purporting to set forth new 
facts. Fremont County has objected to the Affidavit of Arnold W. Woolstenhulme and 
moved to strike it, claiming that it is too late for the Court to consider new evidence since 
it has already reached a final decision. Both sides rely upon the Idaho Supreme Court's 
decision in PHH Mortg. Services Corp. v. Perreira, 146 Idaho 631, 200 P .3d 1180 
(2009). In PHH, the Supreme Court held: 
Whether or not the district court erred in refusing to consider the new 
evidence depends upon what the Perreiras wanted the district court to 
reconsider. The trial court must consider new evidence that bears on the 
correctness of an interlocutory order if requested to do so by a timely 
motion under Rule 1 l(a)(2)(B) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
Coeur d'Alene Mining Co. v. First Nat'/ Bank of North Idaho, 118 Idaho 
812,823,800 P.2d 1026, 1037 (1990). However, the trial court cannot 
consider new evidence when asked to reconsider a final judgment pursuant 
to a motion to alter or amend the judgment under Rule 59( e ), id, or 
pursuant to a motion to amend findings of fact or conclusions of law under 
Rule 52(b), see Rae v. Bunce, 145 Idaho 798,805, 186 P.3d 654,661 
(2008). 
Id, 146 Idaho at 635,200 P.3d at 1184 (emphasis added). Assuming the evidence is 
otherwise admissible, new evidence "must" be considered if the motion for 
reconsideration is from an interlocutory order. However, if Plaintiffs seek relief from a 
final judgment on the basis of new evidence, the Court cannot consider it under Rules 
59( e) or 52{b ). As in PHH, the key determination for the Court is what Plaintiffs want 
the Court to reconsider. 
The Court finds that although a final judgment was entered on March 29, 2010, 
Plaintiffs had not yet received that order when they filed their motion for reconsideration. 
Plaintiffs' motion, memorandum, and affidavit are all dated March 30, 2010 and 
reference only the Court's interlocutory order. The Court's Judgment of Dismissal, 
although signed and filed on March 29, 20 I 0, was apparently not mailed to Plaintiffs 
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until April 21, 2010.2 Toe Court cannot account for the delay in mailing and Plaintiffs 
should not be penalized for any resulting confusion. Therefore, the Court concludes that 
it may consider the new evidence submitted by Plaintiffs, provided it is otherwise 
admissible. 
B. Fremont County's Motion to Strike the Affidavit of Woolstenhulme 
is Granted on Procedural and Evidentiary Grounds. 
Plaintiffs' motion asserts that the Court should not have granted summary 
judgment to Fremont County because there is evidence of"contrary intent" on the part of 
the original property owners to dedicate the road to public use. West Wood Investments, 
Inc. v. Acord, 141 Idaho 75, 106 P.3d 401 (2005). Based on the information contained in 
the Woolstenhulme affidavit, they argue that Fremont County cannot establish clear and 
unequivocal intent to dedicate the road at issue. In support of their position Plaintiffs cite 
eight different facts which they believe create genuine issues of material fact on the 
question of whether there were "contrary intents." While some of these facts concern 
matters Plaintiffs believe the Court failed to consider in its earlier ruling, the balance of 
the facts all concern new evidence contained in Mr. Woolstenhulme's affidavit. The 
Court finds that the Woolstenhulme affidavit, while generally admissible in support of 
Plaintiffs' motion for reconsideration under Rule 1 l(a)(2)(B), must nevertheless be 
stricken pursuant to Rule 56(c) and other Idaho evidentiary rules. The Court will address 
each issue in turn. 
(1) The Affidavit Circumvents Rule S6(c). 
Although the Court has concluded that an affidavit containing new facts may be 
considered as part of Plaintiffs' motion for reconsideration, the affidavit itself must still 
comply with both the Idaho Rules of Evidence and Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, as 
well as the rulings of the Idaho Appellate Courts. There is no contention by Plaintiffs 
that this "new evidence" was unknown or unknowable by them prior to the summary 
2 See the "Clerk's Certificate of Service" at the conclusion of the Judgment of Dismissal, March 29, 2010. 
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judgment hearing. This is evidence that was available to Plaintiffs at the time this issue 
was originally before the Court. In essence, Plaintiffs are using their motion for 
reconsideration as a mechanism for introducing an affidavit which Rule 56( c) required 
them to have filed fourteen days before the summary judgment hearing. 
The rules surrounding consideration of late affidavits are effectively summarized 
by the Idaho Supreme Court in Sun Valley Potatoes, Inc. v. Rosholt, Robertson & Tucker, 
133 Idaho 1,981 P.2d 236, (1999). In reversing the trial court's consideration of an 
affidavit submitted three days before the summary judgment hearing, the Supreme Court 
noted: 
Rule 56( c) r equires the moving party to serve the motion along with 
supporting brief and affidavits not less than twenty-eight days before the 
hearing. l.R.C.P. 56(c). The purpose is to give the opposing party an 
adequate and fair opportunity to support its case. The rule requires the 
adverse party, if it chooses, to respond with an opposing brief and 
affidavits no less than fourteen days prior to the hearing. Id Again, the 
purpose is to give the moving party an adequate opportunity to respond. 
Finally, if the moving party chooses to reply, the rule permits the service 
of a reply brief no fewer than seven days before the hearing. Id While the 
above language is mandatory, the trial court may shorten the time periods 
for good cause shown. Id 
Rule 56( e) does give the trial court discretion to allow a party to oppose or 
supplement an affidavit by further affidavits, however, the time limitations 
set forth in Rule 56( c) still apply unless the court shortens the time for 
good cause shown. The problem here is that the Jensen affidavit was not a 
supplement to the earlier factual showing made in support of its motion, 
but rather presented new and different factual information relating to the 
judgmental immunity rule. Moreover, while the Jensen affidavit was also 
filed to oppose information submitted by Sun Valley, the information 
contained in Jensen's affidavit was clearly known and available to RR & T 
prior to filing its motion and the record reflects no reason why the 
affidavit could not have been timely flied. 
Because there was no showing of good cause for failing to comply with 
the time limits by RR & T, and clearly Sun Valley was at a disadvantage 
in responding to the summary judgment motion, the district judge abused 
his discretion in considering Jensen's affidavit. Therefore, we will not 
consider Jensen's statements in our review of RR & T's motion for partial 
summary judgment. 
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Id,. 133 Idaho at 5-6, 981 P.2d at 240-241 (emphasis added). 
The Court finds and concludes that in the case at hand, Plaintiff's have not 
established good cause for failing to submit Mr. Woolstenhulme's testimony fourteen 
days before the summary judgment hearing. Instead, they waited until approximately 
fifty days after the hearing (sixty-four days after the deadline for filing opposing 
affidavits) before bringing this information to the Court's attention.3 Additionally, 
Plaintiffs have not asserted any grounds which would provide a basis for the Court to 
conclude that this information was unavailable earlier. Although arguably containing 
new facts, the affidavit is essentially a late affidavit in the guise of "new evidence." To 
conclude otherwise would allow litigants to easily circumvent Rule 56( c) by merely 
submitting their late affidavits with a motion for reconsideration. This is clearly 
prejudicial to Fremont County and thwarts the purposes of Rule 56(c). 
(2) Even if Timely, Portions of the Woolstenhulme Affidavit Violate the 
Paro) Evidence Rule and are Inadmissible Speculation. 
Even if Mr. Woolstenhulme's affidavit were procedurally proper, there are serious 
evidentiary concerns affecting its admissibility and consideration by the Court. These 
concerns relate to the parol evidence rule and the highly speculative statements contained 
in the document. 
The Idaho Supreme Court has defined the parol evidence rule, and its exceptions, 
as follows: 
It is the general rule that when a contract has been reduced to writing, 
which the parties intend to be a complete statement of their agreement, 
any other written or oral agreements or understandings (referred to in 
many cases as extrinsic evidence) made prior to or contemporaneously 
with the written "contract" and which relate to the same subject matter are 
not admissible to vary, contradict or enlarge the terms of the written 
contract. 
3 The summary judgment hearing was held on February 9, 2010. Although Plaintiffs should have filed the 
affidavit in question by January 26, 2010, it was not filed until March 31, 2010. 
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However, it has also been consistently held that extrinsic evidence is 
admissible to interpret ambiguous or uncertain terms which are contained 
in the written contract. 
Chapman v. Haney Seed Co., Inc., 102 Idaho 26, 28,624 P.2d 408,410 (1981), (citations 
omitted). Of course, for this rule to be applicable, the plat in question must be deemed a 
contract, or subject to the same rules as a contract. 
The Court has not located an Idaho appellate decision discussing the applicability 
of the parol evidence rule to a subdivision plat. However, there are several decisions 
which strongly suggest the rule should apply. For example, in McCoy v. McCoy, 125 
Idaho 199,204,868 P.2d 527,532 (Ct. App. 1994), the Idaho Court of Appeals held that 
"[i]fthe language of a deed is plain and unambiguous the intention of the parties must be 
determined from the deed itself, and parol evidence is not admissible to show intent." 
Similarly, in Sun Valley Land and Minerals, Inc. v. Hawkes, 138 Idaho 543, 545, 66 P.3d 
798,802 (2003), the Idaho Supreme Court applied the parol evidence rule to the 
interpretation of restrictive covenants. Many other jurisdictions have applied similar 
logic in expressly applying the parol evidence rule to the interpretation of a plat.4 
Under the parol evidence rule, Paragraph 5 of the Woolstenhulme affidavit is 
problematic. Mr. Woolstenhulme expressly states that subparagraphs 5(A) through 5(E) 
contain evidence offered to show that the road in question was "intended to be a private 
easement and road ... . "5 Additionally, throughout Paragraph 5 of the affidavit, 
Woolstenhulme almost always testifies of his intent. For example, he states "it is clear 
that I intended to make this a private easement and road," and "my intention was that this 
4 For example, see Schramel v. Collegeville Tp., 2009 WL 3364215 (Minn.App., October 20, 2009), 
("Construction of the plat is subject to the same rules that govern construction of contracts. Accordingly, 
courts may consider parol evidence to construe a plat only when the plat is ambiguous or incomplete."); 
Hersh v. Plonski, 156 N.H. 511, 938 A.2d 98 (N.H., 2007), ("Where the plat or map is complete and 
unambiguous, parol evidence is inadmissible."); andSelbyv. Knudson, 77 Wash.App. 189,890 P.2d 514 
(Wash.App. Div. 3, 1995), ("If the plat is unambiguous, the intent, as expressed in such plat, cannot be 
contradicted by parol evidence."). 
5 Affidavit of Arnold W. Woolstenhulme, ,r 5 (March 31, 2010), (emp~asis added). 
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was to be a private road."6 While this may be of marginal relevance, the key issue in this 
case is the intent of his clients. 
Also problematic, Woolstenhulme's testimony concerning his intent is based upon 
his common practices. As Fremont County has noted, he does not claim he always 
prepared plats as he now suggests he commonly did. He provides no examples of similar 
designations on different projects to establish a foundation for these claims. He also 
provides few, if any, specific references to his recollection of this project. In fairness, 
this is understandable, given the plat was prepared approximately sixteen years ago. 
Nevertheless, such speculation is not only inappropriate, but it illustrates the very evil the 
parol evidence rule was designed to prevent. 
In paragraph S(A), Woolstenhulme points to an alleged discrepancy in "total road 
acreage" and speculates that this is proof that the road in question was not to be dedicated 
to public use. Plaintiffs ask the Court to rely upon a mathematical discrepancy and 
ignore the plain language in the plat which: (1) dedicates "all roads" to the public and (2) 
states that the "60 ft. roadway and utility right-of-way" is "dedicated." Even if the 
apparent miscalculation of acreage discussed in Paragraph 5(A) is a mathematical error or 
an oversight on Mr. Woolstenhulme's part, it is not sufficient to raise a material issue of 
fact and overcome the specific donative intent, coupled with the clear dedicatory 
language, set forth in writing within the plat itself. 
In Paragraph 5(B), Woolstenhulme cites his "long-standing practice" of not 
naming private easements. He then makes the legal conclusion that this "shows my 
intention to make this a private easement and private road."7 The road in question is a 
short stub, obviously designed to connect to a future road or development. The fact that 
such a short roadway, not immediately usable, is allegedly unnamed is insufficient to 
overcome the specific donative intent and clear dedicatory language set forth in writing 
within the plat itself. A fair review of the plat leads to the logical conclusion that the 
road in question was considered, at least temporarily, as part of Huckleberry Loop. 
6 Id, ff 5(0) and 5(E). 
1 Id., 15(B). 
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The Court earlier found that the 60 foot width of the road in question was not only 
consistent with every other dedicated road in the subdivision, but also the precise width 
required for acceptance as a public road by Fremont County under its applicable 
ordinances. In Paragraph 5(C), Woolstenhulme attempts to explain away the width of the 
road in question by explaining: 
For convenience purposes, I made the easement 60 feet wide, although I 
envisioned that all that would be needed was approximately a 10 foot jeep 
path for the residents to access the Forest Service Lands by hiking, 
horseback, A TV, or snow machines. 8 
There are several problems with this statement. First, the issue is not Woolstenhulme's 
recollection of his vision for the project-it is the donor's intent that is potentially 
relevant. Second, there is no explanation why it was more "convenient" to make the 
easement ( or road) 60 feet wide when all other easements in the subdivision are only 10 
feet wide. Third, Woolstenhulme explains that the road in question led to Forest Service 
lands not available for public development at the time it was platted. Woolstenhulme's 
affidavit seems to suggest that he would not have intentionally platted a 60 foot road to 
nowhere. However, using his same logic, why would the plat also provide a utility 
easement to nowhere? The plain and clear intent of both the utility easement and the 60 
foot road was to accommodate future development. 
In Paragraph 5(d), Woolstenhulme testifies that the "hatching" on the plat of the 
road in question means that it was not intended as a dedicated road. He reaches a legal 
conclusion that "it was my clear intention, by giving a hatched designation, that this was 
a private easement." The road is only unique in that it is the only place on the plat where 
a road and utility easement exist in the same location. The plat's description of the road 
as a "road & utility easement" explains the dual purpose of the hatched area. Certainly a 
dedicated public road can also be subject to a utility easement. 
Finally, in paragraph 5(E), Woolstenhulme argues that because the road in 
question encroaches on lots 3 and 4, and he always avoids encroachments when preparing 
a plat, this clearly indicates the road was a private easement. Once again, this is a highly 
8 Id., 15(C). 
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speculative legal conclusion lacking foundation. There is no legal basis for such a 
conclusion. It is not uncommon for subdivision roads to be located over existing lots. 
See Schneider v. Howe, 142 Idaho 767, 133 P.3d 1232 (2006), (Dedicated "road 
easement" crossing two lots could be used as a public highway). 
For all the reasons set forth above, the Court concludes that the Woolstenhulme 
affidavit is an inappropriate attempt to proffer parol evidence based on speculation. For 
these reasons it should be stricken. 
C. Even if Admissible, the Woolstenhulme Affidavit does not raise 
Genuine Issues of Material Fact. 
In the Court's prior decision, it found that given the express language of the 
donor's on the plat and the certificate, there was no genuine issue of material fact as to 
the donors' intent to dedicate the road. Even if the Court ignores all of the procedural 
and evidentiary concerns noted above, the Woolstenhulme Affidavit still creates no 
genuine issue of material fact as to the intent of the original property owners. Plaintiffs 
are essentially asking the Court to find an issue of fact merely because this plat is not 
typical of how Mr. Woolstenhulme normally plats a subdivision. These conclusory 
statements, offered without further foundation, do not supply the Court with any real 
evidence to substantiate his conclusions 
Each of the eight points raised by Plaintiffs has been discussed above. While 
taken in a vacuum they could appear to create factual issues, taken in full context they 
actually contribute little to the case. The record is clear that the Owners Certificate [sic] 
begins with the introductory language: 
Be it known that we the undersigned owners of the subdivision ofland as 
herein platted and described certify that it is with the free consent and in 
accordance with the desire of said owners and proprietors ... 9 
Everything that follows this introductory statement is a written memorial of the owners' 
"desire." The word "desire," as used in this document, is unquestionably synonymous 
9 Affidavit of Kurt Hibbert, Exhibit "A" (January 6, 2010), (emphasis added). 
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with "intent." Within the Owners Certificate, the owners express their "desire" to 
dedicate "all roads" in the subdivision. The property owners also expressly described the 
"60 foot roadway and utility right-of-way" at issue in this case as "dedicated" in the 
Owners Certificate. This language is followed by a legal description and the signatures 
of both owners. In light of this undisputed evidence, taken straight from the four comers 
of the plat, the Court concludes that there was "clear and unequivocal intent" to dedicate 
the road at issue. 
There is no reason for the Court to attempt to divine contrary intent from alleged 
anomalies or inconsistencies elsewhere in the plat, based solely on speculation and parol 
evidence. As discussed at length in the Court's earlier Memorandum Decision, the 
"Owners Certificate" printed on the plat clearly states that all roads in the subdivision 
were dedicated to the public. 10 Plaintiffs' attempted earlier to point out apparent 
anomalies in the plat which they contend show contrary intentions, but the Court 
respectfully disagreed. The failure to name a short road, the allegedly inconsistent use of 
"hatching," the placing of the road within lots 3 and 4, etc., do not prevent the Court from 
clearly discerning the owners' express intent. There are simply no provisions within the 
document itself that create ambiguity on the issue of intent to dedicate. This is important 
because ambiguity must be established by Plaintiffs before the Court could even consider 
portions of Mr. Woolstenhulme's affidavit. 
It is worth noting that despite offering parol evidence, Plaintiffs did not even 
argue that the plat was ambiguous in their most recent motion. Instead they argue that 
the evidence of the offer of dedication is not "clear and convincing." If the Court could 
ignore the written language contained in the Owners Certificate, Plaintiffs might be 
correct. However, as the Court has explained, anomalies or inconsistencies in a 
document do not necessarily equate to ambiguity. 
Plaintiffs' effort to salvage the case by asserting issues of ambiguity into the 
record is understandable. However, even if the Court were to find ambiguity and 
considered Mr. Woolstenhulme's testimony, this would still not provide a basis for 
10 Memorandum Decision on Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment, pp. 4-7. 
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FROM MADISON COURTS 2083585425 (NED)JUL 7 2010 13:18/ST.13:18/No.7500000804 p 2 
denying swnmary judgment. While the interpretation of an ambiguous contract is 
generally an issue of fact, 11 "[i]t is well settled in Idaho that ambiguous contract 
language will be construed most strongly against the party who prepared the contract." 
Jensen v. Seigel Mobile Homes Group, 105 Idaho 189,668 P.2d 65 (1983). 1t is 
undisputed the plat in question was drafted by Mr. Woolstenhulme. Therefore, even if 
the Court were to consider bis affidavit, Mr. Woolstenhulme's interpretation of the plat 
would be entitled to no special deference. 
Given that the plat sets forth in writing the expressed ''desire" of the owners, there 
is simply no reason for the Court to disregard such language based solely upon a third 
parties' efforts to explain what he thinks he really meant 16 years ago. Therefore. the 
Court fmds and concludes that even if admitted, the Woolstenhulme Affidavit does not 
raise a genuine issue of material fact as to the donor's explicit intent on the plat. 
D. DefendaDts are not entitled to Attonaey Fees and Costs 
Fremont County is seeking an award of attorney fees in the amount of $6317 .00. 
In order to grant fees and costs pursuant to I.C. § 12-117, the Court must find that 
Plaintiffs "'acted without a reasonable basis in fact orlaw." Similarly, J.C.§ 12-121 
requires a finding that the case was "defended frivolously, unreasonably or without 
foundation." Fremont County has not set forth or requested any specific costs in their 
pleadings.12 
Although Fremont Comity is the prevailing party in this action, the Court cannot 
tind that the criteria set forth under either LC. § 12-117 or § 12-121 has been met. This 
action was brought by Plaintiffs as a .. Petition for Declaratory Judgment." The phtL at 
issue was not prepared at the request of, or drafted by, any of the petitioners to this 
action. Although the Court did found th.e plat to be unambiguous, the Court also finds 
that Plaintiffs initiated this action in good faith, scekin& a judicial declaration of the 
.. rights, status, and legal relations between the parties." This is exactly what the Court 
has done. While Fremont County may claim they never doubted the outcome, arguably 
11 Walker 11. American Cyanamid Co., 130 Idaho 824, 948 P.2d I 123 (1997). 
12 See Memorandum in Support of Motion for Attorney's Fee-~ (March 24. 2010). 
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all parties to this litigation, as well as those owning adjacent lands in the area, will benefit 
from the certainty a declaratory judgment will bring to this controversy. 
Although the Court ultimately reached a different conclusion from that advocated 
by Plaintiffs, the Court cannot find that it was inappropriate for them to seek judicial 
clarification and direction on this matter. The Court's decision notwithstanding, this was 
a very complex and difficult matter, one that the Court labored with for some time before 
reaching a conclusion. As a matter of discretion, the Court concludes that Plaintiffs 
conduct in advancing this litigation was neither legally unreasonable nor frivolous. 
CONCLUSION 
For the reasons stated above the Court, the Court holds as follows: 
1. Fremont County's motion to strike the Affidavit of Arnold W. Woolstenhulme 
on the grounds that it seeks to introduce new evidence with its motion for reconsideration 
is DENIED. 
2. Fremont County's motion to strike the Affidavit of Arnold W. Woolstenhulme 
on the grounds that it seeks to introduce impermissible parol evidence and speculation is 
GRANTED. 
3. Even if the Affidavit of Arnold W. Woolstenhulme is admitted, the Court finds 
that it creates no genuine issues of material fact sufficient to overturn its prior 
Memorandum Decision granting summary judgment to Fremont County. Therefore, the 
motion for reconsideration is DENIED. 
4:Tremont County's motion for attorney fees and costs is DENIED. 
So ordered. 
Dated this 1st day of July, 2010. 
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TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, FREMONT COUNTY AND THE 
PARTY'S ATTORNEY BLAKE G. HALL AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE 
ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above named Appellants,Joni Kepler-Fleenor, et al, appeals against the 
above named Respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Final Judgment, Order of 
Decree on Petitioner's Petition for Declaratory Judgment, dated Match 24, 2010, and the 
Memorandum Decision on Plaintiff/Appellant's Motion for Reconsideration, dated July 1, 
2010, both of which were issued by Judge Gregory W. Moeller, District Judge. 
2. Appellant has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgments 
or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and pursuant to Rule 
1 l(a)(2). 
3. Appellant intends to assert the following issues on appeal: 
A. Whether the District Court erred in holding that the disputed 
easement/road in this case was a dedicated road to the public. 
B. Whether the District Court erred in holding that the panel evidence rule 
applies to this particular plat. 
4. No Order has been entered sealing any portion of the record. 
5. As no oral testimony was given in this case, Appellant does not request a 
transcript of the Summary Judgment hearing or the hearing on the Motion for 
Reconsideration. 
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6. The Appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's 
record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.R.: 
a. The entire record of the proceedings before Judge Moeller; as lodged 
with the District Court, including all affidavits~ 
b. All decisions and orders of the District Court. 
c. All briefs filed in the District Court by Appellant and Respondent. 
7. Appellant requests that all documents, charts, maps, and photographs attached 
to the items listed above be copied and sent to the Supreme Court, especially the plat which 
is the subject matter of this case. 
8. I certify that: 
a. A copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served on the court reporter 
for the District Court of Fremont County. 
b. That a fee for preparation of the reporters transcript is not needed in 
this case. 
c. The estimated fee for the preparation of the clerk's record has been 
paid. 
d. The appellate filing fee has been paid. 
e. That service has been made upon all parties required to be served 
pursuant to Rule 20. 
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